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SERIES FOREWORD
The MIT Press Essential Knowledge series offers accessible, concise, beautifully produced pocket-size books on
topics of current interest. Written by leading thinkers, the
books in this series deliver expert overviews of subjects
that range from the cultural and the historical to the scientific and the technical.
In today’s era of instant information gratification, we
have ready access to opinions, rationalizations, and superficial descriptions. Much harder to come by is the foundational knowledge that informs a principled understanding
of the world. Essential Knowledge books fill that need.
Synthesizing specialized subject matter for nonspecialists
and engaging critical topics through fundamentals, each
of these compact volumes offers readers a point of access
to complex ideas.
Bruce Tidor
Professor of Biological Engineering and Computer Science
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

PREFACE
Attempting to write a book about robots represents a leap
of faith. The field is already broad and expanding further,
and it moves too fast for a multiyear project to be at all
current. Why, then, did I proceed?
The field of robotics is, I believe, entering a crucial
stage. Technologies are good enough for mass commercialization, use by governments, and even to become invisible in their ubiquity. Robots will soon affect millions of
people’s lives more directly and profoundly.
The technical choices made in robots’ design not only
embody value judgments and aspirations; they often have
ethical implications. Every roboticist I have met is smart,
humane, and well spoken. Even so, I do not want a small
population of scientists and engineers, working in isolation, to make all the decisions that can affect life, death,
health, work and livelihood, class status, personal privacy,
gender identity, the future of war, the shape of urban
landscapes, and many other domains: they need help, and
other perspectives.
This book seeks to widen the circle of individuals who
have a say in what robots can and should do, look like,
include, and leave out. I hope roboticists read the book,
but the intended audience is the rest of us. Design choices
made now may well be with us for decades, so now is the

time to ask, and to assert, what “good” robots might look
like. Because of the breadth and dynamism of the field,
my narrative’s emphasis falls less on completeness and
the latest developments, and more on the enduring issues:
what are the persistent capabilities, contests, and tradeoffs that will characterize robots and robotics?
Why do these issues matter? Many powerful scenarios
involve humans and robots working in partnership rather
than robots replacing humans, whether on a battlefield, in
a hospital, on an assembly line, or in the rehabilitation,
prosthetics, or aging processes. Rather than focusing on
either-or debates over what constitutes a robot, we will
be better served by seeing compu-mechanical augmentation of human traits on a continuum. By necessity, this
implies both that robots and human beings will be living and working closely, changing the nature of the human condition in important ways, and that, rather than
becoming only slaves or potentially overlords, robots will
become humanity’s partners. These impending changes
make improving our theories, norms, and aspirations an
urgent matter. This book, this leap of faith, is a small step
in that direction.
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1
INTRODUCTION

Television and cinema have helped propagate powerful
American stories of technology. The Star Wars franchise
is in many ways an updated Western, using space as a
frontier (though maybe not the final one) and light sabers as rifles. The impact of such icons—and possibly
archetypes—as Robocop, Blade Runner’s replicants, the
brilliant, mannerly C-3PO, and Disney’s Wall-E is wide and
deep. Ask about “throwbots,” Atlas, Motoman, Kiva, Beam,
or other real-life robots that are reinventing warfare, the
industrial workplace, and human-robot collaboration, and
most people have little sense of what real robots do or look
like. But everyone knows the Terminator, complete with
Austrian accent.
In 2004, Chris Van Allsburg’s beloved children’s book
The Polar Express was made into a movie. Oscar-winning

talent (including Tom Hanks) was wired up for digital motion capture, but the resulting characters came out, to use
critics’ words, “creepy,” “eerie,” and “dead-eyed”; the movie
was “a zombie train.” For years, digital animators pushed
for more polygons, more shades of color, more pixels—
in short, more computing. But instead of delighting audiences with verisimilitude, they entered the “uncanny
valley,” a paradox in which added artificial likeness weirds
people out. After 2005, the Japanese female android Repliee generated the same reaction with its almost-but-notquite humanlike features.
In contrast to Hollywood, Boston Dynamics (between
2013 and 2016, a Google company) builds robots intended
for use by the U.S. armed services. Nonclassified YouTube
videos of a robotic cheetah, humanoid, and pack animal
have received tens of millions of views, giving many people
their first look at state-of-the-art robotic science. Rather
than the moderately large viewership, most striking to me
was my students’ reaction when a human shoved/kicked
the BigDog to show its stability: they gasped, as if someone had struck a pet on camera.
Robots are becoming more numerous, more capable,
and more diverse. Over the long term, their economic,
civic, and destructive impact will likely be on a par with
that of the automobile. In such a massive transition,
people will care what happens and call for rules, norms,
and paths of recourse. Citizens have a vested interest in
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work, wages, and workplace safety; in aging with dignity;
in major changes in global warfare; in privacy; and in other
things that robotics has the potential to change. Many factors, however, combine to make it hard to advance the discussions about what we want from today’s and tomorrow’s
robots.

Barriers to Informed Dialogue

When an innovation emerges, the history of its naming
shows how it goes from foreign entity to novelty to invisible ubiquity. A little more than 100 years ago, automobiles were called “horseless carriages,” defined by what
they were not rather than what they were. More recently,
the U.S. military referred to drones as “UAVs,” unmanned
aerial vehicles, continuing the trend of definition by
negation.
The word “robot” originated in the 1920s and was
at first a type of slave; robots are often characterized by
their capabilities in performing dull, dirty, or dangerous
tasks, sparing humans the need to perform them. The
science and engineering of the field continue to evolve
rapidly—look no further than Google’s self-driving car or
the humanoid robots it acquired in the Schaft and Boston
Dynamics deals. Given such rapid change, computer scientists cannot come to anything resembling consensus on
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what constitutes a robot. Some argue that a given device
qualifies if it can (1) sense its surroundings; (2) perform
logical reasoning with various inputs; and (3) act upon the
physical environment. Others insist a robot must move in
physical space (disqualifying the Nest thermostat), while
still others say that true robots are autonomous (excluding
factory assembly tools). Reason 1 why robots are hard to talk
about: the definitions are unsettled, even among those most
expert in the field.
Bernard Roth, a longtime professor of mechanical engineering who was associated with the Stanford Artificial
Intelligence Laboratory (SAIL) from its inception, offers
a more nuanced definition that draws on his long history
in the field. Roth begins by doubting that “a definition [of
what is or is not a robot] will ever be universally agreed
upon.” Instead, he argues for a much more relative and conditional approach: “My view is that the notion of a robot
has to do with which activities are, at a given time, associated with people and which are associated with machines.”
When relative capabilities evolve, so do conceptions: “If a
machine suddenly becomes able to do what we normally
associate with people, the machine can be upgraded in
classification and classified as a robot. After a while, people get used to the activity being done by machines, and
the devices get downgraded from ‘robot’ to ‘machine.’”1
Reason 2: definitions evolve, unevenly and jerkily, over time
as social context and technical capabilities change.
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Expectations for robotics are different from those for
every other new technology because the vocabulary of robotics is so deeply a legacy of science fiction, both in literature and movies and on television. No technology has ever
been so widely described and explored before its commercial introduction: the Internet, cell phones, refrigeration
and air-conditioning, elevators, atomic energy, and countless other innovations that remade lives and landscapes
saw the daylight of commercialization relatively quietly.
Only later, if at all, did fiction invent vast numbers of fantasies, reaching audiences in the hundreds of millions,
with the technologies at the center. In sharp contrast,
fiction preceded, and conditioned, the science and engineering of robotics in an unprecedented fashion. Reason
3: science fiction set the boundaries of the conceptual playing
field before the engineers did.
This paradox relates in part to a historical accident:
the means by which mass-market sci-fi was disseminated
between 1940 and 2000—paperback and comic books,
cinema, television—all came of age in that same period.
Thus the technologies of mass media helped create public conceptions of and expectations for a whole body of
compu-mechanical innovation that had not happened yet:
complex, pervasive attitudes and expectations predated
the invention of viable products.
Given that modern Western robotics has been so
strongly influenced by science fiction, why might that
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The technologies
of mass media
helped create public
conceptions of and
expectations for
a whole body of
compu-mechanical
innovation that had
not happened yet.

matter? A whole system of meanings and expectations
has been created by fantasy rather than fact. Most important, science fiction has set expectations for “real” robots unrealistically high: nontechnical journalists, fiction
writers, and even the Oxford philosopher Nick Bostrom
ask if a robot might volitionally “turn” against its maker
even when that would be technically impossible. The point
here is that other cultural cargo was smuggled in with the
stories and movies: assumptions about robots relative to
work, warfare, and human ability or disability will need to
be consciously revisited at the same time that we examine
ethics, autonomy, and the supposed capacity for evil.
A further naming issue must be raised here. Although
it has neither the fictional nor, especially, the cinematic
legacy of the robots, the related notion of artificial intelligence creates instant confusion and distrust among many
nonroboticists. Elon Musk, the CEO of SpaceX and Tesla
Motors, said in a 2014 MIT symposium that AI might be
humanity’s “biggest existential threat”:
I think we should be very careful about artificial
intelligence. If I were to guess like what our biggest
existential threat is, it’s probably that. So we need
to be very careful with the artificial intelligence.
Increasingly scientists think there should be some
regulatory oversight maybe at the national and
international level, just to make sure that we don’t
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do something very foolish. With artificial intelligence
we are summoning the demon. In all those stories
where there’s the guy with the pentagram and the
holy water, it’s like, yeah, he’s sure he can control the
demon. Didn’t work out.2
Note Musk’s recourse to myth and fiction as he attempts to explain his perspective on a vast scientific landscape. Moving away from wizards and demons, recall that
the biggest successes in the field of artificial intelligence
have come in controlled, limited domains: chess, Go, and
the Jeopardy! game show most visibly, but also type-ahead
search fields and automated mobile ad placement. It is
critically important to distinguish between artificial general intelligence (and eventually humanlike cognition) and
the domain-specific algorithms developed to do tasks such
as credit scoring, fraud detection, or Google map route
planning, each of which is essentially worthless outside
its tuned specialty.3 That said, deep learning is getting a
lot better very fast, but, as I will argue, maybe the human
brain isn’t the proper benchmark for success.
Yet the fear of artificial life-forms surpassing humans
in capability is widespread. This fear persists even though
extremely basic tasks—such as getting the printer to
connect—remain challenging. Whether robotic technologies are called “AI,” “robots,” or superdeveloped “intelligent
personal assistants,” such as Apple’s Siri or Spike Jonze’s
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Samantha in the film Her, matters only slightly. The fear
and uncertainty generated by fictional representations far
exceed human reactions to real robots, which are often reported to be “underwhelming.”4 Reason 4: robotics bleeds
into other technologies that are even more poorly understood
and ominously portrayed in many cultures.

Path Dependence

Every new technology that begins in a laboratory and enters wide use passes through a series of stages. Early on,
first basic, then applied science can be prohibitively difficult. Engineering at this stage of development is hard,
and the primary question at hand is “How can we make
this work?” Slightly later, before entrepreneurs and others solve the business model question (“How might this
technology make money?”), there comes a time when design decisions are made that will shape much of the technology’s future impact. Alternating versus direct current
electricity, railroad gauges, and typewriter keyboard layouts are all examples of an economic notion called “path
dependence”: today’s choices are constrained by technical
decisions made in the past.5
In the fields of artificial intelligence, robotics, sensors, and information collection/processing, among others, we are at a point where people beyond the engineers
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and scientists should be involved in the discussion. “How
do we make it work?” is still a live issue, but we also have a
choice among multiple paths forward. In short, it is time to
start asking more people what they desire—and what they
resist—from these technologies. Robotics has many potential implications: for economic livelihoods and wealth
accumulation, identity and relationships, citizenship and
warfare, privacy and individual agency. Design choices involve far more than only engineering constraints. Politics,
economics, luck, and other forces are also at work but,
thus far, are being addressed only peripherally.6
To make this notion less abstract, consider two examples. Jaron Lanier tells a story in his book You Are Not a
Gadget that applies beautifully. When the musical instrument digital interface (MIDI) first connected synthesizers
to computers, a design decision was made based on the
state of computer science to make keyboard triggers essentially binary: either the key was “pressed” (in the digital
domain) or it was not. Real music like the blues, however,
allows musicians to “bend” or otherwise shape notes, such
as on a guitar or harmonica. MIDI music cannot sound this
way because of the path dependence related to the initial
specification. As a result, we have had thirty years of what
Lanier calls “beepy”-sounding electronic music, and it
didn’t have to be that way.7
More recently, Google tried to expand and integrate its social services such as YouTube, Gmail, and
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GrandCentral (since 2009, Google Voice) into a network
called “Google+,” launched in 2011. For a number of reasons, the service insisted that people sign up with their
real-world names and gender identity. Real-name identification had the upside of reducing flame wars in some online forums, and made life easier for Google to track user
behavior across its properties for advertising purposes,
but it posed a privacy nightmare for some people. At least
one transgender person’s sexual identity was revealed in
a text message without consent because of Google’s integration of Google+ information into Android address
books. In 2014, Google cofounder Sergey Brin, who was
intimately involved in Google+ design decisions, admitted, “I’m probably the worst person to speak about social ...
I’m just not a very social person.”8 As with countless design
choices, that decision had far-reaching consequences. In
addition to personal inconvenience and worse, Brin’s rigid
insistence on real-name integration across Google’s many
websites alienated many users and probably contributed
to Google+’s weak public reception. Later in 2014, Google
abandoned the policy.

Why Robotics Matters: Some Concrete Considerations

How does robotics differ from what we came to know of
digital computing from 1950 until 2005 or so? Here are
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just a few examples of big, complex issues we need to
confront—and quickly.
1. With cameras and sensors everywhere—on telephone
poles, on people’s faces, in people’s pockets, in the ground
(on water mains or monitoring seismic activity), and in the
sky (drone photography has given rise to a rapidly evolving
body of legal judgment and contestation)—the boundaries of privacy, security, and risk are all being reset. What
are the rights of the observed and the responsibilities of
the observer? (A powerfully dystopian vision of pervasive
monitoring, peer pressure in social networks, and winnertake-all markets can be found in Dave Eggers’s novel
The Circle.)
2. When robots enter combat, how and when will they
be hacked? Who will program a self-driving suicide bomb?
(The Islamic State was reported to be doing so in early
2016.) Are drone pilots or robot software writers subject
to the Geneva Convention? When robots administer torture, who is responsible? This technology, so aggressively
developed by the military, will open multiple debates in
the realm of warfare and conflict.
3. Computer science, information theory, statistics, and
physics (in terms of magnetic media) are all being stress
tested by the huge volumes of data generated by our
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increasingly instrumented planet. Sensors are intrinsic
to robotics; the two domains are often difficult to distinguish. A General Electric jet engine is reported to take off,
on average, every two seconds, worldwide. Each engine
generates a terabyte of data per flight.9 Even when a 10
to 1 compression takes this figure down to 100 gigabytes
per flight, that’s about a million DVDs’ worth of raw data
every day. Because it cannot all be kept for any length of
time, sampling, (further) compressing, logging, and other
data actions must be perfected. Dealing with information
problems at this scale, in nearly every domain, raises grand
challenge–scale hurdles in business, academe, medicine,
and even sports.
4. The half-life of technical knowledge appears to diminish ever faster. Machine learning, machine vision in
robots, and other fields are evolving rapidly, complicating
employment patterns and career evolution. Robots will
obviously displace manual laborers, but engineers, programmers, and scientists will also be hard pressed to maintain current skills. In addition, we are increasingly dealing
with platforms (such as Microsoft Windows, Apple iOS,
and Google maps) rather than products. Platforms are far
more powerful: as Chunka Mui and Paul Carroll point out,
every Google self-driving car learns from the experiences
of every other Google car.10 Accordingly, how will we learn
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to think about a world in which Google could put cars,
robots, thermostats, watches, and phones on a common
Android software base? Platform economics, involving as
they do such key concepts as lock-in and license exclusivity, have powerful and far-reaching social effects.
5. What are the rules of engagement with computing
that moves about in the wild? A woman wearing a Google
Glass headset was assaulted in a bar after she violated an
implied social contract; self-driving cars don’t yet have
clear liability laws; 3-D printing of guns and of patented
or copyrighted material has yet to be sorted out; nobody
yet knows what happens when people can invoke facial
recognition of a stranger on the sidewalk; Google could
see consumer (or EU) blowback if it uses Nest sensor data
to drive ad targeting. As a reminder of how much these
rules matter, when the telephone was first introduced, it
was socially impolite to greet someone to whom you had
not been introduced. As a result, many languages have two
words of greeting, one for the phone (the French “allô”)
and one in person (“bonjour”). Alexander Graham Bell had
his own preferred solution in English: using “ahoy” as the
telephonic greeting.11 One hundred thirty years later, we
have much to negotiate in the next wave of physical computing, including the norms that apply to social life.
6. How will these technologies augment and amplify
human capability? Whether through exoskeletons, care
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robots, telepresence, or prostheses, the human condition
will change in shape, reach, and scope in the next 100
years. At the same time, how will humans enable the new
computing models? An ATM or self-driving car needs to
be instructed, as does the da Vinci Surgical System (which,
though robotic, does not really qualify as a robot). The
potential for collaborations between human and compumechanical systems is mind boggling: how many more
Stephen Hawkings, Adrianne Haslet-Davises,12 or Robin
Millars13 will we see? But first, a variety of technical and
nontechnical challenges must be identified, named, and
negotiated (not just “solved”).14 And how will access to
these augmentations be allocated?
7. Compared to keyboards, screens, and mice, robotics
helps introduce a myriad of new ways for humans and
machines to interact. Nods, winks, finger swipes, spoken
commands, and even brain waves can generate actions.
Given human variation, cultural differences, vast differences in languages, and physical constraints like power
consumption or water resistance, how will humans learn
to “drive” all these new tools? One fascinating set of decisions relates to color. Many mobile robots currently share
a clinical white color, including Sony Aibo, Honda Asimo,
Bestic, Jibo, Beam, and Atlas II. Recall that, for years,
desktop PCs were uniformly beige, then black or gray became common until Apple redefined the color spectrum
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with shades of turquoise and tangerine. Given that computers close to humans convey layers of meaning, it will be
worth watching how the red Baxter robot is received, and
if black or brown variations of autonomous robots might
be developed, potentially for less Caucasian markets.
8. The infrastructure enabled—and required—by robotics and related fields (such as the Internet of Things or IoT)
looks very different from that of an industrial economy.
Systems get bigger as needs increase and technologies of
management and control get better. In part, these changes
reflect new risks. Robotic technologies also require different kinds of workplaces: no more need for warehouses to
be air-conditioned for human comfort, but assembly-line
bots need safety cages. Transit systems will change as robots on the move—whether on a roadway, in airspace, or
in a hospital corridor—require different signals and safety
precautions than human drivers do.
Together, these eight sets of questions involve law,
belief, economics, education, public commons, public
safety, and human identity along with technical fields of
power management, magnetic storage, materials science,
algorithmic calculation, and more. Given the breadth and
magnitude of its impacts, robotics is simply too important, and now too close at hand, to be left only to technical
specialists.
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Summary

The laws, stories, economic forces, and blind spots accompanying robots and robotics are neither inevitable nor obvious. They take work to craft, untangle, and assess. The
next wave of computing will introduce profound changes,
which will eventually rival those brought about by the automobile, household electricity, or running water. (As an
example, consider the profound impact of drone warfare
in the absence of public or even congressional debate over
its ethical, political, and strategic implications.) Given that
the technologies for self-driving cars, embedded or facemounted computers and sensors, and autonomous robots
are all coming to market in a matter of months rather than
decades, the circle of people involved in overseeing them
needs to be widened. Time and again, engineers and scientists have answered the question, “How can we make this
work?” Now it’s time for more of us to ask, “What realistic
choices can be made in each of these domains?”—and to
help make those choices.
This process is anything but straightforward: people
often don’t know what they want when presented with
known alternatives, as the study of “choice architectures”
reveals.15 As ways of assessing “new new” products, focus
groups and other techniques for market research are fatally
flawed. Prior to the launch of the iPhone, smartphone sales
were largely confined to BlackBerry and Nokia devices,
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none of which had glass interfaces. Five years later, both
companies had become essentially irrelevant as Apple and
Google’s Android mobile operating systems dominated
the market even though both Research in Motion and
Nokia spent heavily on research and development. So far,
robot markets have yet to declare their preferences. That
said, for private drones, face-mounted computers, and
other technologies, the time has come to consider “rules
of the road,” outright prohibitions, and warning signs to
be watched in the early phases of adoption.
The field of “robot ethics” addresses some of these issues.16 One line of thinking dates back to Isaac Asimov, and
considerable effort is still spent in wrestling with problems
of human versus compu-mechanical agency, particularly
with regard to human harm. People also have a deep-rooted
habit of attributing cognizance and motive (“The machine
is thinking”) where neither is present. Closer to our own
time, the moral dimension of military robots programmed
to shoot first in the interest of self-preservation has drawn
worldwide attention, as from the NGO group Campaign
to Stop Killer Robots.17 Elsewhere, Steven Pinker, a leading scientist of the brain, is clear in his stance on human
moral responsibility: “Why give a robot an order to obey
orders—why aren’t the original orders enough? Why command a robot not to do harm—wouldn’t it be easier never
to command it to do harm in the first place?”18 In addition,
the emerging capabilities of artificial intelligence, a field
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with both contested self-definitions and broad application
to robotics, make boundaries between humans and machines even fuzzier. Some of the design decisions that will
be made in the coming years have high stakes, with consequences that involve the very essence of human agency,
identity, and belief.
Robotics introduces a new layer of complexity into the
fields of artificial intelligence, “big data,” and ultimately,
human meaning. Not only does the long history of human
efforts to create artificial life see a new chapter, but also
people can now create artificial life in vast networks that
will behave differently than a single entity: Frankenstein’s
creature can be understood as a forerunner of the Boston
Dynamics Atlas robot, but there isn’t as visible a precedent
for self-tuning sensor nets or swarms of self-organizing
drones. The change is happening at a faster rate of technological innovation than humans are accustomed to, raising
further complications.
This transition is in the early stages, and human intellect is often held up as the ideal to which machine designers should aspire. Ray Kurzweil’s entire singularity notion
is premised on “the idea that we have the ability to understand our own intelligence—to access our own source
code, if you will—and then revise and expand it.”19 At the
same time, machines that surpass humans in capability
represent a new chapter in the “technics out of control”
meme that the historian of technology Langdon Winner
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has so ably cataloged. Although caution in the early adoption of any new technology is prudent, as examples from
nuclear power clearly show, our fear of robotic technologies is largely misplaced. According to Rodney Brooks, the
CEO of Rethink Robotics and a longtime MIT researcher
in the field, achieving AI is really difficult. For silicon circuitry to develop conscious malevolence is likely at least
a century off. As Brooks noted in November 2014, “If we
are spectacularly lucky we’ll have AI over the next thirty
years with the intentionality of a lizard, and robots using
that AI will be useful tools. And they probably won’t really
be aware of us in any serious way. Worrying about AI that
will be intentionally evil to us is pure fear mongering. And
an immense waste of time.”20
At some levels, humanity is at a stage somewhere between da Vinci and the Wright Brothers in the development of powered flight. Airplanes do not fly by flapping
wings, nor do birds carry 500 people 9,500 miles. Projects
to reverse engineer the human brain, running as it does
more on chemistry than on electrons, seem to be limited
in their applicability. Instead of Hollywood archetypes and
linguistic allusions, we need the lab work for which Orville
and Wilbur Wright are less appreciated. They invented not
just the airplane, but significant advances in the science of
aeronautics (as well as the method for flying the airplane.)
The human metaphors embedded in robotics and artificial intelligence are shaping progress in this field, likely
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holding us back as much as they inspire. Twenty-secondcentury AI will probably no more mimic the human brain
than the airplane mimics a bird, or a wheel mimics a leg.
Abstracting the problem beyond biomimicry represents
an initial step in this process: Who will build the equivalent of the wind tunnel for cognition?
Regardless of the state of computing, science fiction,
or filmmaking, we are about to colonize new territory on
the technological frontier. And though it is appropriate to
honor the pioneers, it is equally appropriate for the settlers to have a voice in the laws, customs, economics, and
social conventions that we will observe. Because we live
in ever closer proximity to computing that inhabits and
transforms our physical world, it is time to question the
mental models we use to describe robotics.
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2
THE PREHISTORY OF AN IDEA

Humans have attempted to re-create life for millennia,
and many robots of the early twenty-first century continue these traditions. The context for today’s efforts is
important to acknowledge, especially given the both problematic and enduring character of some of these discussions: the impact of Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein is difficult
to overstate, to take only one example.

Words

Before we look at history, a bit about terminology: for
such a familiar concept, it turns out that robots are extremely difficult to define. According to the American
Heritage Dictionary of the English Language (3rd edition),

a robot is “a mechanical device that sometimes resembles
a human being and is capable of performing a variety
of often complex human tasks on command or by being
programmed in advance” (emphasis mine). This biomimicry raises one set of issues, especially in regard to autonomous robots. The Oxford English Dictionary definition
introduces a second, literary area of complexity: “Chiefly
Science Fiction. An intelligent artificial being typically
made of metal and resembling in some way a human or
other animal.”
Roboticists themselves struggle to pin down the
definition of their field. George Bekey, an expert in autonomous robots, defined a robot by its characteristics:
sensing, artificial cognition, and physical action. “Never
ask a roboticist what a robot is,” Illah Reza Nourbakhsh
of Carnegie Mellon (and another expert in autonomous
robots) tells us. “The answer changes too quickly. By the
time researchers finish their most recent debate on what
is and isn’t a robot, the frontier moves on as whole new
interaction technologies are born.”1 Rodney Brooks, when
he was at MIT, called robots “artificial creatures.”2 According to a college textbook chosen at random, “The Robot
Institute of America defines a robot as a reprogrammable,
multifunctional manipulator designed to move materials, parts, tools, or specialized devices, through variable
programmed motions, for the performance of a variety of
tasks. This definition does not exclude human beings.”3
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Cynthia Breazeal at MIT gained fame for her work on
Kismet, a special variety of humanoid robot that interacted with people using gestures, facial expressions, and
sounds. “What is a sociable robot?” she asks in her book on
the topic. “It is a difficult concept to define.” After pointing to science fiction for some examples, she asserts, “In
short, a sociable robot is socially intelligent in a humanlike way, and interacting with it is like interacting with another person. At the pinnacle of achievement, they could
befriend us, as we could them.”4 Once again, a leading roboticist resorts to describing robots by what they do rather
than what they are.
Two relatively recent definitions illustrate the lack
of consensus, a real problem when it comes to fostering
intelligent debate over a topic with far-reaching implications for personal and public life. Maja J. Mataric of the
University of Southern California published The Robotics
Primer in 2007 as a K–12 guide to this important field.
Almost immediately in the opening chapter, she states
that “a robot is an autonomous system which exists in the
physical world, can sense its environment, and can act on
it to achieve some goals.” She goes on to underline her
conviction: “True robots … may be able to take input and
advice from humans, but are not completely controlled
by them.”5
Contrast this strict definition, which excludes many
familiar machines such as surgical robots, drone aircraft,
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and industrial robots, with the definition used on a 60
Minutes broadcast in 2013 that focused on technological
unemployment. Narrator Steve Kroft began the segment
by saying that “everyone has a different idea of what a robot is and what they look like, but the broad universal definition is a machine that can perform the job of a human.
They can be mobile or stationary, hardware or software,
and they are marching out of the realm of science fiction
and into the mainstream.”6 Apart from the nearly complete
lack of overlap with roboticists’ definitions, this characterization is notable for its implied theme of machines out of
control, rising up against their human masters.
From the core of computer science comes a similarly
inclusive reading. Vinton Cerf, widely known for his work
on the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and Internet Protocol (IP), which underlie all Internet traffic, was
elected president of the Association of Computing Machinery in 2012. In an editorial in January 2013, Cerf posited “that the notion of robot could usefully be expanded
to include programs that perform functions, ingest input
and produce output that has a perceptible effect.” After
mentioning high-frequency stock trading as an example,
he argued that “one might conclude that we should treat
as robots any programs that can have real-world, if not
physical, effect.” In his conclusion, Cerf reveals a broader
concern for the implications of contemporary computing
and communications, including robotics strictly defined:
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“I believe it would be a contribution to our society to encourage deeper thinking about what we in the computing
world produce, the tools we use to produce them, the resilience and reliability that these products exhibit and the
risks that they may introduce.”7
This thinking helps move the discussion of robotics
away from anthropomorphism and toward instrumentality. For Cerf, a robot is largely a function of software rather
than the box it inhabits. But that software increasingly
does have implications for the world of atoms, whether
in the form of denial-of-service attacks, cyber warfare on
physical infrastructure (such as Stuxnet, a computer virus
that disabled centrifuges enriching atomic weapons material in Iran), or inside a mobile and potentially autonomous robot.
For our purposes, the most useful definition comes
from George Bekey, who wrote in 2005 that “a robot [is]
a machine that senses, thinks, and acts. Thus, a robot must
have sensors, processing ability that emulates some aspects
of cognition, and actuators.”8 Robotics is the collected sciences that combine to study, design, and build these devices: computer science is in the forefront, drawing also
on materials science, psychology, statistics, mathematics,
and various disciplines in physics and engineering. Artificial Intelligence concerns itself with the re-creation of human cognition in silicon semiconductors, either generally
or in a delimited domain to be constrained and optimized.
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Historical Automata

For all of this definitional uncertainty, billions of people
around the world know a robot when they see one, based
on literary and Hollywood portrayals, so it is important to
note the precise origins of the term. People have been creating automated models of living systems for millennia.
Cuckoo clocks, toys, and elaborate automaton hoaxes date
back hundreds of years. One of these dates from 1770 and
involved a chess-playing automaton with a chess master
hiding inside that defeated both Benjamin Franklin and
Napoléon I. It provided the name for Amazon’s Mechanical Turk, a service in which computers ask people for help
in doing tasks computers aren’t good at, such as image
recognition. A more colorful invention came from France,
a country that continues to help define the robotics horizon. A child of the Enlightenment, Jacques de Vaucanson
attempted to apply the notions of the clockwork universe
to biological life. In 1735, at the age of 26, he invented
“some machines that could excite public curiosity,” specifically a mechanical duck.9
Vaucanson’s duck combined a realistic exterior with
some unsurprising mechanical characteristics: it could
sit, stand, waddle, quack, drink water, and eat pellets of
corn. A secondary trick made Vaucanson a celebrity and
gained him election to the prestigious Academie des Sciences, alongside René Descartes, Jean-Baptiste Colbert,
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and Blaise Pascal: the mechanical duck also defecated.
People lined up to see the wonder, paying admissions fees
equal to a week’s wages for some. Vaucanson then became
director of France’s silk mills, where in 1745 he invented
a punch-card system for controlling weaving patterns—
a foundation invention for the Jacquard loom, developed
in 1801, that proved to influence the early history of
computing, when punched cards were once again used to
control a sequence of operations. As for the duck, forty
years later it was found, like the chess machine, to be a
hoax: the bird did no digesting but rather captured the
inputs in one reservoir and dispensed the output from a
second one.
As the noted policy analyst P. W. Singer points out,
Vaucanson’s duck provides a vivid illustration of humanity’s long-running efforts to create artificial life. In Jewish
folklore, the concept of a golem, which is an anthropomorphic figure made from inanimate material, dates back to
biblical times. For centuries, the word “android” was used
to describe “automatons resembling a human being,” to
quote the Oxford English Dictionary. (The word dates from
1728, less than a decade before the infamous duck.) Mary
Shelley published Frankenstein, often cited as the first science fiction novel, in 1818 and described the dire consequences of trying to create life in the laboratory. In 1822,
Charles Babbage built his “difference engine,” a mechanical
calculator containing more than 25,000 parts. So people
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have been trying to create simulations of biological life for
a long time. Where did robots enter the picture?

Automata: Science Fiction

By the time he published his play R.U.R. (Rossum’s Universal Robots) in 1920, Karel Čapek was a well-known
Czech intellectual. Like other writers, he was appalled
by the carnage wrought by the mechanical and chemical
weapons that marked the Great War as a departure from
previous combat. The play introduced the robot, an artificial human made from biological material, into the English
language as a protest against the dehumanization caused
by the modern age: conformity, lack of aspiration, and a
cheerful attitude toward dull work were all critiqued with
the concept. The word derives from the Czech word “robota,” or forced labor, as done by serfs. Its Slavic linguistic
root, “rab,” means “slave.” Thus the original word for robots more accurately defines androids in that they were
neither metallic nor mechanical; several were mistaken for
human beings in the play.
The play was widely performed and the text translated
into many languages. Probably because the robot was an
idea whose time had come, for science fiction at any rate,
popular depictions proliferated in the following decades.
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Thus the definitional dilemma in which we find ourselves
dates back about 100 years, to a time when a literary artist used a slavery metaphor to protest the devaluation of
human life in a mechanical era. Through the 1920s, robot
images centered on the hubris of humans creating life,
connecting mechanical invention to Frankenstein and earlier legends of overreaching humanity. By 1942, however,
the next wave of definition was taking the notion of a robot in a much more positive direction.
Either directly through his writing or indirectly
through his wide influence, Isaac Asimov, born Isaak Yudovich Ozimov in Russia in 1920, is single-handedly responsible for most North American conceptions of what a
robot can be. Early in his astonishingly prolific career as a
writer—with more than 500 books to his credit—Asimov
helped found the modern genre of science fiction; in later
years, he published literary criticism, nonfiction science
writing, mysteries, and novels. After earning the first of
his three degrees in chemistry from Columbia in 1939,
Asimov teamed up with John W. Campbell, who edited Astounding Science Fiction magazine, to generate the Three
Laws of Robotics, which both served as the governing
principles for his robotic science fiction and guided generations of roboticists whose field at the time lacked formal definition, ethical codes of conduct, and other marks
of professional maturity. In the early years of this complex
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work, science fiction was both powerfully inspirational
and the only widely available resource, and Asimov stood
at the forefront.
As he later wrote in a nonfiction introduction to the
state of robotics in the 1980s, Asimov was “tiring of robots that were either unrealistically wicked or unrealistically noble, [and] began to write science-fiction tales in
which robots were viewed merely as machines, built, as all
machines are, with an attempt at adequate safeguards.”10
Nine of the stories written in the 1940s in response to this
impulse were collected in the book I, Robot. In one of them,
Asimov coins the term “robotics” and so named an entire
discipline of modern science and engineering.
Asimov’s Three Laws of Robotics worked well to define a fictional environment but have been less useful in
actual practice, no matter how often people have tried to
encode them in hardware nearly seventy-five years after
they were written as the premise of a fantasy. The laws are
as follows:
1. A robot may not injure a human being, or, through inaction, allow a human being to come to harm.
2. A robot must obey the orders given it by human
beings except where such orders would conflict with the
First Law.
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3. A robot must protect its own existence as long as such
protection does not conflict with the First or Second Law.11
Later, when his stories included robots interacting
with entire civilizations and not only individuals, Asimov
added a fourth law, called the “Zero Law” in that it came
first in logical priority. It took precedence over his previous laws:
0.  	A robot may not harm humanity, or, by inaction, allow
humanity to come to harm.
Asimov’s laws continue to exercise substantial influence in the robotic community, although even a cursory
reading suggests they are difficult or impossible to engineer into silicon circuitry. P. W. Singer addresses Asimov’s
laws in the context of drone aircraft and other military
technologies that by definition ignore law number 1.
Singer states that the absence of technology-specific ethical codes is troubling in the domain of combat (can a robot
be used as an instrument of torture, for instance?) but unsurprising given how most industries regulate drugs, guns,
automobiles, and other ethically complex technologies: as
lightly as possible.12 Rodney Brooks, for years the director
of the MIT robotics initiative, says quite simply, “we do
not know how to build robots that are perceptive enough
and smart enough to obey these three laws,” adding that
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it’s possible Asimov “did not realize just what a perceptual
load these laws put on a robot.”13
As recently as 2009, professors Robin Murphy of
Texas A&M and David D. Woods of Ohio State put forth
what they called the “Three Laws of Responsible Robotics.” The article was intended as a way to ask necessary
questions about responsibility, intention, and unintended
consequences, not in fictional stories but real-world factories, nursing homes, and labs. Their laws follow; note
the primacy of human responsibility rather than compumechanical wisdom:
1. A human may not deploy a robot without the humanrobot work system meeting the highest legal and professional standards of safety and ethics.
2. A robot must respond to humans as appropriate for
their roles.
3. A robot must be endowed with sufficient situated autonomy to protect its own existence as long as such protection provides smooth transfer of control which does not
conflict with the First and Second Laws.14
In short, one problem with the pervasiveness of science fiction is its emphasis on the robot rather than the
human as the relevant moral actor.
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One problem with
the pervasiveness of
science fiction is its
emphasis on the robot
rather than the human
as the relevant moral
actor.

Gray Area

After more than a half-century of field trials of computerenabled robots, we still lack a complete or nuanced understanding of what a robot is or is not. In the case of
an automated guided vehicle (AGV) following a strip
on the floor of a warehouse, there is sensing and locomotion, but it would appear that cognition can be absent,
or minimal. Notably, the first AGVs were not called “robots,” and even today, it is unclear how such devices are
categorized.
By contrast, the industrial robot—typically anchored
in place, doing a repetitive task by electronic memory, and
operating inside a cage for human safety—can trace some
of its U.S. origins directly to Asimov. Joseph Engelberger
was explicitly motivated to build something much more
than a new kind of machine tool:
Over and over, the advice was, “Don’t call it a
robot. Call it a programmable manipulator. Call it a
production terminal or a universal transfer device.”
The word is robot and it should be robot. I was
building a robot, damn it, and I wasn’t going to
have any fun, in Asimov’s terms, unless it was a
robot. So I stuck to my guns.15
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The sense-think-act paradigm proves to be problematic for industrial robots: some observers contend that
a robot needs to be able to move; otherwise, the Watson
computer might qualify. Another more recent example
comes from Silicon Valley. The Nest is a learning thermostat. Powered by sensors and connected by Wi-Fi, it tracks
a household’s behaviors and modifies the temperature
automatically. The team behind the Nest has more than
its fair share of advanced degrees in computer science and
robotics, and a clear record of genuine consumer product
innovation: many worked on the Apple iPod or Google
search engine. The Nest senses: movements, temperature,
humidity, and light. It reasons: if there’s no activity, nobody is home to need air conditioning. It acts: given the
right sensor input, it autonomously shuts the furnace
down.
Fulfilling as it does the three conditions, is the Nest,
therefore, a robot? (The fact that Google bought the
start-up at about the same time it made other robot investments suggests to some people that it is.)
Intuitive Surgical makes the da Vinci Surgical System.
Using sensitive joysticks, a surgeon makes the da Vinci
move probes and surgical tools inside a patient’s body.
The system certainly has sensors, and it acts on human
patients. But without autonomous cognition, can the da
Vinci really be called a “robot”?
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Asimov did not define what a robot was but posited
a hypothetical moral system to which idealized robots
should adhere. Dictionaries are of no help. Hollywood
portrayals will be analyzed further, but, for now, suffice it
to say that neither the 1960s cartoon character Rosie Jetson nor Stanley Kubrick’s HAL nor George Lucas’s R2D2
defines what a robot is or is not. Neither does any one of
the hundreds of industrial robots at work in a typical auto
factory. Yet almost all of us know a robot when we see one.
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3
ROBOTS IN POPULAR CULTURE

Mythos

An ongoing history of efforts to create artificial life—to
replicate, enhance, or surpass human characteristics—
dates back thousands of years to the golem, with cuckoo
clocks, Mechanical Turk, and Vaucanson’s duck following later. What could motivate such a persistent quest?
Humans might have sought validation as creators, to be
on a level with whatever deity or other maker their
religion names. Robert Geraci, a religious studies professor, suggests another explanation: the story of Adam
and Eve is deeply ingrained in Western culture. The
myth goes on to posit that humanity, from that time forward, has lived in a state of having fallen from grace. Thus
the quest for artificial life can be seen as an attempt to

escape that imperfection, and potentially bring about a
new era.1
And the quest is not merely Judeo-Christian. Respected Japanese robot designer Hiroaki Kitano stated
the case in strikingly similar terms—his naming of the robot’s origin is critically important here—suggesting that
the mental model is widely held: “In his gestation, [the
humanoid robot] PINO symbolically expresses not only
our desires but humankind’s frail, uncertain steps toward
growth and the true meaning of the word human.”2
Technology has long been viewed as both an impediment (by Shakers and Amish among others) and an aid to
a higher state of being. Geraci identifies the “digital utopians” of the homebrew computer age who thought the
decentralization of computing and thus knowledge could
help bring about flatter, more egalitarian power structures. He then traces the idea of “apocalyptic AI” through a
variety of expressions, including transhumanists who see
artificial life as a step beyond humanity’s imperfect (they
would not call it “fallen”) state. Science fiction and popular scientific writing blend in amplifying this theme. The
roboticist/novelist Hans Moravec writes of “mind children” (AI robots) defeating humans in a Darwinian struggle,3 while Ray Kurzweil uses characters from the future
in several books to explain his notion of the “Singularity.”
Deep religious concepts, including salvation, eternal life, and some state of otherworldly perfection are all
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informing our discussions of robots just as surely as are
considerations of battery life, machine vision, and pathplanning algorithms. As Geraci asserts, “The sacred categories of Jewish and Christian apocalyptic traditions
have thoroughly penetrated the futuristic musings of important researchers in robotics and artificial intelligence.”
Given that these ideas have emerged in disparate areas—
online gaming, popular culture, all sorts of computerized user interfaces, autonomous vacuum cleaners, drone
warfighting, high-frequncy stock trading, automated
factories—the study of robots provides a fascinating keyhole into contemporary existence. “To study intelligent
robots,” Geraci concludes, “is to study our culture.”4 Going
one step farther, the Carnegie Mellon roboticist Illah Reza
Nourbakhsh argues that more than culture is involved:
“the robotics revolution can affirm the most non-robotic
quality of our world: our humanity.”5
The other mythology we should acknowledge derives
from the place of technology in American culture, dating
from the earliest days. The history of the United States is
unique in several regards: its relationship to Europe, its
sheer size, its vast mineral wealth, and its contestation.
In no other country has there been a replacement of indigenous people at such scale, by such a wide variety of
immigrants. A core piece of Americana is the role of a physical frontier, the westward-moving demarcation between
“civilization” and the unknown. Even after California and
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the interior West were populated, the idea of a dividing
line waiting to be explored and colonized remained potent. The Apollo moon landing was situated squarely in
this narrative, and then science fiction even more aggressively incorporated the idea, most straightforwardly in
the opening to nearly every Star Trek television show ever
broadcast:
“Space: the final frontier. These are the voyages of
the starship Enterprise. Its five-year mission: to explore
strange new worlds, to seek out new life and new civilizations, to boldly go where no man has gone before.”6
The conquest of the North American frontier, and
the inhabitants thereof, was largely accomplished with
technological innovation: rifles, railroads, barbed wire,
and the telegraph in the nineteenth century, followed
by irrigation, air-conditioning, and interstate highways
in the twentieth.7 Technology helped establish a physical frontier, then itself became a metaphorical frontier
(serving many of the same purposes) once the territory
was settled.
In mythological terms, frontiers can apply neatly to
science, knowledge, and innovation: a Google search of
“frontiers of science” returns 31 million hits. Although
many countries have active robotics research programs,
among them Japan, France, Germany, and Sweden, the
U.S. robotics effort should be situated in proximity to
this rich mythological past of unique ideals: conquest,
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expansionism, and one other trait. For lack of a better
word, let us call it “solutionism.”
In one reading, this neologism refers to a particularly
U.S.-centric attitude, often accompanied by some naïveté,
holding that most problems have solutions, often technological ones. More acerbically, the cultural critic Evgeny
Morozov calls solutionism “an intellectual pathology that
recognizes problems as problems based on just one criterion: whether they are ‘solvable’ with a nice and clean
technological solution at our disposal.”8 Whichever reading you accept, there is something in the U.S. ethos that
seems to encourage tinkering, rather than a more “realistic” view of the world that accepts that some things just
cannot be fixed.
With these two long-term backdrops in place, let us
turn to the place of robots in Western culture, primarily
science fiction literature, cinema, and television. It’s difficult to recall an emerging technology with deeper roots in
science fiction than robotics. From the very origin of the
word, the history of robotics coincides with, and was heavily shaped by, images and legacies of books and movies. To
the extent that science fiction is a relatively young genre,
and that cinema and television are young media, this path
of cultural influence is unprecedented. Its consequences,
however, are substantial and largely invisible. As robotics
becomes a much more feasible and familiar field, understanding its cultural origins becomes a necessary step in
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defining what robots are, what humans want, and how the
two entities interact.

R.U.R.

R.U.R., the play that introduced the word “robot,” was a
critique of mechanization and the ways it can dehumanize people. It premiered in Prague in 1921 and was one of
the most performed plays of the twentieth century, being translated and performed in “almost all the civilized
countries of the world,” as one 1962 analysis put it.9 As its
author Karel Čapek told a magazine,
The old inventor, Mr. Rossum (whose name
translated into English signifies “Mr. Intellectual”
or “Mr. Brain”), is a typical representative of the
scientific materialism of the last [nineteenth]
century. His desire to create an artificial man—in the
chemical and biological, not mechanical sense—is
inspired by a foolish and obstinate wish to prove God
to be unnecessary and absurd. Young Rossum is the
modern scientist, untroubled by metaphysical ideas;
scientific experiment is to him the road to industrial
production. He is not concerned to prove, but to
manufacture.10
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Thus the very word now so much in general circulation was
a cultural critique of both the human desire to replicate
his own form, much in the manner of Dr. Frankenstein, as
well as the logic of industrial production.
The contrast between robots as mechanical slaves and
potentially rebellious destroyers of their human makers
echoes Frankenstein and helps set the tone for later Western characterizations of robots as slaves straining against
their lot, ready to burst out of control. The duality echoes
throughout the twentieth century: Terminator, HAL 9000,
Blade Runner’s replicants. The character Helena in R.U.R.
is sympathetic, wanting the robots to have freedom. Radius is the robot that understands his station and chafes at
the idiocy of his makers, having acted out his frustrations
by smashing statues.
Helena: Poor Radius. … Couldn’t you control yourself?
Now they’ll send you to the stamping-mill. Won’t you
speak? Why did it happen to you? You see, Radius, you are
better than the rest. Dr. Gall took such trouble to make you
different. Won’t you speak?
Radius: Send me to the stamping-mill.
Helena: I am sorry they are going to kill you. Why weren’t
you more careful?
Radius: I won’t work for you. Put me into the stampingmill.
	Robots in Popular Culture
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Helena: Why do you hate us?
Radius: You are not like the Robots. You are not as skillful as the Robots. The Robots can do everything. You only
give orders. You talk more than is necessary.
Helena: That’s foolish Radius. Tell me, has any one upset
you? I should so much like you to understand me.
Radius: You do nothing but talk.
Helena: Dr. Gall gave you a larger brain than the rest,
larger than ours, the largest in the world. You are not like
the other Robots, Radius. You understand me perfectly.
Radius: I don’t want any master. I know everything for
myself.
Helena: That’s why I had you put into the library, so that
you could read everything, understand everything,11 and
then—Oh, Radius, I wanted to show the whole world that
the Robots were our equals. That’s what I wanted of you.
Radius: I don’t want any master. I want to be master over
others.12

Helena’s compassion saves Radius from the stamping mill, and he later leads the robot revolution that displaces the humans from power. Čapek is none too subtle
in portraying the triumph of artificial humans over their
creators:
46
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Radius: The power of man has fallen. By gaining possession of the factory we have become masters of everything.
The period of mankind has passed away. A new world has
arisen. … Mankind is no more. Mankind gave us too little
life. We wanted more life.13

Humans were doomed in the play even before Radius
led the revolt: when mechanization overtakes basic human traits, people lose the ability to reproduce. As robots
increase in capability, vitality, and self-awareness, humans
become more like their machines: humans and robots, in
Čapek’s critique, are essentially one and the same. The
measure of worth, industrial productivity, is won by the
robots that can do the work of “two and a half men.” Such
a contest implicitly critiques the efficiency movement
that emerged just before World War I, with its time-andmotion studies, which ignored many essential human
traits.
The debt of R.U.R. to Shelley’s Frankenstein (1818)
is substantial, even though the works are separated by
almost exactly a century. In both cases, humans show
hubris by trying to create artificial life. (Recall that even
today, Rodney Brooks refers to robots as “our creatures.”)
Whether humans get the recipe wrong, as in the earlier
novel, or make beings smarter than the humans who
spawned them, as in the case of Čapek’s play and its offspring, humans pay the price for aspiring to play God. In
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both works, the flawed relationship between creator and
creature drives the plot, and in both cases, the conflict
ends in bloodshed.
Few people today know R.U.R. More know Asimov’s
robot novels, but in either case, robotics is a special branch
of technology in that, in the archetype, it aspires to approximate humanity, whether through biomimicry, flawless logic, or economic superiority.

Robots at the Movies (and Elsewhere)

This dualism between robots as slaves and robots as
potential overlords, rebelling against the constraints
of servitude, plays out remarkably consistently in the
twentieth-century West. Only six years after the premiere
of Čapek’s play, the German director Fritz Lang released
Metropolis. The work remains widely recognized as one
of the most influential movies ever made, not least because it contributed heavily to Nazi Party ideology. Many
themes carry over from R.U.R. including confusion among
humans as to the true identity of a robot among them,
a looming revolt of the dehumanized industrial workers, and romantic attraction between human and robotic
species. In the end, the mechanical Maria (who has been
instigating the workers to rise up and destroy their machines) is discovered and burned at the stake, while the
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robot’s human counterpart escapes after being kidnapped
and helps broker a peaceful resolution between workers
and factory owners. The silent film originally ran about
two and a half hours, took 310 days to shoot and involved
36,000 extras. Despite its length and confusing plot, it remains a film landmark. The portrayal of the robotic Maria
as deceitful and rebellious tracks closely to the prototype
established by Čapek.
The next memorable character appeared in 1939 in
one of the most beloved films in cinematic history. The
portrayal of the Tin Man in The Wizard of Oz aligns closely
with other robot figures we will encounter in that he is
the result of a series of mechanical prosthetics installed
when, as woodsman, he injures each of his limbs, one by
one; but the tinsmith, in giving him also a tin body, forgets
to give him a heart. The Tin Man escapes the Frankenstein
associations in part because of the incremental nature of
his mechanization, and because the focus of the film (and
the book from which it was made) is not on his strength
or logic, but on his desire for feelings. The character has
become an icon, appearing in other novels, pop songs, and
advertising campaigns decades after the movie’s release.
Also in 1939, at the New York World’s Fair, Westinghouse demonstrated a 7-foot aluminum-skinned robot
named “Elektro.” The robot could smoke cigarettes, count
on its fingers, and speak by way of a 78 rpm phonograph
record embedded inside. A year later, the robot was joined
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by a metal dog named “Sparko” that could sit, beg, and
bark. Elektro was recently restored and resides in the
Mansfield, Ohio, Memorial Museum, having been built at
Westinghouse’s Mansfield facility.
Roughly a decade after Metropolis, science fiction as a
genre was in the midst of both a growth in popularity and
the development of robots as critical elements of both plot
and theme. Although the arrival in the 1940s of what became known as the “big three” of science fiction—Arthur
C. Clarke, Robert Heinlein, and Isaac Asimov—helped establish the genre as a marketable and recognizable body of
work, it was in the writings of Asimov that robots gained
new status and robotics was foreseen as a discipline alongside mechanics or dynamics. In a series of short stories
written between 1939 and their collected publication in
I, Robot in 1950, Asimov introduced the notion of a “positronic brain,” a computer that operated at a sufficiently
high level that artificial beings could express a consciousness recognizable to humans.
Rather than inhabit the Frankenstein stereotype of
artificial beings scheming to destroy their creators (what
Asimov called “Robot-as-Menace”),14 robots in Asimov
stories consistently exhibit moral codes that were explored by way of conflicts rather than mere exposition. In
the story “Runaround,” published in 1942, Asimov stated
the three laws of robotics, squarely in line with his emerging sense that robot stories needn’t be either threatening
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or sentimental. Instead, he wrote in 1982, “I began to
think of robots as industrial products built by matter-offact engineers. They were built with certain safety features
so they weren’t menaces and they were fashioned for certain jobs so that no Pathos was necessarily involved.”15 A
concept of “robopsychology” in Asimov’s work helps human observers understand why robots made the decisions
they do, for example. Complex themes such as the value
of work, the attractions between humans and robots, and
the relative value of a robot life versus a human one also
appear regularly.
One primary genre of robotic fictional representation features aliens from space that inhabit mechanical,
or biomechanical, forms. The distinctions among robot
genres become important here. Robots, culturally rather
than technologically speaking, tend to be mechanical entities that exhibit anthropomorphic tendencies. The word
“android” dates to the nineteenth century and refers to
non–human beings that have flesh-like exteriors. (Strictly
speaking, Čapek’s “robots” in R.U.R. are androids and
not robots.) Cyborgs, meanwhile, are a more recent conceptualization, dating to about 1960. The MIT professor
Norbert Wiener coined the term “cybernetics” to denote
“the scientific study of control and communication in the
animal and the machine.”16 Cyborgs are thus beings that
merge artificial and organic systems of control. Although
the term “cybernetic organisms” can be applied broadly
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to large systems, cyborgs are for our purposes typically
semihuman characters that have been enhanced in some
way through the application of computational/robotic
capabilities.
When robots descend from outer space in popular
culture, they can be any of these species. In The Day the
Earth Stood Still (1951), an alien named “Klaatu” brings a
message promoting world peace (implicitly supporting the
creation of the United Nations), accompanied by the robot
Gort; the robot emerges from a spaceship designed in collaboration with Frank Lloyd Wright. In 1956, Robby the
Robot appeared in Forbidden Planet alongside future Airplane star Leslie Nielsen. After the original movie, Robby
later appeared in other films and TV shows. Significantly,
humans traveled to outer space where they encountered
Robby, rather than the other way around. After 1960,
humans’ adventures in space became a more common
theme, with several landmark films following the plot
device.
Space travel proved to be one of several convenient retellings of old tales in the robot genre. The debt of many
movies to Homer (including of course 2001: A Space Odyssey) is obvious. The Swiss Family Robinson of 1812 (while
sailing from Europe to Australia, they were shipwrecked
in the East Indies) paid its debt to Robinson Crusoe, then
itself became the inspiration for a 1960s television show.
Fathers and sons (Star Wars), coming of age, mistaken
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identity, and of course the Frankenstein monster threat
all make repeated appearances, with the twist that robotic
characters are only partially human.
In 1963, the BBC launched the Doctor Who television
serial, in which Daleks featured prominently. These aliens
were in fact extraterrestrial cyborgs that mutated into
ruthless killers, given that they lacked all emotions save
for hatred; their most frequent utterance is simply “Exterminate!” Like other fictional cyborgs, Daleks quickly
became a touchstone in British popular culture, and have
appeared in a fiftieth anniversary commemoration done
by the BBC. Doctor Who, meanwhile, remains popular
among many populations, including some U.S. teens.
The depictions of robots in popular culture began to
shift after Asimov. In contrast to the nonhuman assemblies of mechanical parts typified by Gort or Robby, later
robots could express a variety of emotions, interact with
human characters with nuance and ambiguity, and wrestle
with the complexities of their nature. Although there continued to be clear-cut evil villains, and simplistic servants,
the commercial success of multiple robot-themed movies
indicated a growing recognition within mass culture of the
(largely fictional) possibilities of a new technology and potentially new life-form.
Although alien movies continued to appear after
1970, more and more cyborgs were situated on Earth. In
Robocop (1987), for example, a murdered Detroit police
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officer is returned to life with electromechanical spare
parts and given superhuman powers. Not surprisingly
given the genre, the robotic creature’s powers create tensions with human laws and networks of corruption; the
threat of a rogue, nearly invulnerable humanoid echoes
other narratives. Robocop was far from original, following
as it did director James Cameron’s robot-movie milestone,
The Terminator (1984). Made for roughly $6.5 million, the
film grossed $78 million (more than $225 million in 2015
dollars). Arnold Schwarzenegger played a ruthless cyborg,
with flesh-like skin over a bionic endoskeleton. The fate
of humanity hung in the balance as an unborn baby (John
Connor, whose initials are obvious), who was to lead a humanist uprising, was being stalked by Schwarzenegger’s
character, time-traveling from the future in the employ of
the evil Skynet.
In Blade Runner (1982), director Ridley Scott used yet
another space-travel device to create a dystopic vision of
the future based on the Phillip K. Dick novel Do Androids
Dream of Electric Sheep?17 Cyborgs are created on Earth by
evil corporations, and then shipped off to work on space
colonies. Some sneak back to Earth, in violation of the law,
so they must be hunted down. Known as “replicants,” the
androids represent yet another vision of robots as capable
of dull, dangerous, and dirty work, but also capable of desiring to transcend their station and challenge humans for
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authority. The character played by Daryl Hannah continues the trope embodied by Maria in Metropolis, the alluring female android who preys on men’s weakness.
What countless polls and surveys have called history’s
greatest space movie, however, features a robot that never
appears. Arthur C. Clarke, one of science fiction’s “big
three,” collaborated with Stanley Kubrick on 2001: A Space
Odyssey (1968), which portrayed robots in yet another
light. Rather than assuming anything resembling human
form, HAL 9000, the computer that runs the spaceship
bound for Jupiter, has a human-sounding voice, appears
to express emotions, can sense its environment (including lip-reading the astronauts when they express concern
about HAL’s behavior), and can also operate the ship’s systems and devices. HAL cannot stop the remaining human
astronaut from disconnecting its power supply in the film’s
crucial scene after HAL has killed all the other astronauts,
and exhibits emotional regression as its computational
function diminishes. In Clarke and Kubrick’s portrayal, a
robot is thus capable of emotion, highly intelligent, and
powerful (though not all-powerful), but ultimately proves
it cannot be trusted.
The film was a massive commercial success, and
remains a powerful cultural monument nearly fifty
years later. Ambiguity—probably the film’s defining
characteristic—allows viewers to re-create in HAL their
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personal fears, aspirations, and associations of artificial
intelligence. The fact that HAL is never seen, for example,
but only heard through the excellent voicing of Douglas
Rain, contributes much to the film’s timeless quality. Every serious robot movie that came after, and many notso-serious ones, self-consciously relates itself to this
monument.
At the opposite pole of 2001’s HAL are multitudes of
robot characters that embody neither menace nor superior intellect. From the cartoon maid Rosie on The Jetsons
(aired in primetime in 1962–63 and in other time slots until 1987), to Wall-E, the protagonist of the 2008 Disney/
Pixar film by that name, robots often proved to be useful devices for producers and directors: they could inject
comic incongruity or address more serious topics at arm’s
length. The robots’ voices and gestures could satirize human traits, but humanity was portrayed as a superior state
given how many robots aspired to it. At the same time,
robots are frequently portrayed doing menial tasks as at
least part of their identity, implicitly freeing humans from
drudgery.
B9, the faithful “environmental control” robot on the
U.S. television series Lost in Space (1965–68), became famous for warning the “Space Family” Robinson’s son Will
of impending harm: even today, “Danger, Will Robinson!”
is still uttered by people unaware of the original context.
But by far the apotheosis of the robot-as-faithful-servant
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model is the Laurel-and-Hardy duo of R2D2 and C-3PO
from the Star Wars franchise. Indeed, the shadow cast
by the George Lucas creations is so long that many other
films must characterize their robots in contrast to the
much-loved pair of metallic icons.
R2D2, the shorter of the two, was given part of its
appeal by a human actor, Kenny Baker, who controlled
its movements from inside during filming. (Other shots
featured a radio-controlled, uninhabited version of the robot.) The robot speaks in a machine language, translated
by his compatriot, adding to the comedic dynamic, especially when the jokes are on C-3PO. With both characters,
there is no possibility of robot rebellion; potentially because of the convincing nature of the futuristic space-age
setting, there is no hint of human hubris at work, possibly
because the robots could have otherworldly origins.
As for C-3PO, the brilliant butler-esque voicing by the
English actor Anthony Daniels contributes enormously to
the character’s appeal. The superhuman characteristics
common among cinematic robots are in this instance cerebral rather than mechanical: even though it can translate
“six million forms of communication,” C-3PO is in fact a
coward in the rebels’ battles. Its physical form is highly
derivative of Maria’s metallic shell in Metropolis, while
the dynamic between the robots is as familiar as any oddcouple or buddy movie.
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Cultural Signals

Taken as a whole, what do we make of robots in Western
popular culture?
1. The directors who have advanced the cultural representation of robots include some of the industry’s leading
figures: Woody Allen (Sleeper), James Cameron (Terminator), Chris Columbus (Bicentennial Man), Stanley Kubrick,
George Lucas, Ridley Scott, and Steven Spielberg (A.I. Artificial Intelligence). These men have made movies collectively grossing tens of billions of dollars. For them to share
the use of robots as key characters suggests the massive
cultural appeal of the technology/archetype.
2. Any generalizations about movie and literary characters have little in common with real robots, whether hardware (Boston Dynamics’ Atlas) or software (Wall Street
high-frequency trading systems): robots cannot feel pain,
or understand when they inflict it. Robots do not have
cognition that differentiates between humans and other
mammals, or between humans and other things that
move. Robots have no mechanism for aspiration. Robots,
however autonomous, depend on humans for everything
from battery power to software updates. Robots cannot
choose except among predefined choices; they cannot
“consciously” subvert their creators because robots lack
self-awareness at the cognitive level.
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3. The high bar for real robots to do such things as open
doorknobs, traverse uneven terrain, or perform logic
at the level of a child features only minimally in science
fiction and cinema. Thus when people see hard tasks accomplished within the field of robotics (such as a robot
folding a shirt or opening a bottle of beer), it appears underwhelming. Many observers put substantial emphasis
on Asimov’s three laws when they bear little resemblance
to real robotic science. The cognitive scientist Steven
Pinker puts it in stark terms: “When Hamlet says, ‘What a
piece of work is man! how noble in reason! how infinite in
faculty! in form and moving how express and admirable!’
we should direct our awe not at Shakespeare or Mozart
or Einstein or Kareem Abdul-Jabbar but at a four-year-old
carrying out a request to put a toy on a shelf.”18 AI has a
long way to go to approximate such responses.
4. The distinctions among robots, androids, and cyborgs
are largely immaterial to audiences. Aliens, for example,
are equally plausible elements in these plots.
5. Thus the images of robots widely present in mass culture do little to help communities confront real issues of
emerging technologies. Because perceptions are highly
conditioned by the robot-as-menace, robot-as-pathos,
robot-as-self-aware, or robot-as-servant/butler stereotypes, substantive discussions of prostheses, to take one
example, have been slow to form.
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To summarize, Čapek’s conception of a robot, a Czech
word, embodied a metaphor of humanity as slaves to technology, with the danger that the artificial creation might
rebel against its human creators much as Frankenstein’s
creature did. About twenty years later, Isaac Asimov created literary robots that embodied human traits, to the
point where “robopsychology” provided insight into their
workings. Finally, the notion of artificial intelligence, however embodied or disembodied, is often conflated with
superhuman logic that will eventually outstrip humans’
powers of thought and feeling. For all their differences,
HAL 9000 and IBM’s Watson function similarly as culturally frightening figures: their superhuman capabilities can
apparently nullify human capabilities and designs. In each
of these cases, the power of cultural iconography can distract us from concrete, live issues: who besides Stephen
Hawking should have robotic augmentation? Should labor
unions invest in robots that replace human workers? Who
can implement and override safety interlocks for a given
class of robot? And so on.

An Alternative: The Japanese Tradition

Note that all of the aforementioned cultural resources
were explicitly Western. From Frankenstein through Star
Wars and The Terminator, the theme of “technology out of
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thought and feeling.

control,” as the academic Langdon Winner put it, is always
present: created life often turns out to be, as Asimov said,
“robot-as-menace.” But it is impossible to assess the current state of robotic science and representation without
including the Japanese.
Although manga, the distinctive Japanese comic art
form, dates from the late nineteenth century, it can trace
its origins to thirteenth-century scrolls. After World War
II, when the nation was reforming its mythology in light
of both military defeat and foreign cultural influences
brought with the U.S. occupation, manga emerged as a vehicle for heroism, virtue, and prowess. One artist, Osamu
Tezuka, created a character that captured his nation’s
imagination. Called “Mighty Atom” in Japan, he is more
familiar to Western audiences as Astro Boy; one advisor
thought the atomic connotations might be problematic
for U.S. audiences after Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Mighty
Atom has become an essential part of Japanese culture:
he actually has full Japanese citizenship; Tezuka is regarded as “the god of comics,” on the same plane as Walt
Disney, but with elements of Arthur C. Clarke, Stan Lee,
Tim Burton, and Carl Sagan also in the mix, according to
his biographer.19
Tezuka was a fascinating character. Born in 1928, he
developed his considerable artistic talent in part by drawing skillful catalogs of insects as a teenager. He later graduated from medical school (where the drawings in his lab
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notebooks were exquisite) but did not practice medicine.
His various characters, led by Mighty Atom, were organized into a “star system” modeled on a Hollywood movie
studio. They generated a massive following. Tezuka then
developed his own production team that eventually made
the first TV animations in Japan. Different characters and
series, including his most ambitious story called “Phoenix,” helped turn manga into a multibillion dollar industry, both in Japan and worldwide. Tezuka’s work was so
skillful, innovative, and compelling that Stanley Kubrick
asked him to be the art director of 2001, but Tezuka could
not commit to move his team to England for a year during
production. Tezuka died of stomach cancer in 1989, still
drawing until his last day.
Mighty Atom originally appeared as a supporting element in 1951 but was featured as a title character in 1952.
He appeared regularly until the 1970s, and occasionally in
the years after he had become a national icon. His fictional
date of birth, April 7, 2003, was marked by nationwide celebrations; four years earlier, the character had been used
to help launch Toyota’s Prius hybrid vehicle in Japan.
Through multiple reinforcing channels, the robot’s likeness is a familiar image in Japanese culture.
Mighty Atom’s life originates in tragedy. When Dr.
Tenma, the head of the Ministry of Science lost his son
Tobio in a collision between a flying car and a heavy truck,
he convenes experts and builds a robot in Tobio’s likeness.
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When he discovers that the robot cannot mature and cannot learn to love natural beauty, Tenma gives the robot
to a circus. Tenma’s successor at the Ministry of Science,
Professor Ochanomizu, finds the robot, discovers he can
feel emotions, and nurtures him as a foster son. The scientist urges him to use his powers for good, primarily fighting crime but also, in one episode, intervening on behalf
of a Vietnamese village before U.S. planes were scheduled
to bomb it. Thus the entire story is rooted in the robot’s
need for human company and acceptance: robot rights are
a common issue engaged in the manga.
Mighty Atom has super powers, but not in the Terminator vein: he stands 4 feet 6 inches (1.37 meters)
and weighs 67 pounds (about 30 kilograms), but packs
a 100,000 horsepower (roughly 75,000 kilowatt) atomic
engine along with retractable jets in his hands and feet.
Over the course of many stories, it is revealed that Mighty
Atom has
•

Jet-powered flight

•

Multilingualism (sixty languages)

•

Analytical skills

•

Searchlight eyes

•

Supersensitive hearing
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•

Hidden weapons in his back

•

The ability to tell if a person is good or evil.20

This mix of characteristics, combined with Mighty
Atom’s diminutive stature, creates a myriad of plot possibilities. He can sweat while solving challenging situations,
but must be altered by his foster-father to be able to shed
tears. His powers were not infinite: Atom could run out
of fuel, and when he ate human foods, they ended up in
his machine-filled chest cavity and had to be removed. His
enemies included bad people, people who hated robots,
rogue robots, and alien invaders. Time travel was a frequent feature of the stories.
Much like Asimov roughly a decade earlier, Tezuka developed a code of robot law to guide Mighty Atom through
his adventures:
1. Robots are created to serve mankind.
2. Robots shall never injure or kill humans.
3. Robots shall call the human that creates them “father.”
4. Robots can make anything, except money.
5. Robots shall never go abroad without permission.
6. Male and female robots shall never change roles.
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7. Robots shall never change their appearance or assume
another identity without permission.
8. Robots created as adults shall never act as children.
9. Robots shall never assemble other robots that have
been scrapped by humans.
10. Robots shall never damage human homes or tools.21
Several aspects of the list deserve mention. Note the
similarity of rules 1 and 2 to Asimov’s laws; note also that
there is no parallel to Asimov’s Third Law, that robots
should protect themselves. Deception by robots is explicitly forbidden, three times over.
The tensions between Atom’s eternal childhood, superhuman powers, moral compass, and desire for human
love drive his identity. It both shaped and reflected Japanese attitudes toward robots at large. The Sony Aibo, for
example, clearly reflects a sensibility in line with Atom:
the appealing, nearly cuddly presentation of robots in
many Japanese scenarios (Paro the seal being only one)
conveys neither cold utilitarianism nor potentially demonic upheaval.
The contrast can be readily observed when comparing Mighty Atom to a contemporary Japanese manga robot, the giant Iron Man, which began appearing in 1956.
Weighing 25 tons and standing 20 meters (66 feet) tall,
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Iron Man had been built during the war as a secret weapon
but was then turned to peacetime uses. Unlike Atom, he
was not autonomous but was remote controlled, usually
by a clever young boy, but subject to being turned to evil
purposes if the remote were stolen. Although the boy did
fight evil, much like Atom, the moral neutrality of Iron
Man helped delimit a larger dialectic within Japanese
culture: much like that expressed in Asimov’s laws, there
exists a desire to have robots help humanity rather than
hurt it, embodying a higher moral vision than humans
can claim for themselves. Given that Iron Man at times
eclipsed Mighty Atom in popularity, his presence serves
as an extremely potent and useful counterweight to what
Asimov might have called the “robot-as-saint” school of
thought.

Robots and Myth

Robots are technological tools. Yet few tools have such
rich mythologies supporting them. Even more significantly, that mythos largely preceded the actual achievement of most of the milestones of autonomous robotics.
The history is both long, dating to biblical times, and hyperreal, with the most recent advances in storytelling being used to advance and shape the narrative. There is a
strand of robot-ness that is particularly North American,
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and another aspect that stands independent of any given
culture.
Robots are paradoxical in other ways as well. They
serve as slaves, or servants, yet they are feared as potential
overlords. Robots absorb many projections of perfection
that people cannot attain, yet have trouble executing some
basic human maneuvers. Robots offer the prospect of radical advances in leisure while raising questions of what humans will do for a livelihood.
By now, it should be well demonstrated that robots
have been introduced into the cultural dialogues of both
East and West in ways that differ considerably from past
technologies: radios, air conditioners, automobiles, or even
smartphones were never portrayed as human creations
that desire to eclipse their makers, for example. The place
of anthropomorphism in our discussions of what robots
are, what they can do, and how they should be understood
marks a key point of departure within the technological
history of Western countries. All of that notwithstanding,
what is the actual state of robotics?
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4
ROBOTICS IN THE PRESENT TENSE

Robotic devices are quietly permeating modern life. In
nearly every domain, a wide variety of these technologies
can increase accuracy, free humans from danger or drudgery, overcome the limits of human fatigue and limited sensory capacity, and extend human presence. Robots can also
dehumanize work and relationships, increase economic
disruption, and give rise to other negative consequences
for humans. The breadth of activity, variety of contexts,
and speed of progress all contribute to a major change in
the way people use computing.

Artificial Intelligence

If we use the “sense-think-act” model to define a robot,
the “think” component deserves special attention. At the

most basic level, artificial intelligence describes efforts
to re-create some degree of human reasoning with non
human elements or devices. Although the aspirations
date from antiquity, the current landscape navigates
from a benchmark placed in 1956, when a conference of
early computer scientists at Dartmouth College formalized attempts to create electronic function that mimicked
the human brain. John McCarthy (later the director of
SAIL, Stanford’s AI lab) is credited with coining the term
in that year, and Marvin Minsky founded MIT’s AI lab
in 1957.
Pursuing robotics was difficult in the 1960s and 1970s.
Processing machinery was slow and big (the personal
computer had not yet been invented), wireless networks
were slow and proprietary, and vision systems were slow,
expensive, and low resolution. Much effort was devoted
to building comprehensive cognitive maps of the robot’s
environment, to “knowing” the world before interacting
with it, but especially given slow processing, this approach
produced limited results.
A parallel effort was under way in AI computing. Cyc
was founded in 1984 as an attempt to build a comprehensive computer ontology of everything. Having been taught
that “rain is a form of water” and that “water feels wet on
the skin,” the computer could potentially infer that, if I
state, “I came in from the rain,” then I must be wet. At the
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time of its founding, the lead scientist claimed it would
take 350 man-years to build the rules engine, but thirty
years on, it remains unfinished.
The field has weathered periods of extremely generous
funding followed by falls from favor. In the 1990s, jokes
about the flush “AI ’80s” were common in some circles.
As funding decreased, refugees from AI dispersed; some
went into search while others migrated into genomics and
other biomedical fields. After the emergence of Google,
and after the Deep Blue chess computer defeated Garry
Kasparov in 1997, AI fields returned to prominence and
funding, both governmental and investor. One current
topic attracting high levels of interest is natural language
processing (NLP), popularized in the Apple Siri, Google’s
type-ahead and other search tools, and IBM’s Watson
computer. More than merely recognizing voice, natural language processing must disambiguate homonyms
(“bass” the fish vs. “bass” the low-frequency sound), understand context (“What’s that building off to the right?”),
and decode jokes, malapropisms, and other “illogical”
statements.
The importance of AI for robotics is obvious: humancomputer interaction, physical locomotion, collision
avoidance, and image recognition all rely on tools that, at
some level, must mimic or replace human cognition.
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Industrial Robots

At the same time that computer scientists aspired to make
machines more like brains, a separate group of entrepreneurs was looking to replicate human muscle and bone.
The story of their combined efforts unfolded far from university labs, in garages and machine shops. In the United
States, the two main figures were George Devol and his
associate Joseph Engelberger. Devol applied for the first
robotics patents in 1954 (predating the Dartmouth AI
conference); these were granted in 1961. Devol and Engelberger founded Unimation in the mid-1950s and produced
the first industrial robot, the Unimate. It transferred work
in process between factory locations several feet apart. Japan entered the market when Kawasaki Heavy Industries
licensed the technology from Unimation.
Adoption of robotics technologies was slow in the
1960s: foreign automotive competition was not yet intense, and large manufacturers feared moving out of step
with their industry counterparts. As of 1964, Unimation
had sold only thirty robots and cash flow was an issue, but
between 1967 and 1972, Unimation’s cumulative sales
volume soared from $2 million to $14 million.
In the mid-1960s, a graduate student named Victor
Scheinman designed robotic arms for both Stanford’s and
MIT’s AI labs before taking a fellowship at Unimation
to commercialize his ideas. In conjunction with General
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Motors, which specified that the new robot move in the
same amount of space occupied by a human, with comparable reach, Unimation then brought the PUMA (Programmable Universal Machine for Assembly) to market in
the mid-1970s, and the worldwide market for industrial
robots took off. ASEA Brown Boveri Corporation (ABB)
from Sweden, General Electric, and KUKA from Germany
all made serious commitments. General Motors formed a
joint venture with Japan’s FANUC; Westinghouse bought
Unimation for $107 million in 1984 then sold it to a French
firm, Staubli, four years later.
Industrial robots are essentially programmable machine tools that perform a sequence of actions, typically in
assembly-line scenarios. With just over a million industrial
robots installed worldwide, according to the International
Federation of Robotics, industry revenues amounted to
about $9.5 billion in 2014.1 After robots were deployed in
automobile factories, the number of electronics factories
using robots has grown rapidly in the past decade; Foxconn, the Taiwan-based company that assembles Apple
products and similar goods, announced its intention to
install a million robots—in one company alone—after
2012.2 Despite China’s comparatively low wages, future
projections favor the economics of a three-shift robot that
does not sleep late or come to work having a bad day; that
does not require breaks, heating or cooling on the shop
floor (or even light in some cases), or medical insurance;
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and that does not have any identity apart from being an instrument of production. (We will discuss some economic
aspects of robot workers in chapter 7.)
Recently, Amazon directed its attention to industrial
robots that move finished goods in distribution centers
rather than perform factory assembly. Rather than lifting and carrying individual items with arms and graspers,
these supply-chain robots locate whole shelving racks of
items stocked by humans, which they then move from
a storage zone to a picking/packaging station and back
again. Robots bring the mobile racks to the workers, who
take the appropriate items off and initiate the shipping
process. The robots that do this work are not humanoid in the least, sitting low to the ground and looking
instead like industrial vacuum cleaners that follow tracks
on the floor.
These supply-chain robots build on a long history of
material-handling devices known as “automated guided
vehicles” (AGVs). These carts or vehicles (either flatbed,
enclosed bed, or towing a trailer) can utilize simple navigation methods, such as following magnetic tape on the
floor, or more sophisticated ones, such as using lasers,
transponders, gyroscopes, and other tools to navigate inside fixed parameters (e.g., inside a warehouse or hospital). The first such system was invented in 1953, and AGVs
remain in wide use today.
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How Do They Do It? What Challenges Are Being Met?

The generic sense-think-act model tells us little about the
complexity and challenges being addressed by robotics.
Structures
Before its sensors, processing power, and actuators can be
chosen or mounted, a robot must have a base chassis or
other structure. The challenges in this domain are nontrivial. In unmanned aerial vehicles, for example, the robot must be able to fly long distances and provide a stable
base for high-resolution cameras, radar, and other sensors
as well as weapons. In this and other scenarios, materials
science is a critical piece of the equation. Consider the basic physics of many man-made materials: to make a robot
twice as tall typically means quadrupling its mass. One humanoid robot, the Willow Garage PR2, stands roughly 5
feet (1.5 meters) tall and weighs some 400 pounds (about
180 kilograms). Such weight introduces multiple issues:
the robot’s portability is limited, its heavy appendages
must be carefully managed in the interest of safety, and
its battery life suffers for having to move that much mass.
For such robots to gain wider appeal, they must get lighter.
In situations where a robot is going to interact with
humans, its structure must convey some sense of familiarity to those who will encounter it. In other words, to
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perform its tasks (grasping, detecting, moving), a robot
must signal the people around it how to behave. These
signals are important to get right; they can be analyzed
from many different perspectives: anthropology, semiotics, and psychology, among others. The robot’s structure
must not only facilitate the functionality needed to carry
out its purpose, but also help humans cooperate with it (if
only to get out of its way). Whereas some scholars think
of a robot as an independent or even autonomous entity,
others conceive of it as both aiding and aided by humans.
As we implement new robotic equivalents of turn signals
on cars or of door handles on buildings, the design choices
for robots to be situated among humans will have longlasting consequences.
Not only must a robot’s structure be strong, light, and
stable, but its various elements and often the whole robot
itself also need to move, adding to the criticality of structural design. Modes of locomotion all have trade-offs: one,
two, four, or six legs, wheels, and treads are all options
on land. Wheels are extremely efficient but are limited by
the smoothness of the terrain. Multilegged locomotion
increases a robot’s complexity and requires more power
than wheels or treads to travel the same distance. Hybrids
have also been tried, combining treads and legs, for example.3 For flight, biologically inspired wings have become
feasible, in addition to various types and arrangements of
propellers.
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Another structural consideration is vibration and
damping. For example, to make a robotic surgical tool
anchored to the floor that can rise 5 feet, extend 2 feet
horizontally, then lower down into a wound site requires a
lightness, strength, and vibration resistance not found in
most materials. Lightness matters because motors scale
up proportionately: a heavier arm requires bigger motors, which both make the device heavier still and limit its
battery life, a constant constraint for most autonomous
robots.
Very few available components are optimized for robotics application—many parts for robots are still being
borrowed from other applications. Whether in the case
of motors, actuators, and gears, of microprocessors at all
scales, of sensors, of interface devices, or of motive power,
robotics stands to gain considerably from advances in some
other domain, given the small volumes and high degree of
customization currently required in the production of robotics technologies. Partly because important components
are often custom made or borrowed from other uses, few
robotics efforts have been economically sustainable. Business models are hard to get right, as the exceptional success of the smartphone and video game platforms proves
by contrast. Because of its place in a larger economic ecosystem, the Microsoft Kinect sensor bar, for example, is
almost certainly sold at a loss, but gives robotics firms and
researchers a low-cost, high-performance component well
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suited to their uses. The haptic (touch-driven) interfaces
on the Nintendo Wii provide another example of a massmarket, low-cost tool ideally suited for robotics applications, one that would not have been affordable without
game platforms’ high volumes.
Navigating trade-offs between engineering, economics, and marketing is difficult. A robotic device can
be made to do many things, but deciding in a particular
situation what to design in, bolt on, or leave out is hard
to get right. Increasing capability by including more degrees of freedom translates into market risk. The history
of military drone aircraft provides a relevant example. In
1979, the U.S. Army initiated the Aquila program to build
a lightweight reconnaissance drone to radio back images
of enemy troop size and location. Additional requirements quickly began to accumulate: night vision, laser
target markers, armor against enemy ground fire, secure
radio communications, and so on. The drone’s weight ballooned, its system complexity escalated, and, of course, its
cost soared out of control. What began as a $560 million
project intended to build 780 drones ended by spending
more than $1 billion on prototypes that didn’t work very
well nearly a decade later.4 The iRobot Roomba vacuum
cleaner, by contrast, represents admirable control of scope
and features in a market-driven scenario.
It is worth mentioning that another new technology related to robotics, additive manufacturing or 3-D
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printing, can construct honeycomb structures, much like
human bones, that combine low resonance, low weight,
and high strength. As we will see throughout this book,
one constant in the interdisciplinary field of robotics is the
cascading effect of improvements in a contributing subfield, whether software engineering, materials science,
battery chemistry, or image processing, among others.
Sensors
At the most basic level, a robot needs to have awareness
of where it and its attached parts are in physical space.
Cameras are one way to achieve this, but they have limitations. First, cameras can encounter lighting situations
that diminish their effectiveness: early-morning and
late-afternoon sun glare can be blinding; deep darkness
is another obvious constraint. Snowfields can reflect significant glare; raindrops can render a lens useless. Visual
tricks (such as painting fake potholes on roads) can fool
cameras.5 Turning images into signals can be a challenge
for microprocessors and various algorithms: even when
a camera captures an image, deriving useful information
from that image can be extremely difficult, except when
the target is highly constrained, as with license-plate cameras used by police departments and repo men.6 Once
again, advances in one domain frequently lead to advances
in seemingly unrelated spheres, and image recognition
and processing are key fields for robotics.
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Acoustic range finders (sonar and its equivalents) have
their uses, within limits: these devices are not especially
fast, especially compared with laser range finders such as
Lidar. The Global Positioning System (GPS) is useful but
not sufficient: it is imprecise for local tasks (such as finding the coffee cup on the table, or the refrigerator in the
cafeteria); it can be jammed, and its signal reception can
be impaired by human structures such as buildings and
bridges. Other proximity sensors, such as bumpers and
motion sensors, are also commonly used in robots.
As with electronic networks in a more general sense, a
large percentage of a robot’s processing power is devoted
to monitoring the conditions of the robot itself. Just as a
mammal needs to use systemic feedback loops to manage
its body temperature or blood sugar levels, so a robot needs
to devote resources to monitor and control its internal systems. Because few robots can be entirely self-sufficient,
one or more radio networks may be in play, connecting the
robot to a computational cloud or base station, other robots, external sensors, and the like. Temperatures, power
management, system status, and the orientation of various components (at what angle is the left rear leg relative
to the body?) all need to be detected. A key example of selfmonitoring is a wheel detection system: absent GPS or a
local beacon, one of the most difficult pieces of knowledge
to provide a robot is where it is, particularly in comparison
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to 2 seconds or 3 minutes ago. Counting wheel rotations is
one basic way to calculate position.
As robots become more advanced, the sensors in their
graspers, claws, or “hands” become important. Detecting
slippage, for example, must be engineered into an appendage designed both to grasp a slippery beer bottle without
dropping it and to squirt ketchup from a plastic bottle
without applying too much pressure. Other sensor suites
measure radiation (in hazard scenarios), smell (whether
of natural gas, explosives, or other materials), and sound,
including speech.
In the end, however, collecting sensor data and making decisions based on it remain conceptually and computationally difficult. Thus not only is the environment as a
robot senses it often low in resolution or richness, but its
sensemaking apparatus is also highly fallible, regardless of
the quality of sensor input. If the failure rate of a robot’s
sensors is sufficiently high, false positives will quickly
render a robot experiment useless. Because clean and accurate sensor data can rarely be assumed, error detection
and correction are key to improving robot performance.
Computation
Once a robot senses its external and internal conditions,
it must first process the sense signals into usable form, so
that its control systems can then direct the robot’s activities. Although this is not the place to discuss computing
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architectures, programming languages, or other important topics in computer science and engineering, it may
be helpful to touch on a few of the complicating factors
that make robotics so challenging.
Time is a tricky business in computer science. Given
that very few human phenomena are truly instantaneous, the lag between when a command is given and
when it is executed can have important consequences:
high-frequency trading on Wall Street is a classic example,
where the number of milliseconds of network latency can
determine whether an offer is accepted or rejected. Once a
robot has to move, time is critical.
The time issue leads to another, related area of difficulty with robots. If you grew up with early computers, you
remember the absence of timely feedback: if, after hitting
the “enter” key, nothing happened, you most likely retyped
the command and hit “enter” again. And, years later, when
dealing with an online order website on your much newer
computer, if you clicked once and nothing happened, you
most likely clicked again, and maybe wound up ordering
twelve pairs of socks instead of six. Or maybe neither order registered. When a vehicle is in motion, timely coordination between inputs and actions becomes critical. Given
that control systems are less than instantaneous, correcting for various lags between sensor detection, sensor processing, control, and actuation can be difficult. Oscillation
will be familiar to anyone who has ridden a bike too fast
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down a hill: eventually correction cannot be applied with
the proper force or speed. One answer is more computing
“horsepower,” but that generates more heat and requires
more power; there are no free computational lunches.
More commonly, algorithmic smoothing of both inputs
and command variables can reduce the jerkiness and other
artifacts of non-real-time processes.
Noise exacts particular costs in a system operating in
free space, as opposed to on screen. Given the predictable
presence of unexpected sensor inputs, including spurious
ones, strict if-then command structures are apt to fail.
And given that the robot is operating in and on the physical world, noise and other errors can be self-reinforcing.
Fuzzy logic is one approach to noise, and robots often devote a considerable proportion of their processing power
to error correction and related tasks.
A major debate in the field of artificial intelligence relates to the noise issue. For decades, it was assumed that
a robot needed to use its sensors to first build a map of its
environment before interacting with it. With the limited
power of the robot’s central processing unit (CPU), however, this process took a long time, during which the external environment most likely changed. Thus the robot’s
cognitive maps consistently lagged reality. Although such
a hierarchical approach is required in some complex scenarios, an alternative cognitive architecture has proven to
work in certain robotics applications.
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Recall that a robot is defined as a machine that can
sense, think, and act. In 1986, however, Rodney Brooks,
now retired from MIT, proposed that the sense-think-act
model could be replaced by a “behavioral” model of “sense/
act/sense again/act in light of new information.” Rather
than act on abstract representations of reality built up from
sensing through sensor processing and map building, robots could situate themselves in an environment that they
sensed proximately. The outcome of these robots’ behaviors seems remarkably “intelligent,” in that their actions
seem to stem from cognition when in fact they do not.7
The emergence of this approach for many robots, including the iRobot Roomba vacuum cleaner, means that
efforts can be directed at low-level behaviors: moving,
avoiding, reacting in if-then ways. For those who ask if
robots are able to be programmed to protect humans, or
to seek some manner of goodness (as described by Isaac
Asimov in his Three Laws of Robotics), Brooks has had to
respond: “They are not.” The low-level sense/act/sense
again/act in light of new information model produces
intelligent-seeming behaviors as an unintentional byproduct of multiple small decisions. Robots typically have
no “master model” of reality; such models are simply too
hard to build.8
This is not to say that robots are simply reactive. One
major problem area involves path building and planning.
If a robot arm with, say, four joints each with x degrees of
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freedom needs to move from where it is to where a detergent bottle is located, getting its fingers into position to
approach the bottle from the correct angle at the correct
height without knocking over the potted plant six inches
away is no small feat. The robot needs to pay considerable
attention to balancing identification of the goal or target
(the bottle) with avoidance of obstacles (the plant), within
the constraints of its mechanical systems. Some planned
routes will be direct but come close to obstacles on the
way, so safety concerns (along with a healthy respect for
wide error margins in sensor reports) usually emphasize
coequal consideration of obstacles and objectives.9
In an increasing number of settings, robots, sensors,
or both are deployed in groups. The cognitive load on
such devices is complicated by the presence of other likeminded actors sharing the same physical space, strengths,
limitations, and objectives. Much like birds and insects,
swarmbots may not have a “commanding” robot in charge
of determining objectives and tactics, but may instead rely
on extremely simple rules that produce coordination without hierarchy.10
Action
Once sensing and whatever degree of cognition generate
a command, robots must execute the command, often in
three-dimensional space. This realm differentiates robots
from two-dimensional computers in two main ways. First,
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movement in space is achieved through motors, hydraulics, and other actuators that are neither as precise as pixels
on a screen nor situated in as predictable an environment.
Second, human-robot interactions occur in time and three
physical dimensions, engaging more human sensory, cognitive, and emotional energy than a mouse and keyboard
tethered to a desktop. Rules of engagement are thus more
complicated. In other words, robots are harder to build
in part because humans interact with them in a less constrained manner than with desktop computing.
Apple’s Siri voice assistant, IBM’s Watson computer,
and Google search all provide examples of recent advances
in human-computer interface. Rather than simply accepting voice commands that replicate mouse clicks, these
natural language systems must learn to understand both
multiple voices (unlike earlier systems that were “trained”
by a single speaker) and nuances that cannot simply reflect
dictionary definitions. Imagine encountering a neighbor’s
dog on a walk. Saying, “Scratch your back?” “Back off,”
“Come back here,” or “Go back home,” can reflect four radically different intentions. Here is where artificial intelligence connects to the state of robotics: when machines
interact with people, the people are usually ambiguous
about what they desire and how they express those desires. Stating the command versus typing the search term
introduces further types of complexity into the interpretive process.
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Although the vocabulary of robotic science refers to
“control” as a core function of robotic systems, the word
“control” is actually problematic. Compared to a human
steering a radio-controlled toy race car, for example, different layers of different software architectures may be either more random or less goal oriented than the observed
behaviors of the system would suggest. In autonomous
robots (as opposed to preprogrammed, anchored factory
robots that do the same task repeatedly), a standard architecture has taken shape. At the highest level, human direction is received, and the robotic system plans, sets goals,
and possibly changes the shape of the robot. The high-level
control hands off to an intermediate layer, where navigation and obstacle avoidance work in parallel. Finally, lowlevel control over motors and similar devices translates
the high-level commands into physical motion, monitoring and minutely adjusting speed, vehicle attitude, and
stability. Feedback from lower-level sensors flows upward
at the same time that command logic is translated down
the stack.11

Why So Many Robots All of a Sudden?

Research into robotics has been conducted since the mid1960s. So why are robots suddenly entering the mainstream in the 2010s? Let us consider the question from
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the supply-side push as well as the demand-side pull. On
the demand side, geopolitics plays a role. Resistance to immigration has intensified the need for automation of mundane tasks for social reasons; indeed, Germany, Japan, and
South Korea lead the world in industrial robots per worker.
All three countries have both low birthrates and large automotive manufacturing sectors. In the future, personal
care robots are expected to help address the consequences
of increased longevity along with the desire for low immigration. When robots are used in supply chains and
manufacturing, they can bring standardization to precise,
repetitive tasks (such as welding or circuit-board assembly) or else free human labor from monotonous, low-value
tasks (such as hauling soiled laundry in hospitals).
Although Google, Volvo, Audi, Mercedes-Benz, and
other firms are developing self-driving vehicles, many conventional auto manufacturers are introducing robotic or
“robot-lite” behavior into their products. Whether in the
form of automated parallel parking, path following (lanedeparture warning), proximity detection (both in rear
cameras for parking maneuvers and front-grill-mounted
sensors for anti-tailgating), or GPS, modern automobiles
employ a variety of systems whose sensors, logic, and intervention satisfy the basic definition of robot.
As P. W. Singer points out in Wired for War, the U.S.
investment in robotic battlefield technologies can be tied
to the increasing political cost of military casualties after
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Vietnam. After the death of more than 58,000 U.S. soldiers in Southeast Asia helped create strong antimilitary
sentiment on the home front, high-ranking defense planners along with civilian legislators (most notably, Senator John Warner of Virginia in 2000) began to commit
more resources to unmanned systems.12 The rise in asymmetric warfare tactics in Iraq, Somalia, Afghanistan, and
elsewhere further fueled the demand for tools to defend
against improvised explosive devices (IEDs) and other
weapons of insurgencies. In the longer term, robots in
combat could conceivably cut the cost of long-term care
for wounded soldiers: the generation of amputees who
were injured by IEDs will be expensive to care for over at
least the next fifty years, barring breakthroughs in prosthetics, mobility, or tissue regeneration.
Finally, NASA has helped advance the state of robotics, primarily through the development of its Mars landers; indeed, Mars is the only planet in the solar system to
be populated solely by robots.
On the supply side, six broad developments combine
to make robots more feasible.
1. Moore’s Law
For nearly fifty years, Intel cofounder Gordon Moore’s
observation regarding the number of transistors on an
integrated circuit—Moore’s law—has held true: transistor density and, with it, overall processing power double
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roughly every two years. Because many robot tasks are
processor intensive (path planning, environmental detection or sensemaking, safety interlocks), increased processor power/speed makes more tasks real time rather than
either slow or off board. More onboard computer cores
mean more tasks can be attempted or coordinated with
a given chip. Advances in graphics processing for video
games and in display drivers benefit robotic translation of
the real world via sensors to logic that can be incorporated
into cognitive processes, and vice versa.
2. Components
The Kinect camera from Microsoft’s gaming system
(along with the accompanying motion-detection and 3-D
software/firmware) means computer vision is more affordable, both financially and computationally. Robotics
is borrowing stepper motors from the much larger markets for cameras and car windows, for example. Small,
low-power, high-resolution cameras are being made in the
millions for mobile phones. Low-power, low-heat microprocessors can also be imported into robotics applications;
in addition to chips intended for cell phones, the Arduino
microcontroller and Raspberry Pi credit card–size Linux
PC bring extremely low priced high performance into laboratories and product-development environments. Mass
production of computer tablets has also dropped the price
of the touch screen, a previously specialized component.
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3. Math
Algorithms for path navigation, image processing, sensemaking, and situational awareness can be borrowed from
advances in adjacent domains such as search, social network analysis, gaming, video rendering, and natural language processing. Machine learning has emerged as a key
field in search and big data analysis to return artificial intelligence research to the forefront after a period of lower
interest and funding. A broad open-source movement has
extended to robotics to make more code libraries available,
so that fewer projects must start from scratch. Rather
than writing the world’s fifth or ninety-fifth robotic dooropening library, for example, programmers can import or
adapt the community’s attempt at solving this common
problem.
4. Human Talent
Whether from Lego Mindstorms robot competitions, increasing numbers of computer science majors, or the rise
of stand-alone departments of robotics in universities
around the world, more and better students are entering the field. As industry continues to hire specialists to
help build industrial robots, sensor-driven technologies
in automobiles and home appliances, and military and
aerospace technologies, the appeal of the field combines
economic logic with the undisputed “cool” factor of getting
to build robots.
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5. Money
In the private sector, the dramatic share price increase
at Intuitive Surgical along with several high-profile acquisitions of robotics start-ups in 2012 have helped attract venture funding to robotics companies. Google’s
high-visibility acquisitions of Nest (for $3.2 billion) and
Boston Dynamics (for an undisclosed amount) attracted
further attention to the field. Not only did Amazon buy
Kiva for $775 million, but Japan’s SoftBank bought a stake
in France’s Aldebaran humanoid robotics company for a
reported $100 million. Finally, it’s impossible to overstate
the importance of the massive growth in military robotics spending—for bomb disposal, border surveillance,
and drone warfare, to name three current-state projects.
Although firm numbers are difficult to derive given the
complex and classified nature of defense funding, one industry estimate pegged 2010 defense robot spending at
$5.8 billion, projected to increase to $8 billion by 2016.13
6. Miscellany
The broad demands of robot building draw on advancements in more developed fields.

• Harmonic drive gears, invented in 1957, are widely
used in precision applications such as printing, machine
tools, and aerospace along with robotics. Their high torque,
compactness and light weight, and ability to achieve much
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higher ratios than traditional planetary gears in the same
physical volume are just some of the many features attractive to robot builders.
• GPS is ubiquitous, free, and can be used as part of a
robot’s sensor suite for gross-level position detection.
• Wi-Fi addresses a key problem in autonomous robotics: how to connect the free-range device to a base station,
outboard processor, external camera, or other device.
Previous generations of robotics researchers had to adapt
complicated and slow wireless protocols or tether robots
with cables to build up scaffolding for their research. The
availability of cheap, robust wireless networking frees up
today’s researchers to address more fundamental problems. Wireless networking also paves the way for “cloud
robotics,” in which heavy processing can be offloaded to
servers either off chassis or off premises, with attendant
increases in shared learning across devices.14
• Laser scanners came into use in the 1960s, shortly after the invention of the laser. As its cost dropped and reliability improved, Lidar was widely used on autonomous
robots (including self-driving cars) for both perception of
the environment and object classification.
• Improvements in software engineering (in debugging, principles of modularity, new types of development
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frameworks) have helped advance the state of robotics,
given that robots require significant amounts of code to
run and that there are no dominant robotic operating
systems ready out of the box (like Windows). Commercial
software such as Mathematica is also useful in sensor processing and other robotic functions.
• Innovations in materials science, whether polymers
used to make more lifelike and flexible “skin” in humanfacing robots, carbon fiber and aircraft metals used in
unmanned craft, or “smart” fabrics that can electrically
conduct, resist, and semiconduct as needed, have also
helped advance the field. Indeed, through its greatly improved batteries, materials science made possible power
innovations in laptops and smartphones, which could
never have been funded from the limited research dollars
for all of the robotics fields combined.
• Just as computer science took chess as a challenge
for its methods for decades, so robotics has taken soccer’s
World Cup as its ultimate benchmark for team-based independent robots. Begun in 1997, the Robot Soccer World
Cup serves as an annual standardized proving ground for
research in artificial intelligence and related fields. The official goal is stated as follows: “By the middle of the 21st
century, a team of fully autonomous humanoid robot soccer players shall win a soccer game, complying with the
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official rules of FIFA [International Federation of Association Football], against the winner of the most recent
World Cup.”15
This brief summary shows how broad and deep the
interest in robotics has become and only hints at its future potential for many areas of life. It is unlikely that
the forces driving advances in robotics—demographics,
technological innovations, warfare and politics, ever increasing computing power—will diminish in importance
any time soon. The coming decades will provide the proving ground for different types of robots. Which is to say,
the future of robotics looks to be extremely bright—and
somewhat chaotic.
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5
AUTONOMOUS VEHICLES

In just over 100 years, the automobile and its cousin the
truck (both light and heavy) changed the Earth’s landscape
more than any single technology before theirs. Motorized
locomotion in some ways defined the twentieth century,
through suburbs, traffic jams, a large percentage of industrialized world’s workforce supporting it, and a major role in global carbon dioxide levels. After some major
developments such as automatic transmissions and airconditioning, automotive technology didn’t change radically as the world’s population has grown from 3 to more
than 7 billion since 1960. Thus the impacts of centuryold car technology (especially the internal combustion
engine) are being felt in India, China, Mexico, Brazil, and
elsewhere around the globe: by one estimate, cars and

car-related industries generate $2 trillion in annual global
revenues.1
Many of those impacts are negative, from the environmental costs implied above, to time wasted in traffic, to
tens of thousands of traffic deaths every year. To sustain
the positive benefits of automobility while mitigating the
downsides, there are powerful motives for deploying autonomous or semiautonomous vehicles:
• In dangerous situations, including but not limited to
war, natural disaster, or man-made hazards, being able to
move supplies into position and people or assets out is
highly desirable. The high toll on U.S. supply convoys in
deaths or serious injuries from IEDs in the Middle East
wars testifies implicitly to the benefits of driverless trucks.
• Nobody can calculate exactly how much time and fuel
are wasted in traffic congestion. One 2003 estimate put
the numbers at 3.7 billion hours and 2.3 billion gallons of
fuel per year. In 2010, another study put the numbers in
the same ballpark: 4.8 billion hours of wasted time and 1.9
billion gallons of wasted fuel.2
• Cars sit idle most of the time, occupying valuable resources even at rest (as anyone who has paid for parking in
a big city can testify). One estimate suggests cars are used
less than 4 percent of their lifetime.3
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• Driving a car safely is challenging. As elders age, reaction times slow, vision can blur, and hearing can weaken.
Drunk or inexperienced drivers cause tragedies daily. Ever
growing traffic congestion compounds the challenge: patience, skill, and alertness are not always present in the
necessary proportions as roads get more clogged every
year and commute times lengthen. Globally, the World
Health Organization estimates 1.2 million lives are lost in
road deaths each year.

How Robotic Vehicles Might Help

Human reaction time and visual calculation are unreliable.
It is not hard to conceive of many circumstances under
which machines would in fact be better than humans at
driving cars. Consider that calculating the speed of an oncoming car is guesswork for a human: in the aggregate,
people misjudge their window of opportunity (to make a
left turn across oncoming traffic, for example) millions of
times every day. Lidar plus processing power makes that
calculation trivial for a computer car. Even apart from the
Google autonomous car, computers are doing more and
more driving every year, whether through traction control or other robotic assists; two speed records for a selfdriving car are currently held by Audi,4 and many other
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manufacturers are also exploring the possibilities of this
technology.
Interlocks to detect a drunken driver, excessive speed,
or driving outside a geofenced perimeter are already present. Coupling them to a robotic driver that would take over
in a potentially unsafe situation could be popular with
some car owners.
Robotic assist need not be all or nothing. Just as traction control keeps cars from spinning out on slippery
surfaces, one trend will be ever-greater robotic “help” to
human drivers: Tesla launched a program of incremental self-driving capabilities in 2015. That help could also
come in the form of Lidar vision (much like night vision
has already become an option on some models of automobiles), or faster turning of the steering wheel than a frail
driver could muster in a panic situation, or automatic parallel parking, which, again, has already come to market on
select models. Wayfinding in the form of automatic GPS
and real-time traffic and weather integration could also
be appealing: people in rental cars in an unfamiliar city
could press the “autopilot” button, perhaps, or commuters heading home at night could be driven along the least
congested roads.
Parking spaces in urban areas are scarce and expensive; people pay for parking close to attractive destinations such as shopping, theaters, or sporting events. It’s
easy to envision the self-driving car as a car-owner’s valet,
dropping the owner and other passengers at their evening
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destination, a play, movie, or party, for example, then retreating to some low-cost equivalent of off-airport parking, ready to pick them up again when summoned.
Farther out, imagine cars as automated taxis, a service
rather than a product. After directing an automated taxi to
drop passenger 1 at that passenger’s destination, an algorithm far better than a taxi dispatcher could then route the
vehicle to the next closest available passenger, directing it
to ferry passenger 2 to that passenger’s destination, and
continue the process. Such a scheme would make traffic
lighter (instead of five drivers, let’s say, each bringing in
a car during the morning commute, one car could carry
five passengers sequentially or in a ride share for those
who (a) prefer company or (b) want a lower-cost option).
Parking spaces could be redeployed to higher purposes.
People would have more disposable income: car ownership, counting the cost of gas, maintenance, insurance,
and parking, is expensive for an asset that sits idle about
96 percent of its useful lifetime. Unlike a taxi, the robot
would never have to go “home,” but could stop and refuel
or recharge whenever and wherever it was algorithmically
optimal. Real-time pricing would balance loads throughout the day: people with time flexibility could pay less for
“first available ride after 10:30 a.m.,” for example. Uber, a
taxicab alternative service built on a smartphone app and
drivers who use their personal vehicles rather than medallion cabs, is investing heavily in self-driving cars, including
hiring academic talent, and the CEO’s public vision aligns
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with this scenario.5 In early 2016, Lyft, another car-hire
start-up, signed a $500 million deal with General Motors
to develop self-driving taxis.6
In addition to being convenient, robotic cars driving
together can safely travel more closely than those driven
by humans. With quicker reaction time and without the
human impediments to safe driving (eating, putting on
makeup, text messaging, driving impaired, or driving with
a physical limitation), robotic cars are more predictable to
one another. Roadway capacity and traffic flow efficiency
should both increase, making new road expansions less urgent in some cases. On known, premapped roads, robotic
vehicles can travel optimally fast: early in its autonomous
vehicle research at a test track, BMW programmed a 3
series sedan with the cumulative results of its best test
drivers’ runs to use as a training tool for young drivers.
Although choosing the right lines into and out of a corner, along with the proper shift, acceleration, and braking
moves, is reasonably straightforward to automate, BMW’s
autonomous track car is not yet capable of navigating
alongside other vehicles.7

How Autonomous Vehicles Are Developing

The past ten years have been a time of rapid advancement
in autonomous vehicles. Consider that in their 2004 book
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The New Division of Labor, prominent labor economists
Frank Levy and Richard Murnane discussed the problems
presented by tacit knowledge (things that people know
but cannot articulate). They used the example of a delivery truck turning left across traffic as an example of a task
that apparently does not lend itself to rules-based definition, in contrast to credit scoring for example.
The bakery truck driver is processing a constant
stream of information from his environment: visual
information on traffic light signals, visual and aural
information on the trajectories of children, dogs,
and other cars, aural information on unseen vehicles
(possibly including sirens), tactile information on
the performance of the truck’s engine, transmission,
and brakes. To program this behavior, we could begin
with a video camera and other sensors to capture
the sensory input. But executing a left turn across
oncoming traffic involves so many factors that it is hard
to imagine discovering the set of rules that can replicate
the driver’s behavior.8
In that same year, the Defense Advanced Projects
Research Projects Agency (DARPA) organized a race for
autonomous vehicles, with a $1 million prize. The course
covered 142 miles of challenging terrain in the Mojave
Desert, and fifteen vehicles met the qualifications to start
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the race after more than 100 teams expressed interest. No
human intervention whatsoever was allowed. The most
successful entrant covered only seven miles before its rear
wheel got hung up and spun until it smoked and possibly
caught fire.
In 2005, the agency organized a similar challenge, with
a $2 million prize to the first finisher. As DARPA’s report
to Congress clearly stated, the goals of the race were to
• accelerate autonomous ground vehicle technology development in the [key] areas of sensors, navigation, control algorithms, hardware systems, and systems
integration. …
• demonstrate an autonomous vehicle able to travel
over rugged terrain at militarily relevant speeds and
distances. …
• attract and energize a wide community of participants
not previously associated with [Department of Defense]
programs or projects to bring fresh insights to the autonomous vehicle problem.9
Of the 195 teams that applied, 136 submitted the
required five-minute video that marked the first project
milestone, and DARPA members made 118 site visits, then
selected forty semifinalists. After three additional teams
were added, the sum total of the team members numbered
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more than 1,000, many working full-time on the challenge. Semifinalists converged on California Speedway
for a qualifying event that simulated some of the features
vehicles would encounter on the challenge course. Of the
forty-three semifinalist vehicles, twenty-three finished at
least one of the three test runs, and five teams completed
all three. As it turned out, those five teams were the only
teams to complete the final race course, so the qualifying
event proved highly predictive.
DARPA’s expenditures, including the prize money, totaled less than $10 million, but the return on its investment was extraordinary: the United States moved quickly
to the forefront of autonomous vehicle research. More important, global attention is now focused on precisely the
areas DARPA identified: sensors, navigation, control algorithms, hardware, and systems integration. An example is
both illustrative and instructive.
One team in the 2004 challenge was organized by David Hall, the founder of Velodyne, a Silicon Valley–based
company that manufactured subwoofers for home theaters. The team decided not to reenter in 2005, but instead
refined and marketed their car’s proprietary Lidar system
for mapping terrain: GPS is useful for rough positioning
but not for identifying traffic lanes or driveways, for instance. At the DARPA Urban Challenge in 2007, seven
of eleven finalists had Velodyne Lidar systems on their
sensor racks, including the top two teams from Carnegie
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Mellon and Stanford (reversing their order of finish at the
desert race two years before). Velodyne’s unit rotates at
up to 900 rpm, generating more than one million distance
points per second from sixty-four individual lasers. The
2013 price for the unit was roughly $75,000, a formidable
obstacle to commercialization, given that the base Toyota
Prius used for the original Google self-driving car was only
about one-third the cost of that single sensor. Velodyne
Lidar, meanwhile, has become an industry standard, used
at Google (where it was called “the heart of the system”)10
and by other research teams. In late 2014, the firm introduced a less expensive 16-laser unit priced at $7,999; in
late 2015, Velodyne announced a sub-$500 model would
be shipped in the coming year.11
The development of self-driving cars is moving along
two somewhat opposing paths. At Google, Sebastian
Thrun, recruited from Stanford after his team won the
DARPA Grand Challenge, helped lead the effort to develop
the self-driving car. Not surprisingly, Thrun’s philosophy
at Stanford—“Treat autonomous navigation as a software
problem”12—resonated at Google, where tools for handling very large data sets are a way of life. To oversimplify,
the Google self-driving car is treated as a software problem, with the car as something of a peripheral to the computers crunching the numbers.
Incidentally, some of the most important numbers
turn out to involve not the road or other vehicles, but the
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car itself, specifically its “pose.” Because a 3,000-pound
automobile moving through space is subject to the laws
of physics, measurements of pitch, yaw, and roll indicate a
great deal about where the vehicle is and can go in the immediate future. If the car is perfectly level and has a sensor
well off the roof measuring the terrain 50 meters (about
165 feet) ahead, for example, sudden braking will make the
nose of the car dive, bringing that 50-meter range considerably closer in as the sensor tilts forward. Thus Google’s
retrofitted Toyota/Lexus employs a set of sensors devoted
to the dynamics of the car itself, along with wheel rotation
counters, radar, and Lidar. (The clean-sheet Google car is
proceeding along a different track, however.)13
Coming from a different direction are the automobile
companies—Volkswagen, Mercedes, Volvo, and BMW
among them—and their suppliers including Rockwell Collins, Bosch, and Continental. With the incremental addition of more sensors, more processing power, and more
actuators every year to the upscale vehicles manufactured
by these companies, the robotic nature of these vehicles
has increased almost imperceptibly, to the point where Car
and Driver magazine was led to announce, “The Autonomous Car: You’re Already Driving It.”14 Indeed, to achieve
fully automated driving may be a small step rather than a
giant leap: the sensors for antilock brakes, traction control, safe following distance, lane swerve detection, GPS,
parallel parking assist, and rear backup can be further
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integrated and augmented with more software that can be
trained using machine learning techniques. Tesla’s autopilot mode adopts this approach and includes no Lidar. For
its part, in 2015, Toyota launched a subsidiary to explore
both self-driving cars and household assistance robots,
particularly for elders. By 2020, its projected investments
in this AI venture will total $1 billion.15
One experiment in driverless driving has been under
way in Europe since 2009. SARTRE (Safe Road Trains for
the Environment) exploited many of the technologies just
mentioned in a trial that concluded in 2012. A lead vehicle, typically a heavy truck, is driven by a certified human
driver. In the original trial, drivers of vehicles equipped
with laser and camera systems could signal their desire
to join the road train of up to ten cars, called a “platoon,”
through advance booking, then join the platoon at the appointed time and place. Once in line, each car driver handed
off its controls to the platoon. Safe but efficient following
distances were maintained while the driver slept, read,
texted, or entertained the kids. When the desired destination came close, the driver reclaimed control and exited
the platoon. The platoon model has been updated with
Wi-Fi interconnection of the vehicles and successful trials
were continuing as of 2016. The close following distance
enabled by remote control improves fuel economy by 20 to
40 percent. No modifications to the roadways are needed,
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and the European Union has already reserved a dedicated
radio frequency for the system.16

Complications

The path to autonomous vehicles will be complex, surprising in its consequences, and some sectors, geographies,
and demographics will embrace the technologies faster
than others. Although not all of these can be predicted,
some of the complicating factors include the following.
1. Law
Changing traffic laws to allow unmanned vehicles on the
street might be necessary. Nevada has already led the way,
after being lobbied by Google, to legalize self-driving vehicles. Because more requirements and conditions might
be added by various interest groups, however, creating a
satisfactory statutory environment for autonomous vehicles will be no simple matter.
A key question leaps to people’s minds: Who is responsible when autonomous vehicles crash? The answer,
it turns out, is tricky.
As Brad Templeton, a Silicon Valley innovator and
observer, has noted, when a car accident happens in the
current environment, the car owner pays, either directly
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or indirectly through insurance premiums. With robotic
vehicles, liability may well be assumed to reside with companies with deeper pockets: manufacturers, component
suppliers, software companies, and the like. Rather than
accidents being the result of a moment of bad driving (a
personal fact), they will be treated as product liability, a
systemic failure to anticipate some eventuality (a corporate failing). But if the judgments against these companies are sizable, it could lead manufacturers to conclude
that autonomous cars simply aren’t ready for prime time.
As Templeton notes, product liability judgments were responsible for the exit of several companies from the smallairplane market: the cost of insurance exceeded the cost
of the aircraft since juries assigned blame to the aircraft
manufacturer in the majority of cases, even when the pilots were fully responsible.17
Templeton also makes a compelling observation about
human perception. As behavioral economists including
Daniel Kahnemann (a Nobel laureate)18 and information
security guru Bruce Schneier point out, people do a terrible job of rationally assessing risk. Schneier uses the example of sharks: when people see a shark attack on the news,
many of them stop going into the water, even though the
risk of being attacked by a shark is far lower than that of
being bitten by a dog.19 Meanwhile, cancer, heart disease,
and auto accidents kill hundreds of thousands of people a
year, but few people give up cigarettes, high-fat diets, or
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driving to work with the alacrity of the shark response. If
45,000 Americans were killed in traffic accidents, as they
were a few years ago, lowering the death toll by 95%
might make people more distrustful. Probabilistic thinking doesn’t match intuition, and fewer but more random
deaths feels frightening.
Already many people either refuse to fly or do so with
very physical forms of fear, whereas in cars, the illusion
of control makes people somehow more comfortable than
in a statistically far safer passenger aircraft with a highly
trained, tightly licensed pilot at the controls. Robotic vehicles could elicit the same fears, provoking calls for legislation, large jury awards, or both, even if autonomous
vehicles were 99 percent safer than nonautonomous ones.
2. Complexity of Environment
In the past, self-driving car schemes have been proposed in
which road systems had to have embedded wiring for sensors, dedicated lanes, and other adjustments to an already
complicated and expensive infrastructure. Given today’s
adaptability of self-driving cars to existing roads—albeit
heavily premapped existing roads—most roads should
eventually be usable by some form or another of autonomous vehicle. But unexpected things happen on the road:
deer run out; kids throw water balloons (and worse) off
overpasses; plastic bags blow across the road; skateboards
skip out into traffic, sometimes with riders still on board;
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If 45,000 Americans
were killed in traffic
accidents, as they were a
few years ago, lowering
the death toll by 95%
might make people
more distrustful.

and bicycle messengers move very fast and very unpredictably in urban traffic. (Pedestrians and cyclists of all sorts
remain difficult to map and react to reliably.)20 If autonomous vehicles’ software says, “Freeze,” in every instance of
the unexpected, rear-end collisions by human drivers will
continue to be the outcome—as they are even in normal
driving: from 2009 to 2015, eleven of the fourteen crashes
in which human drivers hit Google cars were of the rearend variety.21
Google found early on that driving to the letter of
traffic law was not feasible: waiting for adequate space in
which to merge led to frustration at the on-ramp; impatient drivers passed on the shoulder. Similarly, in Russia,
traffic lane lines are frequently disregarded because of extensive congestion. And what about Los Angeles, Tokyo,
or Rome? At construction or accident sites, how will Lidar and computer algorithms deal with flaggers or police
officers who sometimes issue verbal instructions? No algorithm fits all driving environments, so how will the selfdriving car choose?
Because of the density and labor-intensiveness of the
premapped point cloud required by the Google approach,
parking lots and structures are not accessible to Google
cars. And how do Google cars perceive brake lights and
emergency flashers; how do they tell the difference between the light bar on a tow truck and the light bar on
an ambulance?22 Much as in other branches of artificial
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intelligence, “hard” problems (like map-reading) can be
relatively easy, whereas “simple” ones (like how to tell the
difference between boulders and pieces of cardboard) can
be much harder than anticipated.
Weather can be a significant challenge. Snow obscures
lane lines, can present tricky shadows or glare, and affects
traction. Rain limits visibility, no matter how good the
sensor suite. Road flooding, muddy roads, and sand that
drifts over coastal roads can confuse sensors. No amount
of predriving and mapping an environment can prepare
the autonomous vehicle for every eventuality, so even
though being able to ask a human for assistance (via instant video link, for instance) might help in some cases,
anomaly detection and processing will likely follow some
sort of power law function: 5 percent of circumstances
might cause 80 percent of shutdowns, crashes, or other
failures.
3. Economics
As we have already seen, early versions of Lidar added
$75,000 to the cost of an autonomous vehicle, on top of
the cost of radar, wheel sensors, and, of course, computing
software and hardware. Moore’s law and mass production
can help reduce the hardware cost; as software gets better
over time, shared libraries of safety-related image processing and related chunks of code may help lower the price
for multiple players.
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More difficult to anticipate are the subsidies, or lack
thereof, for autonomous vehicles. Google might foot part
of the cost if drivers will contribute information that aids
in ad targeting. Given that Google’s most powerful search
presence was on the desktop, capturing a share of attention in a car, where people in the United States spend so
many hours of their lives, would make business sense for
a company that sells ad viewers to advertisers as its core
source of revenue.
Once the autonomous technology is proven, insurance companies might make human driving more and
more expensive. Statistically riskier drivers—teens and
elders—might be required to operate robotic cars in certain situations in order to obtain insurance. On the other
hand, states and municipalities might issue tax credits to
those purchasing autonomous cars on the logic that such
cars, by traveling closer together, can lower infrastructure
expenditures and, by having fewer accidents, can lower policing and first-responder expenditures as well. That said,
Washington, D.C., to take just one example, issues $80
million in parking tickets per year.23 What will fill this and
other drops in revenue caused by smart vehicles?
And then there are various special interests and constituencies to consider. AARP, already powerful and destined to increase in influence with the graying of the baby
boom generation, might welcome autonomous cars as an
opportunity to maintain elders’ freedom of movement
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while improving safety. On the other hand, though their
influence may not be as powerful as AARP’s, people who
enjoy driving for recreation are vocal opponents of limitations on their “freedom” as drivers and may see autonomous cars are bringing just such limitations. Insurance
companies may well embrace the technology; as autonomous vehicles grow in number, they could make driving
so safe that insurance would become much less expensive,
with claims and payouts falling off significantly over time.
Whereas oil companies are unlikely to support a technology that improves fuel economy, and improves it even
more by integration with electric power, faced with stringent miles per gallon targets in the United States, car companies may rush to adopt it, with the proviso that product
liability protection is assured.
4. Sentiment
Public opinion is notoriously difficult to predict. It is unclear how robust the long-term markets for autonomous
vehicles will be. Whether fear, greed, or novelty wins the
day in any given country will have a major role in determining their fate. Part of prevailing sentiment toward
the vehicles will derive from the language, the images,
the symbols, and the underlying metaphors embedded in
the public discussion. “Robocars,” “autonomous vehicles,”
and “self-driving cars” may all refer to the same devices,
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but the terms and connotations that migrate into
wider usage will matter a great deal in determining their
acceptance.

Autonomous Vehicle Effects

It’s tempting to think of the future of driverless cars as
being just like today. But driverless cars could open a host
of unintended consequences, some pretty scary (bank robbery escapes) and some deeply profound. Here are several:
1. With driverless cars, transportation as a service rather
than an asset could make great strides. Think about what
would happen if automobiles became basically land drones,
optimizing their path for user convenience (consider a
Zipcar-like model), for fuel economy (ride shares), or for
off-hours speed of travel. Integrating a tool like Waze,
which reports road conditions in real time, along with offthe-shelf optimization software (the same sort of application that helps UPS drivers avoid left turns)24 and tax or
other incentives such as congestion pricing could dramatically change rush-hour traffic flow, insurance rates, and
fuel economy. Google is investing in both autonomous vehicles and the Uber car-sharing service. Many things could
happen if the two business models converged.
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2. Driverless cars could make a significant difference
in highway safety and thus public health, assuming even
a modest drop in the number of automobile accidents,
which currently stands at more than 5 million per year in
the United States alone. Driverless cars don’t drink and
drive, don’t text message while behind the wheel, don’t fall
asleep and drive off the road, and they also don’t currently
suffer from road rage.
3. Driverless cars could significantly affect how much we
spend on automobiles and how we spend it. Think about
how much cars cost when they’re not in use. A parking
spot in an urban metropolitan area can run thousands of
dollars per month. Car loans, insurance, and maintenance
are huge businesses.25
In each of these instances, autonomous vehicles could
change people’s habits, business profits, government revenues and expenditures, the allocation of public space, and
other aspects of civil society.
Now think of how many businesses, activities, jobs,
and livelihoods—and how much infrastructure—revolve
around the automobile:
• Original equipment manufacturer auto companies:
Nissan, Ford, Fiat, and others
•
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•

Road construction

•

Driver’s education teachers

•

Parking-lot attendants, sweepers, and the like

•

Cab drivers

•

Toll roads

•

Gas stations and convenience stores

• Shopping malls (most have minimal mass-transit
access)
• Global auto suppliers such as Michelin, Bosch, Denso,
or Delphi
•

Car dealerships

•

Car washes

•

Garages

•

Quick oil change franchises

•

Auto parts retailers

• Car insurance adjusters, appraisers, claims specialists,
and underwriters
•

Traffic-related police

•

Petroleum drilling, refinement, and distribution
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•

Corn farming for ethanol

•

Bank officers writing and servicing car loans
Now follow the money: who stands to win, and to lose?

Winners

Mapping and sensor companies will provide essential
infrastructure for autonomous vehicles. In addition to
Google, companies like Bosch, Velodyne, and Continental are making efforts in this market. Audi, BMW, and
Daimler joined forces to purchase Nokia’s mapping unit
in 2015.
If parking spaces could be reduced by a measurable
percentage, urban planning could accommodate personal
transportation in new ways. Institutions such as hospitals
and high schools that spend heavily on parking could find
new uses for large pieces of land; indeed, an MIT study
found that up to one-third of some cities’ land area is devoted to parking.26 Self-driving cars could also play an important part in many cities’ efforts to ban cars from their
downtowns: Brussels, Dublin, Helsinki, Madrid, Milan,
and Oslo are all moving in this direction.
Intermediaries between passengers and transportation services providers could flourish. If people no longer
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owned a car for all the hours it sat still, ride-based models
like Uber or Lyft could compete with time-share models
of the sort used for fractional business jet ownership. At
the lower end of the market, Zipcar or Hertz could still be
useful providers.
Without hordes of people commuting to work in private cars at the same time, commuters could have more
time at home, or more productive time in transit. Even
if the timing and duration of the commutes remained
roughly the same, being driven should lower blood pressure and increase productivity. Pedestrian accidents
should become less frequent.
According to the Centers for Disease Control, nearly
34,000 people in the United States died from motor vehicle accidents in 2013 alone;27 “motor vehicle traffic”
generated 4 million trips to emergency departments in
2010.28 Any measurable reduction in those numbers would
certainly benefit society.
Autonomous vehicles drive better than people, particularly in stop-and-go situations where vehicle-to-vehicle
communications or “cloud automobiles” can reduce the
accordion-like action of impatient and underinformed
human drivers on congested roads. Improved traffic flow
through coordination with other vehicles would reduce
travel time, increase fuel economy, and reduce net energy consumption. Much like cloud computing, aggregating discrete assets into coordinated use lowers costs and
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reduces net overhead while dramatically increasing utilization of those assets.
On the downside, in light of the high cost of the failure
of autonomous systems, inspecting and certifying them
would need to be more stringent, more like inspecting and
certifying private planes, and recalls of systems found to
be defective might need to more extensive. If the state did
not inspect autonomous vehicles directly, it would still
need to certify inspection stations.
Much like the countries without copper wire telephone infrastructure that adopted cellular systems more
rapidly than the United States, countries that build infrastructure for driverless cars without having to overlay it
on traditional roads will be at an advantage.29

Losers

With increased asset utilization—cars that are used rather
than left to sit idle for those 22 hours each day—car manufacturers might sell fewer units, possibly of different styles
(the London taxi might see wider popularity, for example).
One potential business model would be to sell transportation as a service: a minivan for hauling kids on vacation,
a pickup truck for fetching garden supplies in the spring,
a sporty car for the getaway weekend, and an SUV for the
ski trip. Rather than owning a car, the customer would pay
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for access to the right car for the job, by subscription perhaps. One shared vehicle was estimated in 2015 to replace
fifteen private ones.30
Similarly, parking lots would be less essential. Valets,
where they still existed, would be kept on more for pomp
than function.
Car dealers and automobile loans might have to specialize more in business-to-business transactions insofar
as fleets, or at least pods, of vehicles might be more the
norm than personal car ownership. Already, U.S. twentysomethings buy fewer cars than their predecessors: in only
eight years (2001–09), the number of miles driven by U.S.
drivers between the ages of 16 and 34 fell 23 percent.31
Shopping malls are already in sharp decline. After a
prolonged growth phase from 1956 to 2005 when 1,500
malls were built, construction of new malls in the United
States has halted. Robin Lewis, who wrote The New Rules
of Retail, predicts half of remaining facilities will close by
2025, under pressure from Internet shopping.32 Given the
primacy of twentieth-century car culture to the mall, the
superstore, and other retail formats, autonomous vehicles
would be a key part of the forces reshaping economics and
geography in the United States and elsewhere.
Although automobile repair and routine maintenance
shops might be busier, given driverless cars’ much reduced
downtime, it could be that, like cab fleet companies, transportation services companies might manage their own
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repair shops. And because driverless cars would almost
certainly get in fewer accidents, body shops would most
likely be quieter. With reduced accident frequency and
damage, car insurers should feel quite a pinch from downward pressure on premiums.
Municipalities would see their revenues from speeding tickets, parking violations (and fees), and licensing
both drivers and cars much reduced. With fewer drivers,
fewer private cars, fewer traffic and parking violations,
fewer hours of parking, revenues, police forces, and planning functions for municipalities could all look radically
different in fifteen years.
“Drive time” is a crucial time of day for radio advertisers in particular. If texting and video come to play ever
larger roles in how people spend their commute time, radio could no longer be the primary driver-friendly entertainment medium. Driverless cars would likely accelerate
the move away from traditional radio fueled by satellite
radio and digital streaming services’ incursion into AM/
FM radio broadcasters’ territory.33
It’s noteworthy that Google included a drive-through
restaurant in one of its first videos of self-driving car users
(the user, Steve Mahan, is legally blind).34 According to a
company spokeswoman cited in the Boston Globe in 2009,
drive-through customers accounted for between 50 and
60 percent of McDonald’s sales.35 Many car-centric retail
formats will need to adjust.
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The jobs of taxi and limousine drivers would appear
to be endangered in the long run: one estimate put the
average cost of a self-driving car ride in New York at 80
cents, compared to $8.00 for a taxi ride. Semitrailer truck
drivers, who must navigate busy ports, intermodal facilities, and loading docks, might become more like ferry boat
pilots, responsible for only the first and last segments of
their journeys.
Thus the question “Do driverless cars—robots of a
special type—increase or decrease unemployment?” is
impossible to answer with any certainty, given the depth
to which the internal combustion, human-operated vehicle is interwoven into the global economy. It’s clear there
could be whole new sectors born while large numbers of
current jobs (those of cabbies, for one example) might
disappear. It’s also clear that the power of incumbents to
affect the process—several states are currently outlawing
the Tesla distribution model—will shape the transition
as well.36
One final category of losers might be unexpected. Because automobile accidents are a prime source of organ
and tissue donation,37 by reducing traffic fatalities, autonomous vehicles could force those in need of transplants to
reset their expectations (although some observers predict
that 3-D printing of organs and tissues might become a viable alternative as the traditional sources decline).
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Trucking
In 2006, the Princeton economist Alan Blinder wrote an
influential article on “the next industrial revolution,” the
one in which service jobs (beyond manufacturing) could
be performed offshore. His examples tended toward programming and professional pattern-recognition tasks: equity analysis, accounting, legal research, and radiographic
interpretation. In contrast to the blue-collar impact of
moving a factory overseas, offshoring services affects individuals at many different income levels, a point Blinder
emphasized by pointing to the occupations of nurses’
aides and truck drivers as unlikely to get offshored.38
The U.S. trucking industry is facing a driver shortage.
Even though workers with little education have far fewer
options than fifty years ago (when only 10 percent of the
workforce had college degrees), truck driving remains a
tough sell: isolation, time away from home, and physical
ailments from so much sitting and so little healthy food
all turn potential applicants away. In addition, stricter enforcement of safety and driving-time requirements add up
to more loads than there are drivers. The average age of an
over-the-road driver continues to climb (55 as of 2013),
and job vacancies mount: 25,000 in the United States, also
as of 2013.39
Enter driverless vehicles. Although the immediate
military advantages of trucks without human operators
are obvious given the toll of deaths and serious injuries
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from IEDs in Iraq and Afghanistan, the civilian advantages
would seem to be more long term. Truck driving wages are
still relatively low compared to fuel costs and capital investments. Autonomous robotic trucks may well be a decade or two away. Indeed, Mercedes-Benz projects a 2025
rollout for the self-driving tractor-trailer it tested on the
autobahn in 2015, pending legal and other approvals.40
Rather than looking for a “purely” robotic truck, however,
once again, there is fertile ground at the intersection of
human and compu-robotic capability.

Questions We Need to Address
Who’s Responsible?
The notion of vehicular autonomy requires careful
thought. Whether in the service of a military commander
or a civilian doing household errands, robotic vehicles are
always doing someone’s bidding; the autonomy is relative,
not that of a teenager being given the keys to the car. The
Google self-driving car cannot decide whether to go to the
ice cream stand, the movies, or the mall. Once given a destination, obviously these vehicles can optimize routing,
estimate travel time, reroute in the event of heavy traffic,
and do many other useful things.
Thus one question bears directly on the relationship
between users and the autonomous vehicles they are using
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or own. When a vehicle causes harm or disruption, who
is responsible, especially in cases in which nobody is visibly in control of it? A RAND study reinforced the importance of the role of liability concerns in slowing adoption
of these technologies.41
Where’s the Money?
What will business models for autonomous passenger
vehicles look like? In the taxi or Uber examples, people
pay a service to take them to a destination, and it’s easy
to imagine extensions of those businesses, albeit without
drivers to pay. Google, for its part, has a multibillion-dollar
content navigation business already in place. Will Google
car riders agree to trade watching ads for taxi fare? What
entities will be more aggressively or most favorably positioned to become content intermediaries for the time
freed up from driving ?
It’s easy to imagine the manufacture of autonomous
passenger vehicles as a continuation of traditional auto
manufacturing. Indeed, many traditional automakers are
experimenting with further advancement and integration
of robotic technologies already available (driver-warning
systems, antilock brakes, automated parallel parking). But
what happens when the passengers’ attention is the relevant asset? Comcast bought NBC Universal to own content to push over the company’s cables. Might Sony, for
example, integrate home entertainment into a self-driving
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car? What about Samsung or Microsoft? Apple has plans
to integrate traditional cars as i-device peripherals. In the
end, the autonomous passenger vehicle business model
could be closer to that of television, smartphones, or
tablets.
What Happens When Things Go Wrong?
Autonomous vehicles run on software, and software is
never perfect. What happens when weather or road conditions (fog, rain, snow, flooding, or sinkholes), road construction, or chaotic human driver behavior confuses the
guidance systems of these vehicles? How much user input
will be available, whether to take control in an emergency,
reboot the systems, or even push? Who will refuel autonomous gasoline vehicles in the forty-eight states without
gas station attendants?
How Do We Get There from Here?
Path dependence is a powerful force; early design decisions
will shape future innovations. Will the Google approach
(attaching motive hardware to a big data–processing
platform) lead the way, or will traditional manufacturers
incrementally add new sensors and more processing to extrapolate from the present state? Who will be the guinea
pigs among state licensing and regulatory agencies, insurers, passengers, and dealers?
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How Will Incumbents Fight Innovation?
Uber has had to battle taxi and limousine commissions in
city after city. Airbnb has been sued by the state of New
York. The record industry lobby sued music downloaders.
General Motors bought, then dismantled streetcar lines
to discourage mass transit. Oil companies have lobbied
against subsidies to alternative fuels. In the coming battle,
given such enormous financial stakes and such longstanding business practices, the vested interests will not submit
quietly.
What Role Will Geography Play?
It’s difficult to see that any one place will have a natural
advantage in rapid adoption of self-driving cars. Certainly, the more challenging the traffic environment, the
tougher the programming task. But given moderately adequate infrastructure, good cellular coverage, necessary
levels of wealth and investment, and the modest rule of
law, plenty of countries could help launch the technology. National champions—companies with high levels
of national prestige and home-government support such
as Citroën, Michelin, Continental, Bosch, or Fiat—could
spearhead wide-ranging development programs in their
home countries.
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What Will It Cost?
For all the attractive savings in commute time and fuel
consumption, quite apart from the significant gains in
rider safety, what will it cost the person riding to work,
the airport, or a night out? Currently, economies of scale
have not kicked in for the key sensors, the computing platform is experimental, and investments in the new mode
of operation (as in sensors) have not fed back to cost
savings in the traditional platform (in lighter bumpers,
for example). Indeed, the cost of its robotic systems
currently far exceeds the cost of the autonomous base vehicle, probably by a factor of 2. How long will it be until
a first-time car buyer can consider buying a self-driving
car on a competitive cost basis? Reaching this breakeven
point will, of course, require considerable innovation at
the business model level: it’s unlikely that an autonomous
car would be a direct competitor to an entry-level traditional car without some package of included (read “subsidized”) services.

Conclusion

The biggest question regarding autonomous vehicles relates to our ability to think beyond current limitations,
costs, and habits. Who will have the freedom to think from
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a fresh perspective and completely reinvent personal mobility? To use a computer term of the 1990s, the autonomous vehicle platform is in search of its “killer app,” its
breakthrough way of framing and addressing the need for
an alternative form of mobility. The limits of the technology are falling away far faster than are existing assumptions and stereotypes; when will the reverse be true?42
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6
WARFARE

The role of robotics in modern warfare is changing rapidly,
and with the most strategic of implications: how war is
waged, where combat is occurring, and the risks that apply to combatants on both sides are all being redefined.
Moral issues of warfare, never simple to navigate, are also
becoming more complicated.

Motivation

As its broad mandate, DARPA, the U.S. Department of
Defense’s R&D organization, strives “to make pivotal
investments in breakthrough technologies for national
security.”1 The vision for DARPA’s Tactical Technology office, where robotics research is primarily centered, is to

“rapidly develop new prototype military capabilities that
create an asymmetric technological advantage and provide U.S. forces with decisive superiority and the ability
to overwhelm our opponents.”2 Ronald Arkin, a Georgia
Tech robotics researcher, asserts that the TTO’s vision
fuels four interrelated objectives:
• Force multiplication—where fewer soldiers are needed
for a given mission, and where an individual soldier can
now do the job of what took many before.
• Expand the battlespace—where combat can be conducted over larger areas than was previously possible.
• Extending the warfighter’s reach—to allow an individual soldier to act deeper into the battlespace; for example,
seeing farther or striking farther.
• Casualty reduction—removing soldiers from the most
dangerous and life-threatening missions.3
Several of the concepts involved in achieving these objectives deserve deeper consideration. First, “asymmetric
warfare” characterizes the U.S. wars of the twenty-first
century. Two contrastingly equipped and motivated sides
fight, with each side seeking to take advantage of its superior assets: the United States deploys massive technological superiority, whereas the insurgents capitalize on their
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greater ideological appeal in a native population. That the
insurgents’ ideology might sanction suicide bombers, for
example, or human shields in the form of schoolchildren
or hospitals renders some of the United States’ technological advantage moot. At the same time, the dearth of Arabic speakers in particular, and of cultural sensitivity and
understanding more generally, within U.S. forces makes
capturing the “hearts and minds” of affected populations
highly problematic. As opposed to air war with Germany
or naval war with Japan in World War II, when the two
sides were much more closely matched in both doctrine
and arms, present-day asymmetric warfare drives a search
for not merely better equipment—such as the jet engine in
World War II—but entirely new modes of combat.
Hence the concept of “expanding the battlespace.” The
theoretical construct known as a “three-block war” was
introduced in the 1990s to describe the potential for an
army or marine corps to be fighting armed conflict in one
area, performing peacekeeping nearby, and delivering humanitarian aid in the third “block” of a hypothetical town.
Although it cannot serve as a literal strategy and does not
include the essential tasks of nation building that were undertaken in Iraq, the complexity of modern war makes application of classical military doctrines problematic. When
the field of battle is no longer defined by “sides” that “capture” territory, the role of the armed forces, especially on
the ground, can change dramatically.
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As far as “force multiplication” goes, the composition of a modern army or navy is considerably different
from what it was two generations ago. Public opposition
to bloodshed has changed the politics of military budgeting and deployment. The military’s tasks (establishing the
rule of law vs. clearing mines), approaches (frontal warfare
vs. counterinsurgency), motivations (protecting shipping
lanes vs. a “war on terror”), and combat personnel (draftees vs. volunteers including women and people of multiple
sexual orientations)—all are different in 2016 from what
they were in 1976.
Thus a wide variety of factors helps motivate the development of robotic technologies for warfare, and the
considerable impact of billions of defense-related dollars
on the state of robotic art and science means that many
nondefense developments likely owe their existence to
one of these battlefield imperatives. For these and other
reasons, a closer look at military robots is essential for an
adequate understanding of robotics more generally.

Types and Forms of Military Robots

The range of applications of robotics to military use is
broad and increasing every year. The following is intended
not as a catalog of the robotic arsenal, but rather as an
introduction to basic types and forms of military robots.
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Air
To date, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) have been primarily used for reconnaissance purposes, although Predators and the much more heavily armed Reapers have also
been used to deliver ordinance. UAVs range in size from
a few pounds to substantial: compare a hand-launched
Raven, at 3 feet in length, to the Global Hawk, at 44 feet
(about the size of a corporate jet) and 26,750 pounds
(about 13.5 tons). A constant dilemma lies in choices of
instrumentation: keeping a UAV light and to an extent
“dispensable” is achieved by minimizing the sensor load.
On the other hand, single-purpose aircraft are more
difficult to maintain at a suitable level of readiness, especially when procured years before their current deployment, which might entail the need for new sensors. Thus
many UAVs have suffered from “requirements creep” and
become heavier than planned, at the expense of performance, time aloft, and budget projections.
As of a 2012 report by the Congressional Budget Office, the U.S. military owned 10,767 manned and roughly
7,500 unmanned aircraft. The vast majority (5,300) of
those UAVs are U.S. Army Ravens, 4-pound reconnaissance
aircraft launched by throwing them, much as you would
toy gliders. The same report notes that, whereas projected
total spending from 2001 to 2013 for unmanned aerial
systems (UAS, which include “ground control stations
and data links” needed to operate UAVs) is more than $26
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billion, manned aircraft still got 92 percent of Pentagon
funds for aircraft procurement.4 In 2009, the budget for
one F-22 manned fighter could have bought eighty-five
Predator drones, for which training and operating costs
would have been significantly lower as well.5
The UAVs that have seen the most service are listed
in table 6.1.
Table 6.1 Specifications for most commonly deployed
UAVs as of 2012
Name

Function

Length

Global
Hawk

Surveillance

47.6 feet 131 feet

Wingspan Time aloft Ceiling

Predator

Offense;
surveillance

27 feet

28 hours

60,000 feet

49–55 feet 24 hours

25,000 feet

Fire Scout Targeting;
24 feet
(unmanned surveillance;
helicopter) fire support;
reconnaissance;
situational
awareness

27.5-foot
rotor
diameter

8 hours
20,000 feet
maximum;
5 hours
fully loaded

Raven
(hand
launched)

4.5 feet

60–90
minutes

Situational
awareness

3 feet

n/a

Source: Summarized from Congressional Research Service, “U.S. Unmanned
Aerial Systems,” January 3, 2012, http://www.fas.org/sgp/crs/natsec/
R42136.pdf.
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The capabilities of drones compared to manned aircraft and satellites can be summarized as follows:
1. Drones can linger over geographies of current interest for 24 to 48 hours at a time, at altitudes above the
limits of enemy fire and at no risk to human pilots, and
deliver high-resolution, real-time imagery, whereas satellites can only fly over these areas for brief times, do not
deliver imaging and other intelligence in sufficiently high
resolution or in real time, and must be tasked long in advance. The drones’ ability to stay aloft for long periods has
numerous benefits. Large physical areas can be surveyed,
smaller ones studied in greater detail, and targets of interest tracked. One challenge going forward, as with other
forms of video surveillance, is to automate the processing
of tens of thousands of hours of imagery.
2. Unlike manned fighter aircraft, drones can be launched
from and return to airstrips located far from their targets.
As P. W. Singer put it in his book Wired for War, a “Global
Hawk can fly from San Francisco, spend a day hunting for
any terrorists in the entire state of Maine, and then fly
back to the West Coast.”6 Pilots are kept out of enemy airspace, avoiding the strategic and diplomatic risks entailed
therein.
3. Drones keep human pilots out of harm’s way, deliver
many of the same air-to-ground capabilities that manned
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aircraft do, and because they are mechanically simpler,
spend a higher proportion of their time either in flight
or ready to fly. The F-22 fighter jet, for example, was reported by the Washington Post in 2009 to require thirty
hours of maintenance per flight hour,7 whereas the Predator drone was reported to require only one hour of maintenance per flight hour in a border patrol scenario (combat
readiness figures were not available).8 Indeed, drones provide far better bang for the buck in both procurement and
operational costs; in a time of shrinking defense budgets,
manned fighter jets that can claim dogfight superiority
are an expensive proposition, especially given how little
air-to-air combat has occurred in the past forty years.
4. Training drone pilots takes far less time at far less
cost, given the extensive, and expensive, air time required
of flight school pilots. Drones can tirelessly perform mundane tasks, such as flying in a routine pattern to cover a
large area (much like a farmer plowing a field), that human
pilots would find boring and likely perform with less precision. Because inanimate objects can withstand greater
G-forces than human pilots can, drones should eventually
be able to outmaneuver manned craft. And drones can fly
into dangerous conditions (radiation, volcanic activity,
enemy fire) without risking the life or health of human
pilots. Indeed, sacrificing a drone to get enemy antiaircraft
batteries to turn on their tracking systems so they can be
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located would seem to be an entirely justified strategic
trade-off in certain circumstances.
5. Drones’ lighter weight and smaller engines make
them easier to ship into service, harder to detect, and
cheaper. Smaller engines mean less noise, less pollution,
less fuel usage, and cheaper, lower-spec components.
Keeping a pilot out of the cockpit of an aircraft simplifies
design, lowers weight, and maximizes use of all its available resources (including fuel) to deliver either surveillance or weapons.
Sea
To date, seawater presents a more challenging environment than air or land for unmanned vehicles, so there is
less news to report. Saltwater is highly corrosive; wind,
tides, and currents make navigation less amenable to
automation; fog and rain stress sensors for robots in all
environments; waves can present stressful physical environments for sensitive electronics; and secure radio access
to offshore and especially underwater craft is limited.9 Nevertheless, unmanned vessels’ potential for dull tasks such
as monitoring or mapping the ocean floor or dangerous
work such as mine detection and detonation is sufficiently
promising that several initiatives are under way. To date,
there are fewer production drone craft in the Navy than
in the other armed forces for a number of reasons, some
technical, some historical, and others organizational.
Warfare
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Unmanned underwater vehicles (UUVs, also called
“autonomous underwater vehicles,” AUVs) must operate
independently (given the limits of radio signals), must
have a power source suitable for low-noise unmanned operation, and must be protected from being captured and
potentially repurposed by an enemy. Thus armed craft are
a longer-term objective, but surveillance and mine clearing fall within a near-term time horizon. The Remus is a
converted torpedo made by a Norwegian firm, for example, and there are reports of unmanned minisubs launched
from conventional submarines. The Seaglider, made by
the same firm that builds the Remus, is powered not by an
electric motor but by small changes in buoyancy, allowing
it to collect data while at sea for months at a time, offloading readings from the surface to satellites.10 As elsewhere,
the line between scientific data collection and military applications can be blurry at times, but, to date, many UUVs
have been used to carry out research.
A new UUV is in the midst of sea trials. Weighing 6,200
pounds (3.1 tons), the Proteus is 25 feet long and can be
operated in either autonomous or manned mode. Payloads
vary, but SEALs, bomblets, and other cargo can be accommodated. The Proteus has a theoretical range of 900 miles
on a battery charge, at a top speed of 10 knots (11.5 miles
per hour), and can descend to roughly 100 feet.11
An unmanned surface vehicle (USV), the Spartan
Scout is a 36-foot boat capable of speeds of 50 miles per
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hour. It is equipped with a wide array of sensors, making it more suited to reconnaissance than to the minesweeping work done by the Remus, although it carries a
fifty-caliber machine gun aboard, along with speakers and
microphones for remote interrogation of suspicious surface craft. The Spartan Scout was used in the Persian Gulf
during the Iraq war in 2003.12 The Israeli navy claims to
have deployed the first USV, the Protector, a rigid inflatable craft 30 feet long (there is now a 36-foot version), for
surveillance and reconnaissance.13
Land
Robotic ground systems have advanced rapidly in the
past fifteen years, with different “species” emerging. One
way to differentiate among the unmanned ground vehicle
(UGV) variants is to look at their mode of locomotion:
UGVs that use wheels or treads constitute one class; those
which use legs, another.

Wheeled The world’s largest robotic vehicle is a 700-ton
dump truck not currently used in combat but in mining.
The far smaller Oshkosh TerraMax is in fact sizable by most
nonmining standards and used by the military for supply
and reconnaissance. Weight and other specifications are
not available, but its “drive by wire” technology, already
used for many systems (throttle, brake, etc.), can be readily
adapted to remote control or even autonomous operation.
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At the other extreme of UGV size, the Boston Dynamics Sand Flea weighs 11 pounds and has a gas piston for
launching itself 30 feet into the air and onto a roof. Gyro
stabilizers keep the device oriented and level during flight
so as to maintain usable video imagery. Although current
versions provide eyes and ears, it’s not hard to imagine a
“smart grenade” on a similar platform.
Tracked Tracked UGVs have come to the forefront in
the Middle East wars since 2001. Most are produced by
two Boston firms spun out of MIT. One firm, iRobot,
makes the PackBot (see figure 6.1), a 24-pound remotecontrolled tracked vehicle that has been used to discover
and disarm thousands of improvised explosive devices.
Building on a reconnaissance device, later generations of
PackBots and similar vehicles have added mechanical arms
and grippers to move small objects and disarm or safely
detonate explosive devices. Other models have added a
variety of sensor, camera, and software configurations
capable of localizing gunshots (to help spot snipers);
detecting hazardous materials, toxic gases, and radiation;
and recognizing faces. As of 2013, 2,000 such devices were
deployed in Iraq and Afghanistan.14
A second MIT spinout company, substantially older
than iRobot, Foster-Miller also makes tracked combat
UGVs, now under the name “QinetiQ,” the company that
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Figure 6.1

iRobot PackBot. Photo courtesy of iRobot.

acquired it. The TALON is bigger, at about 125 pounds (depending on configuration), faster, and comes in more configurations than the PackBot. Most notably, the SWORDS
(Special Weapons Observation Reconnaissance Detection
System) version of the TALON is loaded with a choice of
weapons (see figure 6.2), although its deployment has
been limited.15 Available armament options include a rifle,
shotgun, machine gun, and grenade launcher.
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Figure 6.2

QinetiQ SWORDS (weaponized TALON robot). Photo: U.S. Army.

Although the SWORDS is believed to be the first
armed UGV to see combat, more common scenarios see
the tracked combat robots run into buildings thought to
be booby trapped, into caves, or around corners before
human soldiers expose themselves to risk. At times, the
robots have carried a grenade or similar cargo into an adversary’s territory, sometimes saving lives by sacrificing
themselves.
More tracked variations are emerging. The iRobot FirstLook weighs only 5 pounds and is designed to
be thrown through windows or otherwise deployed as
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soldiers’ eyes and ears; the ReconRobotics Scout, which
weighs just over 1 pound and whose heavy metal wheels
can break glass, can safely be thrown more than 100 feet.
The Scout automatically rights itself upon landing and,
like the FirstLook, transmits video feeds over a wireless
network; in February 2012, the U.S. Army ordered 1,100
of these “throwbots.”16 Like other reconnaissance robots,
the Scout is also being rapidly integrated into police, fire,
SWAT, and other domestic public safety applications after
having proved itself in combat.
Legged Though still an emerging class of ground robots,
legged UGVs may well represent the future of combat
robots. DARPA, the U.S. Department of Defense’s think
tank, has been pushing their development, in part through
its support of Boston Dynamics, yet another MIT spinout
firm. The firm’s publicity videos are impressive: its Cheetah
robot has exceeded 29 miles per hour on a treadmill; its
LS3 robot, essentially a pack mule, has demonstrated a
striking capability to traverse uneven ground, although it
is as loud as a lawn mower.
In 2015, Boston Dynamics introduced a new version of
a humanoid robot (Atlas II) designed to be used a DARPA
challenge to cope with a reactor disaster scenario like
Fukushima. The competing robots had to climb through
wreckage, be able to withstand heat, radiation, and other
adverse conditions, and manipulate valves, levers and
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similar controls characteristic of a nuclear reactor. In navigating an environment designed for humans, they also
had to be able to open various kinds of door handles, use
tools, and perform complex tasks.17 For some teams participating in the DARPA challenge, the Atlas robot and its
predecessor (see figure 6.3) served as a shared platform
to build upon if they lacked resources to build their own
hardware.
Other robots that mimic biological structures are
also in development: crawling legged robots are designed
to meet the new requirement for greater flexibility and
mobility in combat scenarios. Thus the Boston Dynamics
RHex (see figure 6.4), which moves on six unhinged “legs”
that are essentially rigid arcs of tread material and weighs
about 30 pounds, can traverse extremely challenging terrain. Indeed, the RHex can even negotiate ditches and
culverts, where insurgents began hiding IEDs once they
discovered tracked robots robots could not fit into those
spaces.18

Autonomy

To date, the large drones that get most of the public’s attention are remotely piloted by humans via video links.
Smaller, autonomous drones like the Raven can fly to GPS
waypoints and can land on their own, but they carry only
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Initial version of the Atlas robot used in DARPA competitions.
Photo: Boston Dynamics.
Figure 6.3
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Figure 6.4

RHex surveillance robot. Photo: Boston Dynamics.

sensors. The U.S. Navy has developed a next-generation
semiautonomous UAV (the X-47B) that has successfully
landed on an aircraft carrier, one of the hardest tasks in
aviation. Beyond takeoff and landing, however, a debate
over autonomous targeting and firing of weapons has already begun. The Phalanx ship-borne antimissile system
is essentially a robot that detects close-in oncoming missiles and fires a Gatling gun at 4,500 rounds per minute;
humans are only tangentially in the loop given the imminent nature of the threat. (Because of their distinctive
shape, Phalanxes are known in the U.S. Navy as “R2D2s”
and in the British navy as “Daleks.”) There are deep
concerns, however, about autonomous robots firing on
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people, whether from an airborne drone or a land-based
platform.
Three basic relationships between human operators
and lethal robotic delivery systems can be considered.
With “human-in-the-loop” configurations, a human sees
the information provided by the UAV or other device and
if the firing criteria are met, issues a direct order to fire
whatever weapon is available. One step removed is the
“human-on-the-loop” weapon, in which a human operator
can override the robotic decision after the information has
been processed and a target identified autonomously. In
the future, “human-out-of-the-loop” architectures would
allow a robotic weapon to detect, select, and fire on a target without human intervention.
The advantages of a fully autonomous weapon are
many. In tense border or other scenarios, such weapons
minimize the chances that the human operators will be
killed or incapacitated in a sneak attack; at the North
Korea–South Korea border, semiautonomous lethal robots built by a division of Samsung are already deployed.
Robots do not fall asleep, or object to harsh conditions, or
“go native.”
Georgia Tech roboticist Ronald Arkin is helping to
develop autonomous robots for the U.S. Army, Navy, and
other agencies. He argues that robots can potentially be
better soldiers than humans for six reasons, which I summarize here:
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1. Because robots do not need to “kill or be killed,” their
algorithms can be more conservative than those taught
human soldiers by boot camp and field experience. That
is, a robotic warrior can be programmed to sacrifice itself
in ways that are morally and operationally difficult for human soldiers to do so.
2. Eventually the robotic sensor suite will be better (more
robust, more extensive, more redundant, more integrated
with sensor networks) than the sense organs of a scared,
often confused human.
3. Robots lack emotions, so retribution, fear, and hysteria can be removed from the targeting equation in ways
they cannot with human soldiers.
4. Behavioral psychology powerfully illustrates the framing biases of humans: we see what we want to see, or fear
seeing, even if it is not there. Robots lack these biases.
5. Sensor integration through greater processing power,
better algorithms, and lower probability of information
overload gives the robotic warrior an advantage over the
human.
6. Robots can be impartial. If they act as observers and
recorders of activity within a mixed human-robot team,
the robotic elements can act as a check on human ethical
infractions and other breaches of discipline.19
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To his credit, Arkin is also frank about the potential
for ethical failures of robotic warfare. Technical, political,
operational, and human rights issues are only beginning
to be explored. Concerned organizations such as Human
Rights Watch20 and the United Nations21 have raised cogent objections.22
• Who will assess the danger posed by robotic warfare
to civilian populations, with human judgment invariably
clouded by bad or missing information, deception, or mistaken narrative framing?
• How will the limits of AI rules engines be recognized
and respected? In many Arab countries, guns are sometimes fired toward the sky at celebrations like weddings.
It is not difficult to imagine an autonomous aircraft spotting gunfire from an AK-47 and retaliating, for example.
Although this example is hypothetical, another is not: in
2008, a U.S. air strike was reported to have killed fortyseven members of a wedding party escorting the bride to
her groom’s house in Afghanistan, including thirty-nine
women and children. An Afghan inquiry claimed none of
the dead were connected to al-Qaeda or the Taliban.23 No
U.S. inquiry findings were ever made public.
• Will a robot be able to recognize and act on signals
of surrender? And will vanquished fighters surrender
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to machines, an act that in some cultures would reflect
cowardice?
• Who will be responsible for a robotic kill gone
wrong? The robot’s manufacturer? The robot computer’s programmer(s)? The pilot or video analyst
operating or overseeing the robot, who could be a contractor and not a combatant?24 The presiding officer? The
commander-in-chief?
• What will happen if going to war becomes too easy,
given the lower probability of human military casualties?
• What will happen if going to war or fighting a war
involves micro-second decisions, much like those in Wall
Street’s high-frequency trading? If algorithms are fighting
algorithms, first-mover advantage could be substantial.
• If warring nations can kill enemy warfighters with
little or no danger to their own, will such wars be viewed
as unjust?25
• Will the technical problems of facial recognition, lethal and nonlethal weapons (such as rubber bullets or
sonic weapons), potential radio interference, false positives and false negatives ever be satisfactorily solved?
• What happens when the robot refuses a human order
or override, or warfighters hesitate to second-guess a computer? In 1988, an early automated guided missile system
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called “Aegis” on the USS Vincennes, a cruiser stationed off
the coast of Iran, targeted a civilian airliner and blew up
290 passengers—even with a human in the loop. Given
limited information and international tensions in the
area, it is not unreasonable to believe the operator could
have been worried about failing to defend against an enemy attack had he not allowed the system to fire.
• What will happen if overrides are made or refused for
political, psychosocial, or other unpredictable reasons?
What will happen in a Dr. Strangelove scenario?26
• How will the vanquished react to losing to a force of
robots?
• What will happen when (not if) combat robots are coopted? The video feed from U.S. Predator drones was for a
time only lightly encrypted and thus easily viewed by the
enemy. Hidden software has already been discovered to be
embedded in microprocessors,27 so there is every reason
to believe robots could be hacked to the home country’s
disadvantage, either after capture or through sabotage.
Consequences
The use of unmanned vehicles in warfare has had many
unexpected consequences. The following examples only illustrate the breadth of issues raised so far; the future will
grow more complicated still.
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• After the Vietnam War became known as “the living
room war,” shaped in large measure by film aired on the
TV networks’ evening newscasts, and Gulf War I, as the
“Nintendo war,” based on the night-vision footage of missiles and smart bombs vividly blasting Iraqi targets, more
recent warfare in Iraq and Afghanistan have contributed
drone-captured YouTube videos to the public’s viewing
menu. Unlike the unsettling footage of U.S. troops in
Vietnam that helped turn public opinion against Lyndon
Johnson and later Richard Nixon, “war porn” from Iraq
and Afghanistan is pro-U.S., often circulated by the U.S.
military, and can draw more than a million views per clip.28
• Pilots of unmanned vehicles are physically safe, sitting in a cubicle thousands of miles from either the drone’s
target or sources of enemy fire. The emotional toll, however, in only beginning to be understood.29 Fighting a remote war for twelve hours, then returning to a suburban
life, with a family and the expectations thereof, is more
than jarring. The lack of “band of brothers” unit cohesion
among drone pilots is another factor: sharing hardship
would build a camaraderie that could help the pilots process the intense emotions of their job. Witnessing a U.S.
unit being ambushed and being powerless to help is reported to be a particularly wrenching experience.30
• The tactical and strategic advantages provided by
UAVs can also convey unintended cultural meanings. U.S.
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enemies may well view sending unmanned vehicles to do
the killing, with no risk to U.S. pilots, not simply as technological cleverness but also as cowardice. In the words
of Indian Muslim author Mubashar Jawed Akbar: “In war
terms, if you are not willing to sacrifice blood, you are essentially a coward.”31 Thus the technology that keeps U.S.
warfighters out of harm’s way may also be motivating its
enemies to greater resistance and legitimizing new antiU.S. beliefs and behaviors.
• For anyone who has been upset by an interrupted or
lost cell phone connection, understanding the radio frequency (RF) landscape in a military engagement is both a
sobering and a daunting challenge. Given how much radio
energy is being produced and consumed—in the form of
encrypted communications, GPS, video feeds, reconnaissance by multiple technologies, radar, and attempted or
actual jamming of all of the above—it is not surprising
that there can be serious disruptions.32 What works well
or passably well in controlled trials can be difficult or even
impossible in the data smog of battle, especially given the
lack of shared infrastructure and the need for encryption,
which multiplies the size of even simple messages and
amplifies demands on the infrastructure. One underappreciated aspect of the future of robotic warfare will be
the innovations and counterinnovations with regard to
wireless control, oversight, and jamming of autonomous
devices.
Warfare
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One underappreciated
aspect of the future of
robotic warfare will be
the innovations and
counterinnovations
with regard to wireless
control, oversight,
and jamming of
autonomous devices.

Conclusion

Throughout human history, war and conflict have given
rise to major technological advancements. Gunpowder,
steamships, aircraft, nuclear power, GPS, and the Internet are just a few of such innovations. Like other military
devices before them, unmanned vehicles have great potential for both good and bad. Drone aircraft could transform
humanitarian relief, for example; legged ground robots
could become superhuman firefighters or disaster rescuers. Just as likely, however, killer robots could do the
bidding of drug lords, religious extremists, or alienated
youths. Figuring out how to frame the social discussions
that are emerging from robotics labs and the mass production of robots is a high-priority task for politicians, legislators, judges and juries, and citizens the world over.
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7
ROBOTS AND ECONOMICS

Given that robots have been performing assembly-line
tasks for nearly fifty years, it is somewhat surprising
how little is known about the relationship of robots to
productivity and employment. As robotics expands from
assembly-line to supply-chain and eventually to service
applications, the use of robots will affect more people,
and thus presumably move the issue closer to mainstream
discussion.

Do Robots Take Human Workers’ Jobs?

There’s a thought experiment in which you’re asked to
take the position of an engineer in 1890 and project the
amount of horse manure in New York City in 1920. Linear

extrapolation produces a frightening result, which, of
course, never happened: the invention of the automobile
shifted the externalities of transportation, and, instead
of staggering quantities of horse manure in 1920, we got
suburbs, McDonald’s, high-speed roadways, and dozens
of other side effects, starting in 1930 and continuing on
through the present.
Something of the same situation applies today with
regard to the impact of information, and soon robotic,
technologies on unemployment. It’s easy to assume that
ATMs put bank tellers out of work, for example; President
Obama implied as much in a speech in 2011. The evidence,
however, suggests otherwise: the number of bank tellers increased from about 450,000 to 527,000 in the first
twenty years of ATM technology. Whether there might
have been an even larger job increase without ATM technology is, of course, impossible to know.1 The same goes
for robots and automobile jobs. Unemployment in Detroit
has a variety of causes, and it’s impossible to isolate robots
as a decisive factor, given the rise of Japanese and later
Korean automakers, ongoing subsidies to “national champion” automakers in some countries that prevent a market
shakeout, declining rates of automobile ownership, the
state of labor unions outside the industrial Midwest, and
the contribution of pensions and health care costs to Big
Three labor economics.
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Note that both self-serve gas pumps and ATMs
are early examples of human-robot partnership. Selfservice—whether at Amazon.com, the gas station, the
airport kiosk, self-checkout, or wherever customers often
do the work of employees without thinking—has to have
had affected employment, but accounting for its subtle,
long-term effects is difficult if not impossible. The effect
of robots on employment will be difficult to measure, particularly because it cannot be calculated in the absence of
robots’ human pilots, mechanics, programmers, or other
tenders. Raw numbers will be of limited value and will
need to be compared to alternative estimates, especially at
the level of GDP and national employment figures, where
there can be no control population.
But it’s important to underline the key finding to date:
unlike farmers who moved to the cities as agriculture industrialized, we have few visible indicators of the effect
of computers, much less robots, on work and employment. Do robots increase unemployment? Nobody really
knows. Erik Brynjolfsson and Andrew McAfee of MIT, in
Race Against the Machine, suggest that the sheer speed and
wide influence of digital innovation have prevented most
people (skills and knowledge grow slowly) and organizations (business tasks and processes haven’t changed fast
enough either) from keeping up with the pace of change.2
Thus the “jobless recovery” from the 2008 recession
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cannot be blamed on information technologies—but neither can they be said to have played no role.
According to one school of thought, information technologies coincide with—and may be responsible for—a
“hollowing out” of the U.S. workforce. Stagnant middleclass wage growth is well documented and likely has
many contributing causes. One of these can be observed
as computers take on more and more complex tasks,
displacing people who formerly performed them within
a job description. Widespread outsourcing of payroll, an
essential function that delivers no competitive advantage even when done well, to ADP and other firms has
caused the nearly complete demise of the payroll clerk, for
example.
David Autor, an economist at MIT, contends that when
a job task is new, people are needed to perform it because
humans can adapt, analyze, and improvise. As the task gets
better understood and codified, machines can take over.
The “hole in the middle” refers to vulnerable jobs that are
neither low wage and highly physical nor high wage and
highly cognitive.3 Unfortunately, workers whose jobs are
displaced struggle to find alternate employment in some
new category. Experience shows that such workers are neither geographically portable (sometimes because of family
ties, or the effect of underwater mortgages) nor able to
land jobs for which their skills might be useful but their
professional vocabulary, personal network, or earnings
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expectations are not. Downward mobility requires difficult adjustments.4

Will New Robots Displace More Jobs Than They Create?

The economic theory traditionally invoked in these situations suggests that labor-saving innovations free workers
to perform work that adds more value: farmers could stop
tilling the soil by hand on small plots when first horses and
later tractors made it possible for them to farm ever larger
fields. Today, roughly 2 percent of the U.S. population not
only feeds the other 98 percent but exports a significant
quantity of crops and foods as well. Such a ratio would be
inconceivable 100 years ago.
MIT’s Autor makes an important point: just because
a task can be automated does not mean it will. Within the
same industry, and indeed the same company, automation
depends on labor economics: Nissan Motor Company uses
more robots at its factories in Japan than it does at those
in India, where labor is considerably cheaper.5 As of 2013,
Japan’s unemployment rate was 4.0 percent, versus 7.4
percent in the United States. Meanwhile, as of that same
year, the International Federation of Robotics reported
that Japan had 323 robots per 10,000 workers, whereas
the United States deployed 152 per 10,000 workers in
the general workforce—up from 72 only ten years prior.6
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Thus, at the macro level, Japan had more than twice as
many robots, proportional to the workforce, but roughly
half the unemployment as compared to the United States.
Judging from this example at least, it would seem to be
hard to prove that robots necessarily give rise to higher
unemployment.
But the Japanese economy does not resemble the
U.S. economy in most respects. Ethnic diversity, population density, extractive industries (mining, farming, fishing, and energy), and ratios of imports to exports differ
considerably between the two countries. Japan is aging
more rapidly and admits far fewer immigrants. And attitudes toward robots in the two countries are conditioned
by extremely different cultural milieus. Thus it would be
premature to cite Japan as definitive proof that robots do
not contribute to higher unemployment. It is also easy to
envision a scenario in which robots constitute a “reserve
army of labor,” maintaining downward pressure on wages:
those Indian auto workers have a strong disincentive to
strike knowing that Nissan has robots in waiting for when
wages get sufficiently high.
Factories
How have robots been used in the U.S. workforce thus far?
Given that the auto industry is the documented leader in
the utilization of robot workers, looking at that sector can
be suggestive for larger patterns—or the absence thereof.
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To date, robots behave very much like machine tools, doing
repetitive tasks for which they are programmed: moving
heavy items, spraying paint, or installing components on
an assembly line. Robots are usually bolted down, heavy,
special purpose, and caged for human safety.
Several emerging trends suggest adoption of a new
generation of robot workers. Rethink Robotics’ Baxter robot came to market in 2012. Unlike traditional industrial
robots, it is relatively cheap (about $25,000), safe around
people, easily programmed, and multifunctional. Its target market is small businesses, where the robot can free
workers to do more interesting and more valuable work,
as opposed to picking items off an assembly line and putting them in bins or shipping boxes, for example. In addition to freeing people from repetitive, boring jobs, Baxter
is designed to be installed within human workflows: unlike assembly-line robots, which are capable of inflicting
potentially lethal force, it senses contact and can avoid
harming humans.
Supply Chain
Another trend can be seen in supply-chain robotic systems, the most visible example of which is made by Kiva,
a Boston firm acquired by Amazon in 2012 and now called
Amazon Robotics. Kiva is a perfect example of humanrobot partnership: humans’ eyes and brains can detect
patterns far better than robots, and their hands combine
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touch, adaptability, and nimbleness in ways that far exceed the capabilities of current robot graspers. Robots, on
the other hand, are better at repetitive tasks, moving large
items, and following bar code stickers on the floor in a
prearranged pattern. Thus Kiva never touches an item but,
instead, moves racks of retail goods from filling to storage
areas and from storage to picking and packing areas. Human workers don’t need to walk the long distances characteristic of large distribution centers; the robots don’t have
to do hard tasks like visual discrimination or small-item
picking.7
Given how unpredictably Amazon behaves, it is significant that the company has not always deployed Kiva
systems in the rapid expansion of its global distribution
center network. One possible explanation for the apparent incongruity (other than that large corporate acquisitions take years to sort themselves out) is that Amazon
was more interested in the software sophistication behind
Kiva than in the mechanical devices themselves.8 An article from 2007 made this point: Kiva warehouses are selftuning, in that slower-selling items are moved into less
accessible locations, whereas higher-velocity items are
stocked on the edges of the storage area. Because the Kiva
pods work twenty-four hours a day, moving slow-selling
stock during periods of downtime, for example, can be
driven by software rather than a human manager trying
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to juggle multiple priorities. The article’s title—“RandomAccess Warehouses”—made precisely this point.9

The Big Picture

One reading of economic history suggests that when a
task gets mechanized or automated, workers find new
ways to be involved in the workforce. To take one notable
example, as of 1970, one-third of women in the United
States workforce were secretaries. With the introduction
of the personal computer and word processing software,
the need for secretaries fell off dramatically, but the overall number of women employed increased.
In 1992, Robert Reich (who later became secretary of
labor in the Clinton administration) predicted the emergence of a three-tier labor market in developed economies.10 Reich started with personal service jobs (in health
care and retail, to take two huge examples), to which he
added a second tier, production workers in a diminishing manufacturing sector, and foresaw the rise of a third,
what he called “symbolic analysts.” This last tier includes
financial services, engineering, software, and law. After a
surge in its numbers, it is being automated: big data tools
are replacing humans, who are not as good as machines
in scoring credit ratings or interpreting mammograms. As
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the Economist put it in May 2013: “Bank clerks and travel
agents have already been consigned to the dustbin by the
thousand; teachers, researchers and writers are next.”11
Accounting and law are getting both offshored and automated: the task of legal discovery used to be labor intensive and thus both expensive (for the client) and profitable
(for the partners who put associates and paralegals to work
billing the mountain of hours). Now much of the work can
be done by software.12
Since Reich made his predictions, the degree of U.S. income inequality has increased (see figure 7.1). Gains by the
top 20 percent of the population are largely driven by gains
to the top 5 percent, or even 1 percent: a household of two
public school teachers can make $140,000 between them,
but that middle-income group is not the driving force here.
Instead, a number of economists argue that large income
gains, and thus large increases in income inequality, result
from larger returns to capital rather than labor.14 The shift
toward growth in investment-related income that leaves
wage-related growth behind coincides closely with a growing gap between wages and productivity since about 1970.
In other words, investments in capital such as computers
and other forms of automation drove increases in productivity, whose benefits accrued largely to the owners of the
capital rather than to workers (see figure 7.2).
Put those two trends together—automation of increasingly complex tasks and increasing returns to capital
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Inflation-adjusted U.S. mean household income by quintile and top 5 percent (1957–2011).
Source: Census Bureau.13

Figure 7.1
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Wages stopped tracking productivity growth in the United States in the 1970s.
Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics.15
Figure 7.2

relative to wages—and the robot would appear to portend
bad news for workers. Four developments underlie this
negative scenario. First, thanks to economies of scale,
learning curves, and Moore’s law of microprocessor performance, robots are becoming cheaper every year. Second, given advances in software engineering, machine
vision, and other components, along with trickle-down innovation from the high levels of defense-related research
and development, robots are also becoming more capable
every year. Third, even though wage increases have been
minimal, the continued growing rise in health insurance
and other expenses incurred by human workers (including the cost of air-conditioning, for example) mean that
humans are becoming more expensive every year.
And, fourth, as Illah Nourbakhsh of Carnegie Mellon
points out, robots don’t need to replicate human performance; they just need to be good enough. Working alongside
robots, humans will learn how to make best use of robots’
strengths and how to best cover for their weaknesses (by
providing nonmachine vision when a robot gets stuck, for
example, or by designing self-checkout lanes where customers do most of the work, with a single employee supervising six registers instead of operating one.) As we climb
the learning curve, business processes will be redesigned
around the humans’ and robots’ respective strengths.16
Given that low-wage laborers and the unemployed often lack both human and financial capital, it’s most likely
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that robots will first be owned by capital rather than by
labor. Higher up the wage scale, it’s not as straightforward.
Quantitative financial services investors can multiply
and amplify their expertise by encoding it in computers,
trading networks, and other robotic technologies. It’s
quite possible that radiologists could be early adopters of
mammogram-screening software, keeping control of the
tools within the guild, as it were.
Other forecasts are more sanguine: there has always
been enough to do to keep most of the workforce busy.
Robots will be used for the jobs people didn’t want to do
anyway: the “three Ds” of dull, dirty, and dangerous tasks
are frequently cited. Experience bears this out: there have
been successful tests or deployments of robots in bomb
disposal, rescue efforts during a Fukushima-like disaster,17
repetitive assembly-line tasks, even in vacuuming the living room. One school of thought foresees humans having
much more leisure time in which to explore and express
their interests and talents. Kevin Kelly, a founding editor
at Wired, wrote in this vein,
We need to let robots take over. They will do jobs we
have been doing, and do them much better than we
can. They will do jobs we can’t do at all. They will do
jobs we never imagined even needed to be done. And
they will help us discover new jobs for ourselves, new
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tasks that expand who we are. They will let us focus
on becoming more human than we were.18
Academic roboticists, when they express an opinion,
often fall into this camp. Henrik Christensen of Georgia
Tech is well regarded in his field, though no labor economist. He asserts, without evidence, that every manufacturing job brought back to the United States from offshore (a
move made possible by robotics in many cases) also generates “1.3 other jobs in associated areas.”19 The advantages
of robots—lower costs, higher precision, and support for
the requirements of “clean rooms” and similarly difficult
environments for humans—make the number plausible:
even when products are made by robots, the manufacture
of these products still needs to be supported by human
processes such as procurement, accounting, repair, and
marketing.
But the jobs question is not merely a matter of quantity. Frank Levy and Richard Murnane are labor economists who study the effect of information technologies on
work. They suggest that, to address “the new division of
labor between people and computers,” there are “four fundamental questions” we need to answer:
1. What kinds of tasks do humans perform better than
computers?
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2. What kinds of tasks do computers perform better
than humans?
3. In an increasingly computerized world, what well-paid
work is left for people to do both now and in the future?
4.

How can people learn the skills to do this work?20

Displacing an assembly-line worker who put handles
on the car door does not free up a nurse to help address a
shortage in that field, or a robot programmer, maintainer,
or even cleaner. That is, the skills being replaced may well
relate to jobs that did little to enhance human dignity in
the first place, but at least they were jobs and the path
from displacement to redeployment is not at all well defined. Employers frequently invoke a “skills gap” and put
pressure on schools and universities to update curricula;
it’s a valid concern. But Peter Cappelli from the Wharton
School of the University of Pennsylvania also directs attention to employers that are reticent to train workers.21
(There’s also the question of how much employers’ heavy
reliance on deficient résumé-screening software may be
driving artificially high unemployment.)22 Thus robotics’
effect on employment has many second-order effects, and
it’s going to be difficult to get clear answers to what these
might be any time soon.
Because there are few one-for-one equivalencies in any
area of economics, particularly in the area of employment,
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Robotics’ effect on
employment has many
second-order effects,
and it’s going to be
difficult to get clear
answers to what these
might be any time soon.

we can defer the issue of robots’ job displacement for two
reasons. First, the confusion over what constitutes a robot
makes matters difficult; almost anything that relates to a
tool or artifact of any sort might qualify. Second, it may be
that job displacement by robots is farther along than most
analyses would suggest. As of mid-2013, there were 11.76
million “unemployed persons” versus 143.9 million people who were employed. Simple math puts the mid-2013
unemployment rate at about 8 percent; technical adjustments produced an official rate of 7.6 percent. What is not
counted in these numbers are people who gave up looking,
people who were working part-time when they wanted and
needed to work full-time, and retirees, some of whom left
work involuntarily. Another group of people—14 million
of them each month—who are not working collect disability payments. The rate of disability filings has nearly
doubled since 1996; more than one-third of those claims
relate to back pain and musculoskeletal problems and another one-fifth relate to mental illness and developmental
disabilities—all conditions difficult to diagnose with any
degree of confidence.23
Labor economist David Autor argues that disability is
“a kind of ugly secret of the American labor market. Part of
the reason our unemployment rates have been low, until
recently, is that a lot of people who would have trouble
finding jobs are on a different program.”24 The fact that the
rate of disability filings doubled in a period that coincided
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with heavy technological unemployment—offshoring,
call-center automation, self-service retail—suggests that
as Brynjolfsson and McAfee have argued, new technologies are creating wealth and productivity, but not enough
jobs for those displaced. Adding 7 million disability claims
(half of the current total) into the ranks of the jobless
would drive the official unemployment rate to a politically
dangerous 12 percent, again not counting underemployment or premature retirements.
Just to show how complicated the picture is, some of
the people disabled (on paper anyway) by back and related
issues could be partnered with robots that could lift and
move things. The scenario raises a thorny question: What
will individuals with lifting limitations and often only a
high school education bring to the human-robot partnership? Such questions will become more pressing sooner
rather than later. In the interim, we are in the middle of
a vast experiment involving millions of workers’ lives and
livelihoods.
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8
HOW DO HUMANS AND ROBOTS
GET ALONG?

To date, most robotic research and engineering efforts
have been oriented from the inside of the robot out, addressing difficult problems of wayfinding, actuation,
grasping, machine vision, and so on. Now that robots
are beginning to enter human territory to perform their
tasks, a new set of issues arises. What are the rules of the
road for humans to steer clear of mobile robots, press
elevator buttons for them, or warn them of impending
danger? Which party does what part of a task, whether
simple (ATM transaction) or complex (bombing runs or
surgery)? Where do blame, liability, and ultimate responsibility lie—possibly in the form of a kill switch? A brief
sampling of actual scenarios illustrates the potential richness of human-robot partnership as well as the complex
issues still to be resolved.

Human-Robot Interaction

Research into human-robot interaction (HRI), which receives substantially less attention than do other technical challenges of robotics, is focused much more heavily
on how robots “read” human input than on how humans
respond to the presence of robots in workplaces, during
emergency rescues, or when public safety is threatened.
For example, in a 2013 literature review, Robin Murphy and
Debra Schreckenghost, two of the field’s most respected
researchers, noted that
in practice, metrics for [human-robot] system
interactions are often inferred through observations
of the robot or the human, introducing noise and
error in analysis. The metrics do not completely
capture the impact of autonomy on HRI as they
typically focus on the agents, not the capabilities.
As a result the current metrics are not helpful for
determining what autonomous capabilities and
interactions are appropriate for what tasks.1
Which is to say, HRI researchers have yet to propose,
much less agree on, standard measures of how humans and
computers interact. Out of forty-two metrics identified in
the literature review, seven apply to humans, six to robots,
and twenty-nine to the interaction between them. Of the
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seven human metrics, only one—trust—might be said to
measure the response of a human being approached by an
autonomous robot; the others, such as “productive time
versus overhead time,” apply to a human operating or in
control of a robot.2 In the Springer Handbook of Robotics,
an encyclopedic collection of articles by the field’s leading
scholars, the authors of “Social Robots That Interact with
Humans” acknowledged that study of robots’ effects on
humans is in an early stage. They posed a question, one
central to the field of HRI research, that remains to be
answered: “What are the common social mechanisms of
communication and understanding that can produce efficient, enjoyable, natural, and meaningful interactions
between humans and robots?”3

The Case of Search and Rescue

Robots are ideally suited to the often dangerous and
dirty search and rescue process.4 Although there are some
surprising considerations in the design of search and rescue robots, the humanitarian upside of this type of robot
stands in clear contrast to other types, where the moral
and ethical dimensions are more complicated: industrial
robots take away some people’s livelihoods, combat robots
are already raising serious issues (quite literally of life and
death), and even care robots run the risk of dehumanizing
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nursing home residents. Indeed, it’s hard to find a downside to robots that save human lives in dangerous circumstances. In such a straightforward mission, however, there
are numerous questions in the handoff between human
and robot that must be addressed.
The field of search and rescue is as broad as human
activity itself: search and rescue robots are currently being
tested in the air, on the ground, and both on and under
water. A landslide or tsunami requires aerial robots to assess broad geographic expanses; buildings badly damaged
or demolished by fire, earthquake, or explosion require
ground robots to crawl through rubble. Even rubble itself
is so heterogeneous that, as of 2006, there was no technical standard to characterize the different detritus left by a
fire, earthquake, and explosion.
Search and rescue robots must also be specialized by
activity: sensing and assessing a damaged building’s structural integrity; sniffing and identifying gases (explosive or
poisonous); detecting and measuring radiation and mapping contaminated areas; locating, assessing, delivering
care to, and extricating survivors; and mapping various layers and scales of terrain affected by a disaster each require
different designs, operators, and protocols. There’s also the
question of getting the robot to the disaster area in the first
place: hauling in a 1,000-pound machine from hundreds of
miles away may present a real problem when transportation to and communication with the area are at a premium.
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Thus far, search and rescue robots have most successfully been used in the air, for mapping and other reconnaissance tasks. Airborne runs are easily scheduled (especially
at altitudes below those used by manned aircraft), aircraft
with internal combustion engines can usually be deployed,
and airspace presents fewer unexpected obstacles. In rubble, by contrast, battery life is an issue, especially when
the robot encounters unexpected obstacles. The lack of
wireless bandwidth underground or in concrete-, stone-,
or steel-intensive rubble presents a major difficulty, often
necessitating use of a fiber-optic tether and safety rope
(both of which get readily snagged in disaster debris). Particular conditions will slow down a given robot’s locomotion: protruding sticks or rebar can detread open-side tank
tracks; even shag carpet can present a serious problem: indeed, it proved to be the undoing of one search and rescue
robot after a mudslide. Ash and water from fire hoses can
combine to make surfaces extremely slippery and also to
obscure the robot’s camera lenses. By reviewing some of
the design challenges that confront search and rescue roboticists, we can gain an appreciation for the vast potential of this field.
Rules and Algorithms
Firefighters, police officers, and search and rescue teams
all follow guidelines for how to approach a chaotic, dangerous situation. Which rooms are searched when, what
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safety measures are called for by what hazards, and what
communications actions are required—all of these are inculcated by training and experience. Teaching a robot how
to behave in a scenario that will be unique, confusing, and
dangerous is a significant challenge. Balancing autonomous and user-directed behavior, for instance, is critical.
When UAVs were used to assess the structural integrity
of midsize commercial buildings after Hurricane Katrina,
for example, ground-based operators flew the drones, but
having an autonomous wall-standoff capability would
have been desirable to reduce stress on the operators, who
were in line of sight with the UAVs but still faced challenging wind conditions close to the damaged structures. Wellintentioned robot designs have repeatedly been rejected
in disaster scenarios when responders failed to intuitively
grasp how to operate the devices.
Setup and Maintenance
How fast can the search and rescue robot be unpacked?
How long does it take for an inexperienced operator to
change batteries? Where is the latest operating manual?
Internet downloads are often a great solution, but not
when there’s neither cellular service nor electricity, much
less a printer. What language(s) are the instructions written in? Designing reliability into a robot that will encounter dust one week, mud another, extreme cold a month
later, then sit in a hot warehouse for a year is a significant
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challenge: in very few projects will so many operating parameters be unpredictable.
Where Am I?
Disasters rearrange the landscape at multiple levels. An
urgent task early in disaster response is to integrate what
is previously known with what is discovered. Has this
building been searched? Is this bridge safe to walk, motorcycle, or convoy over? Where are the gas lines? Are they
shut off? Developing sensors, data standards, and related
rules of engagement for spatial information as both used
and collected by robots is another high-priority objective
not easy to achieve.
Mobility
Wheels, legs, treads, wings, and propellers each have
strengths and weaknesses. Knowing only that the environment will be harsh and physically challenging makes
deciding on the best mode of locomotion for a robot very
difficult. Invertible robots are desirable in tight spaces
where backing up to turn around is often impossible and
where human operators’ sense of the interior landscape
makes accurate remote control more difficult. Legged and
other biomimetic robots are capable of greater mobility
in unpredictable settings but present difficult engineering
challenges; snakelike robots advance well in highly uneven
rubble but are still difficult to build.
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One promising area of search and rescue robotics lies
in the use of teams, either of robots and humans (with
or without dogs) or of robots and robots. A helicopter or
blimp overhead can survey wide areas so ground robots
can be informed how close they are to a live electrical line,
a pier or other drop-off into water, or to territory already
searched. The eyes in the sky complement the sensors in
the rubble. And though no robot can approach a dog’s olfactory acuity, sniffing robots can be deployed in hazardous
situations where human handlers are unsure of the risk to
their canine partners. Swarms of robots that set up ad hoc
mesh wireless communication can offer redundancy in the
event one member of the swarm is incapacitated and can
cover large areas in parallel rather than in series. Discovering how many human operators are required to manage
groups of robots, however, remains an ongoing challenge.
Structure
Given that much of the world’s population lives near water, that water has destructive power in several forms, and
that water is almost always involved in firefighting efforts,
how important is it to waterproof a ground robot? There
is usually a structural trade-off between a robot’s ease of
access for maintenance and its resistance to damage from
water, sharp objects, or other hazards. How many rescue personnel are required to carry, launch, and retrieve
the robot? Weight, battery life, and capability constitute
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difficult trade-offs. Current search and rescue robots cannot move anything very heavy; although military rescue
robots can drag a wounded soldier to safety, provided the
soldier’s wounds are not severe, neither military nor civilian rescue robots are as yet capable of safely transporting
humans who need spinal stabilization, a common requirement in building rubble.
Roles and Modes
A more complex issue of physical structure relates to how
the search and rescue robot interacts with its operator(s),
with dogs and rescue personnel working alongside it, and,
even more important, with the person being rescued. What
used to be called “user interface” grows far more involved
when a robot interacts with multiple people in multiple
roles; human-robot interaction is of particular importance
in civilian search and rescue robots. A military rescue robot would likely have a dedicated operator and support
team who would have trained with one another, approaching soldiers who know how to be rescued. In contrast, a
rescue robot and its civilian support team on the scene
of a disaster may not have trained with local responders,
and would find themselves in search of a civilian who most
likely had no mental framework or training in how to be
found or extricated by a robot.
What information do operators need? Visual feeds
from rescue robots’ camera(s) can be useful, of course, but
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the operator cannot be assumed to be sufficiently safe and
undistracted to focus only on the monitor(s). One school
of thought suggests operators should have the robot’s-eye
view of its physical context, information relating to the
robot’s operational condition (battery life, operating temperature), and a bird’s-eye view of the robot’s location in
the disaster area. To properly manage this much information, search and rescue robots probably need multiple operators, for a variety of reasons involving the performance,
endurance, and emotional state of human operators. One
study suggests that a second operator improves the rescue
robot’s operational performance by a factor of 9.5 Add to
this the support team, and the ratio of humans to robots
becomes an important consideration.

Toward a Continuum Model of Interaction

In contrast to binary debates over “whether X is or is not a
robot,” new efforts focus on a continuum of human-robot
partnerships in the gray area between two extremes, one
actual and the other theoretical. Take as an archetype of
one extreme a newborn human, a purely biological creature, without language or much in the way of cognition.
At the other extreme, consider a purely artificial, disembodied creation, an archetype that in fact may never be
realized, like HAL 9000 in 2001: A Space Odyssey, which
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possesses sense and logic and which can act (turn off lifesupport systems, lock outer doors) but not move.
The interesting ground for defining human-robot
partnerships is the vast conceptual area that lies between
these two extremes, combinations of sensors and sense
organs, cognition and logic, and action by either bones
and muscles or hydraulics and motors. Key questions arise
about assistance, capability, and responsibility within
these partnerships. Which partner assists the other, and
in what ways? Which partner is ultimately in control? And
what can a particular partnership achieve that neither
partner could alone?
Two brief examples illustrate the usefulness of the hybrid approach to human-robot partnerships.
1. When a customer retrieves money from an ATM, the
human provides key capabilities to the robot, making the
customer–cash machine interaction a human-robot partnership. The same goes for smartphones or other GPS
navigation systems. The computer responds to its human
partner’s request, senses where the human is in space, calculates a route, and relies on the human to follow directions to fulfill that request.
2. When humans receive biomedical augmentation
(cochlear implants, robotic arms, or wheelchair/speech
synthesizers like Stephen Hawking’s), however much
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the human-technology partnership relies on robotics,
there is never any question about the human partner’s
humanity—and agency—within the partnership.
There are many gray areas in human-robot partnerships,
whether they derive from carbon-fiber running prostheses, Google Glass facial recognition, or automated stocktrading algorithms. Instead of worrying about binary
definitions, informed and nuanced debate can help us
clarify the place and limits of both augmented humanity
and humanized automation.
To suggest but one question that might be raised in
this debate, how soon will there be “unlimited” categories
of athletic competition, much as there are in competitive
motor sports? Exoskeletons, prostheses, and various implants might be legalized for a new competitive class of
augmented human athletes.
Note that, once the discussion of human-robot partnerships puts humans and robots on a continuum, the
door is open to pharmaceutical or medical augmentation.
Steroids, human growth hormones, and blood transfusions can improve human musculoskeletal performance
through a variety of mechanisms. Beta-blockers have long
been recommended (or self-prescribed) for people with
strong adverse reactions to speaking or performing in public. New medications for post-traumatic stress disorder
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(PTSD) might enable people who relive or dream about
their traumatic experiences to forget those experiences.
Each year, tens of millions of prescriptions are written for
attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) medications; many of these pills find their way to nonsymptomatic users, whether to enhance their moods or improve
their performance (students cramming for finals, athletes
wanting an extra edge). Professional football players have
been suspended in the United States for taking one such
medication in particular, Adderall.6 The point here is that
the discussion about human augmentation in many competitive scenarios lags far behind the reality of the various legal and illegal means available to achieve it. Robotic
augmentation is in some ways merely one category among
several.

Compu-Mechanical Augmentation

One category of human-robot partnership entails compumechanical assistance to a human, possibly disabled, often
not. Beginning with the lever, machines have augmented
and then largely replaced human muscle in growing and
harvesting crops, extracting natural resources, and fabricating the man-made environment. Beginning with the
stylus, most likely, a succession of tools have aided and
largely replaced human brainpower: a high schooler with
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a $2 calculator is far better at doing simple math than a
Ph.D. without one; computer-augmented social networks
can help solve crimes, predict elections, and solve complex
problems. The robot combines these two varieties of human assistance and augmentation, musculoskeletal and
cognitive.
Put a slightly different way, machines multiply force.
Computers, singly and in networks, multiply and amplify
cognition. Once computing moves into three dimensions,
robotic technologies multiply presence, allowing humans
to sense, observe, analyze, and act on physical reality at
some remove. In 2012, Steve Cousins, then CEO of the
humanoid-robot start-up Willow Garage, envisioned a
near-term future in which his company’s video conferencing robots would transcend telepresence, allowing humans
to accomplish actual tasks remotely rather than merely to
see what’s going on.7 Asking, “What is the nature of the
human-robot partnership?” lets us dig more deeply into
questions of costs, benefits, and risks; resource allocation;
ethics, particularly agency; and other issues that thus far
have been left largely unaddressed.
The Case of Surgery
By far the most visible robotic treatment technology, the
da Vinci Surgical System is really not a robot: it can neither move nor perform any movement autonomously.
Much like the prosthetics described below, however, the
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Asking, “What is
the nature of the
human-robotic
partnership?” allows
the discussion to dig
more deeply into
questions of costs,
benefits, and risks.

da Vinci’s robotic enhancement of human capability is
sufficiently powerful that it deserves our attention here.
Furthermore, a robotic technology that is prominently featured in hospitals’ marketing efforts (including billboards)
merits attention if only because the robotic nomenclature
is helping to shape public discussion of the field.
The da Vinci was developed in conjunction with a
military initiative to test the feasibility of removing surgeons from medical facilities close to the front line while
getting wounded soldiers aid as quickly as possible. Although that design goal was abandoned, it led the way to
development of robotic arms with sensors, instruments,
and various tools under the control of a surgeon seated at
a console.
When the da Vinci came onto the market in the late
1990s, it was claimed that robot-assisted surgery marked
a third stage of surgical procedures, after open surgery
and minimally invasive techniques such as laparoscopies.
Though also a form of minimally invasive surgery, unlike
some older types, the da Vinci allows the surgeon to operate in actual-image rather than mirror-image mode, so
that moving the joystick at the console to the right, say,
means the instrument in the operating field goes to the
right as well. Thus the robotic augmentation functions as
an extension of the surgeon’s eyes and hands.
In the market for more than a decade, the da Vinci
provides some useful economic data for other robotics
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companies still exploring alternative business models. The
device itself sells for between $1 million and $2.3 million,
depending on geography and configurations. In addition,
the system has components that wear out and accessory
products such as tips that must be replaced after each
surgery, so that the sale of consumables and spare parts
generates ongoing revenue (in economic terms, these sales
constitute a form of lock-in given that there are no alternative providers to compete with on price). Finally, a service
contract of between $100,000 and $170,000 per machine
per year also applies. To give a sense of scale, 449,000
da Vinci procedures were performed in 2014, compared
to 367,000 in 2012; the installed base of da Vinci Surgical Systems was reported to be 3,266 as of December 31,
2014.8
There are considerable economic incentives for Intuitive Surgical to have its devices used as much as possible; this is despite the lack of documentation that better
outcomes accompany the higher cost of robot-assisted
surgery.9 Thus prostate surgery is a high-volume da Vinci
procedure, but, according to the Journal of Clinical Oncology (2012), incontinence and sexual impotence are high
after both robot-assisted and conventional laparoscopic
surgeries. And the Journal of the American Medical Association stated in 2013 that “to date, robotically assisted hysterectomy has not been shown to be more effective than
laparoscopy.” Partly because of the high public profile of
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the da Vinci Surgical System, however, hospitals charge
up to twice as much for da Vinci as for conventional surgery, and insurance companies, to date, have paid more for
the process, again with no documented improvements in
outcomes.10
Prostheses
Progress in the field of active prosthetics relies on developing all three components that define a robot: sensing,
logic, and action. Progress for each of these components
has advanced to the point where mind-controlled robot
prostheses have been demonstrated. In particular, sensors
that detect nerve impulses in the amputee patient’s stump
can control prosthetic arms, hands, and legs. Research and
development in this domain are under way in many countries, including Israel, Sweden, the United Kingdom, and
the United States.
The wars in the Middle East in the first decades of the
twenty-first century were marked by impressive advances
in the care of wounded soldiers: compared to soldiers injured in Vietnam, where only 76 percent survived, soldiers
injured in Iraq had a 90 percent chance of survival, even
though there were fewer corpsmen and doctors per patient.11 That high survival rate, however, came at the price
of thousands of amputees, victims of the improvised explosive devices, mines, and other tools of asymmetric warfare. Given that these young amputees would otherwise
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face the mental and physical hardships of crutches or
confinement to a wheelchair for perhaps sixty or more
years, developing effective prostheses that utilize robotic
technologies—including brain-signal interfaces12—is a
high priority of current research.
In addition to robotic appendages, exoskeletons like
ReWalk for patients with intact limbs but limited function
(specifically, paraplegics) can help them walk. In 2012, a
paralyzed woman walked the entire London Marathon
course in 16 days using a ReWalk. The system, which currently costs approximately $85,000, is approved for use in
medical facilities under the supervision of a physical therapist or similarly skilled individual. In the future, patients
may be able to use the devices at home. For less seriously
impaired individuals who have weakened muscle function,
Honda has developed Stride Assist and Bodyweight Support Assist for help in walking, but it’s not clear when the
devices will become commercially available.
Assistance with Daily Life
Robots that assist people with the tasks of daily living help
promote independence, particularly for elders without
family nearby. Although the capabilities of assistive robots
are important, so are the attitudes of those receiving assistance. A recent study at Georgia Tech suggests that physically impaired people in the United States welcome robotic
assistance with tasks like cleaning but still prefer humans
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to help move, feed, and bathe them. Caregivers, for their
part, clearly preferred working with robotic assistance to
being replaced altogether.13
One robot designed for home assistance is the Yurina
from Japan Logic Machine. Announced in 2010, the robot
can lift light adults out of bed, carry them (as to a tub), or
serve as a motorized wheelchair. As with other medical robots, however, when the Yurina will become commercially
available is unclear.14 Given the hazards of lifting patients,
such assistance would seem to have a potentially wide appeal among caregivers.
The Bestic feeding assistance robot is produced by a
Swedish firm whose founder was limited in his arm function after contracting polio as a teenager. Because eating
is so important to social interaction, being able to be selfsufficient at a meal contributes to well-being at several levels. The Bestic sits on the tabletop and has a clean, white
design. It can be controlled by foot pedals, buttons, joystick, and potentially voice. The My Spoon, from Japan,
performs similar functions.15 Personal feeding robots are
highly culture specific, given the wide differences in table
utensils, food textures, and eating customs around the
world.
One factor in the choice of technological assistance
lies in the embedded psychological signals that accompany a given technology. Sitting in a wheelchair, no matter
how robotic, means not being able to look standing adults
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in the eye. Robotic walking devices such as exoskeletons
change patients’ attitudes (in both senses of the word) toward their surroundings.16 Many older people need a bit
of help getting out of a chair, and the French company Robosoft’s robuLAB-10 has been shown to perform this task
effectively. Along with several other robotic devices, the
robuLAB-10 is intended for use in institutions such as rehabilitation hospitals, but the market is developing slowly.
It is not difficult to envision such devices in a residential
setting as software improves, safety measures are tested
in wider trials, product liability is clarified, and other barriers to wider adoption overcome.
Given the rate of increase in the aged population in
so many industrialized countries, and given developments
that can cross-pollinate multiple areas of robotics (better
motors, shared software libraries, new materials, mindcomputer interfaces), the pace of innovation in robots
that improve self-sufficiency should be rapid.
Monitoring
Robots used in the care of the elderly often perform multiple functions. Although the GeckoSystems CareBot does
not deliver care, it can observe individuals and provide
feedback about their behavior, or remind them to eat,
take a medicine, or let in the cat. From a Swedish university comes Giraffe, an elder-assist robot that can monitor
blood pressure, note a person’s movements (and learn the
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person’s regular sleep patterns), and send an alarm if the
person should fall or become immobilized.
Companionship
A quick look at age pyramids for industrialized countries
indicates a fast-approaching predicament: how to care for
a population of elders who, because of improved diet and
health care, live longer than ever when there are proportionally fewer working-age people to support a growing
non-wage-earning population? Japan presents a pressing
case: the proportion of persons over the age of 65 grew
from 5 percent of the population in 1950 to 23 percent
in 2010, and could reach 40 percent of the population in
2050.
On the one hand, economic productivity among the
working-age population in Japan and many other industrialized countries must improve in order to fund the growing number of retirees; savings alone will be insufficient.
On the other hand, to supply nurse’s aides and other caregivers in current proportions would create labor shortages
and economic imbalance. Enter both the carebot, to help
relieve the demand for caregivers, and more industrial and
service robots, to reset the economies of countries with
rapidly aging populations.
The Paro robot is a stuffed animal modeled on a baby
harp seal (see figure 8.1). It was developed by the National
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Paro elder-care robot. Photo: University of California, Irvine,
Creative Commons license.
Figure 8.1

Institute of Advanced Science and Technology (AIST), a
Japanese public research organization, at an estimated
cost of $15 million, according to the Wall Street Journal.17
After being launched in 2003, Paro robots are in their
eighth generation and cost approximately $6,000 apiece.
The Paro was built on the premise that the benefits of animal therapy could be delivered without the complications
of maintaining large numbers of animals in an institutional setting.
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The Paro is equipped with five types of sensors:
•

tactile

•

light

•

sound

•

temperature

•

posture

A robot in the strictest sense of the term, the Paro
can distinguish light from dark and thus also sleep cycles,
both its own and a human’s. When the human strokes or
speaks to it, the Paro can detect intention and respond accordingly with gestures and sounds. The robot’s body and
facial expressions are evocative and some elders, particularly those with certain forms of dementia, are reported to
be calmed by the device.
For something designed to be so cute and cuddly, the
Paro has proven to be controversial. Some critics point
to the inauthentic nature of having people “love” an inanimate object.18 Others express concern that, if the elder
embraces the Paro, caregivers and especially the elder’s
children will no longer feel the need to provide meaningful
human contact, telling themselves instead, as one article
on the topic put it, “‘Don’t worry about Granny, she’s got
the robot to talk to.’”19
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Centaurs

In some cases of human-robot partnership, the human
and the robot augment each other, but a division of labor
between the partners that is close to fifty-fifty, though
promising in its possibilities, turns out to be both complex
and hard to achieve. The vision of such partnership is well
formed in the academic literature. University of Southern
California roboticist George Bekey wrote in 2005: “We expect a human-robot symbiosis in which it will be natural
to see cooperation between robots and humans on both
simple and complex tasks.”20 More recently, Erik Brynjolfsson and Andrew McAfee of MIT predicted that “the
second machine age will be characterized by countless instances of machine intelligence and billions of interconnected brains working together to better understand and
improve our world.”21
To understand this class of partnership, it helps to
ask, “Who performs better: a computer or a human?” The
short answer is obvious: it depends on the task. Computers are now unquestionably better at chess than even a
grandmaster-level human player, and the highly visible
triumph of IBM’s Watson over the best Jeopardy! players
shows how artificial intelligence can be successfully applied to a linguistically rich trivia contest.
What might come next? In early 2015, four of the top
ten poker players in the world played a marathon against
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a Carnegie Mellon computer. Considering the complexities of no-limit Texas hold ’em poker, the researchers were
hardly surprised that the outcome was no Jeopardy!-like
rout, but the statistical tie elated them. Each player played
20,000 hands; a total of $170 million in chips was bet over
the two-week competition. In the end, the humans came
out less than $1 million ahead—even though the computer did things like betting $19,000 to win a $700 pot.22
The “long” answer to the “Who’s better?” question is
emerging: a team of both. The term “centaurs” usefully denotes a human-robot team in which both team members
do what they do best. We are seeing that teams of humans
and robots outperform either humans or robots. Here are
four areas in which progress is being made more rapidly
than might be widely known.
1. Audi has teamed with Stanford’s autonomous vehicle
lab to develop a race car that can beat a club-level human
driver on time. Given that there have yet to be head-tohead races, neither the adrenaline nor the racing tactics
of a competing with purely human drivers have come into
play. The Audi simply follows a preprogrammed line and
parameters around the course: it hasn’t actually raced anyone and won yet.23 The centaur model is well developed
here: stability control, antilock brakes, and sophisticated
all-wheel-drive control systems all digitally amplify the
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skill of a human driver. Outside vintage models, it’s difficult to find cars that are not centaur-like.
2. The Internet is awash in images, some of them incredibly beautiful. Researchers at Yahoo Labs and the
University of Barcelona have taught an algorithm to trawl
through image databases and find beautiful but underappreciated images by using the results of training sessions
with human “votes.”24 As the Economist noted, the field of
machine learning is itself undergoing rapid improvement,
in part through the process of “deep learning” as developed by the giant web businesses with both massive data
and effectively unlimited computing resources. Google
and Facebook are familiar names on their list; the Chinese
web services company Baidu is a newer entrant into the
field of AI human-robot teamwork, having made some
high-profile hires.25
3. Chess has never been the same since Deep Blue defeated Garry Kasparov, in part because of a software bug
that led Kasparov to infer that the machine was substantially smarter than he, rather than that the computer had
somehow made a dumb move.26 Since about 2013, however, centaur teams of average players and good software
have been able to defeat both grandmaster humans and
computers. This type of match is where the “centaur” terminology first took hold.27
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4. Exoskeletons are common in Hollywood sci-fi, but robots that encase a human body and amplify its capabilities
are coming into use in several areas:
• Rehabilitation for stroke patients, amputees, and
paralytics.
• Physical augmentation of soldiers so they can
march or run longer with less fatigue (DARPA), and
of able-bodied humans to increase their lifting capacity, for example (military and other contexts).
• Robotically assisted surgery. The da Vinci Surgical System is a specialized exoskeleton of a sort,
extending a doctor’s finger manipulations into more
precise movements in the surgical field.
One big challenge faced by designers of wearable exoskeletons is to make the power source light enough to work
at human scale. In warehouses, a forklift truck typically
weighs 1.6 to 2 times the intended weight to be carried.
For a 150-pound human intending to carry 200 additional
pounds, that ratio would put the human’s exoskeleton in
the 650-pound range, unloaded, so that the fully loaded
package would weigh about 1,000 pounds (a half ton or
roughly 450 kilograms). Lowering the battery weight is
the quickest way to shrink the weight of the total assembly: a great deal of battery power would be expended in
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simply carrying the battery and a frame sufficiently robust
to support the battery.
It will bear watching to see how roboticists and
computer scientists design the cyber side of the centaur,
optimizing around human strengths that might be expressed in unpredictable ways. Similarly, training a human
to leave part of the task to a machine, and not to overthink the centaur relationship, might be tricky in certain
situations. In others (traction control on current cars, for
example), humans are already augmented and don’t even
realize it. When they are explicitly asked in experimental
settings, however, humans hesitate to trust a machine’s
judgment.28
At the same time, centaurs will have to deal with both
the infinite supply of human stupidity and the limits of
algorithmic cleverness. What will self-driving cars do
when they encounter a drunk driver headed the wrong
way on a divided highway? And what will Wall Street do
when programmatic trading robots react in unstable,
unpredictable ways to the gambit of a clever day trader?
The 2010 “Flash Crash” appears to have been initiated by
one person in England who apparently spoofed enough
orders—manually rather than algorithmically—to trigger erratic behavior by black box systems that disturbed
the entire market. (The gambit seems to have worked, by
the way: the day trader made $40 million over four
years.)29 The point here is that the unexpected interactions
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between stupid or clever humans and fallible computerized entities will be a most complicated territory for decades to come.

Complications

Tracing its roots to ancient efforts to create human capability from inanimate materials, twenty-first-century
robotics must be understood in the context of everything
from Frankenstein’s creature to machine tools. Given this
rich and complex legacy, it remains impossible to arrive
at a definitive understanding of how robots and humans
can and could work together. Pioneering research in a variety of disciplines suggests some promising directions,
however.
Unlike other categories of tools, computers that move
among people raise significantly different issues than
purely mechanical devices do. Two phenomena are of interest here.
Uncanniness
The “uncanny valley” refers to computer animations and
robots that are extremely lifelike, but jarring to humans.
A classic example of the first, in stark contrast to a lowresolution hand-drawn Disney animation, not very lifelike
yet timelessly compelling, is the digital animation of the
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Tom Hanks conductor character in The Polar Express. Regardless of the number of pixels and the body-motion capture devices used to digitize Hanks’s voice performance,
certain eye-muscle and other facial motions and shadings
of the animation were disconcerting to viewers: gains in
technical capability did not translate into greater appeal
of the character, even though they had generally done so
in previous computer animations.
The same goes for robots. Skin polymers or facial
movements that are too lifelike can be off-putting to humans, for reasons that, though evident, are not fully understood. In light of this, Jibo, a “family robot” introduced
in 2014, is far less humanlike than its lab-experiment predecessor, Kismet (see figure 8.2, A and B).
The Anthropomorphic Effect
Even before computing left the box in mobile robots, humans were interacting with inanimate objects in surprising ways. The classic work in this regard was done by Byron
Reeves and Clifford Nass, who meticulously measured human responses to PCs. Reeves and Nass found that people,
across rich and poor, young and old, male and female, routinely assigned human attributes—intelligence, learning,
memory, and personality—to robots even as early as the
1980s, and nobody felt compelled to challenge the characterizations, applied as they were to “a collection of wire,
silicon, mechanical joints, and computer code.”30
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A

B

(A) Kismet, an expressive robot developed at MIT. (B) Jibo,
a commercial social robot.
Figure 8.2

The MIT psychologist Sherry Turkle works closely
with artificial intelligence, robotics, and other researchers exploring the fuzzy boundaries between humans and
machines. She has been eloquently critical of how mobile
computing, social networking, and other digital technologies can isolate people and perhaps reshape the human
emotional landscape in damaging ways.31 In short, she is
far from a technological drumbeater. Nevertheless, when
she was in the lab with Kismet’s fellow robot Cog in the
1990s, her own behavior changed:
Cog “noticed” me after I entered its room. Its head
turned to follow me and I was embarrassed to note
that this made me happy. I found myself competing
with another visitor for its attention. At one point,
I felt sure Cog’s eyes had “caught” my own. My visit
left me shaken—not by anything Cog was able to
accomplish but by my own reaction to “him.” …
Despite myself and despite my continuing skepticism
about this research project, I had behaved as though
in the presence of another being.32
Turkle is not alone in attributing human attributes
to inanimate objects. In Iraq and Afghanistan, iRobot’s
battlefield robots saved human lives by helping keep soldiers out of harm’s way in the search and neutralization of
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improvised explosive devices. When the robots were damaged by explosion, the units sometimes had to be shipped
back to the iRobot facility outside Boston. According to
a 2006 news story, “EOD (Explosive Ordinance Disposal)
personnel have made routine use of the units and crafted
nicknames and personalities for them. A unit, nicknamed
‘Scooby Doo,’ earned a check mark on its camera head for
each explosive device it succeeded in disarming.” When
Scooby Doo was destroyed, the article noted, “its operator
… returned it to the repair shop, cradling it in his arms
as if it were a wounded child and asking if it could be
fixed.”33
The Wall Street Journal reported the same behavior
in 2012. Noting that troops sometimes become emotionally attached to battlefield robots, one officer who holds
a Ph.D. in robotics noted that “the soldiers and Marines
sometimes name their robots—and even give them battlefield ‘promotions’ for successfully spotting mines or explosive devices.” When robots are damaged, “some troops
insist that they get the same robot back—not a replacement unit.” I have been told much the same story by an
iRobot spokesman, and P. W. Singer reports it in Wired
for War.34
A related example comes from the world of entertainment. In the 1980s, the television show Knight Rider featured both the young actor David Hasselhoff and a talking
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Pontiac Trans Am named “KITT.” When the car was later
featured at the Universal Studios theme park, lines of people waited to sit in the car and have it speak to them much
in the manner of the original mechanical Turk: via a human connected to a remote microphone.
Social Roles
Pioneering research in 2011 at the Carnegie Mellon Robotics Institute placed a snack-delivery robot in an office
context, then recorded human reactions to the Snackbot’s activities and presence. Participants ordered snacks
through a web interface. The wheeled robot, standing about
5 feet tall, had a display on its “head” that expressed emotions and a voice synthesizer that played preprogrammed
scripts for greeting, small talk, the snack transaction, and
social leave-taking.
Although the human participants were expected to
have minimal interaction with a “delivery cart that left
snacks,” the evolution of their reactions was fascinating.
Anthropomorphism was common: people felt sorry for the
bot when it broke or talked to a closed door. The robot’s
nonjudgmental persona was appealing to some, and “he”
was accepted as a member of the workplace within two
weeks. Norms for interactions with Snackbot emerged;
standard human politeness (including not interrupting
the bot’s speech) replaced machinelike interactions; in
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one transcript, a coworker told a colleague, “Now you’ve
gone and made Snackbot feel bad.” In other settings, participants felt jealous if the bot complimented a coworker’s
work ethic or healthy snack choice. Snackbot was thought
to have “crushes” on several workers on the basis of its
speech or travel patterns.
The researchers saw “ripple effects” far beyond the humans’ reactions to the bot: the people expressed “politeness, protection of the robot, mimicry, social comparison,
and even jealousy.” The presence of Snackbot changed how
people interacted with one another, in largely unanticipated ways.35 If a low-functioning snack-delivery machine
can have such an effect on humans, how much greater an
effect will far more capable robots have on us in the future? And how well will managers, researchers, and others
be able to monitor and modulate that effect?
Whether in a laboratory or on a battlefield, at a theme
park or in a living room, people involuntarily and consistently react to electronic and mechanical objects in psychologically important ways. But what are they reacting
to? There is a core group of both science fiction authors
and roboticists who insist that robots can attain consciousness. Rodney Brooks, formerly at MIT, is by no
means alone when he writes: “My own beliefs say that we
are machines, and from that I conclude that there is no reason, in principle, that it is not possible to build a machine
from silicon and steel that has both genuine emotions and
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consciousness.”36 Much like Ray Kurzweil, Brooks reasons
that the continued intermingling of “artificial” and “natural” subsystems will lead to creation of a hybrid life-form
and that “the distinction between us and robots is going
to disappear.”37 Although that day may never come, the
question remains, why do humans react with such intense
emotion to robotic forms?
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9
FUTURE DIRECTIONS

However it manifests itself, computing is changing. These
changes have important consequences because computing
amplifies human cognition—our own and that of those
observing and analyzing us. Because we define ourselves
much more by what we think and say than by what we
do, current robotics is moving close to definitions and assertions of human identity. At the same time, machines
powered by those computing capabilities which inhabit
the physical world are taking on some traits that can be
interpreted or attributed as human. Four broad changes
in computing affect people in new ways.
Shape
Whether it is wearables, humanoid robots, selfreplicating 3-D printers, or robotic vehicles, what we

think of as a computer has changed forever and made its
onetime embodiment in a beige box seem like a distant
memory.
Scale
There was much snickering in the 1990s at the quotation
allegedly attributed to IBM CEO Thomas Watson that “I
think there is only a worldwide market for four or five
computers.” Now as Google and Amazon build planetscale networks of data centers, the gist of the statement
has a ring of truth to it. Whether we’re using Apple Siri,
watching a Netflix movie, navigating from a Google map,
reading a web-based e-mail, or accessing Facebook, the old
PC-centric world of applications, networks, and processors seems less and less in tune with our everyday reality.
The idea of a robotic device as a physical manifestation
of a global computing grid will grow more familiar in the
coming years.
Human Proximity
The “personal” computer sat on a desk, often secured by
a lock and cable; smartphones were located closer still, in
pockets and purses and on nightstands. But now computers
can nest in shoes, eyeglasses, prostheses, and even nerve
endings. As humans and silicon-based computing platforms
intermingle ever more thoroughly, interesting things will
happen, some of them disturbing and others inspiring.
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Scope
From manipulating numbers and calculating artillery
trajectories, to word processing, to music production, to
Photoshop, and now to artificial intelligence, computing
has come a long way, moving ever closer to some of the
processes that define humanity. Given the pervasiveness
and magnitude of these changes, it is important that we
examine both what we value and how computing affects
our activities and beliefs.
Unlike steam and automotive power, which we came
to measure against the power of horses, we have no comparable way to measure how closely artificial intelligence
is approaching or amplifying human cognition. A car
with 180 horsepower can readily be compared to another
with 300 horsepower, but how are we to grasp the relative strength, power, or magnitude of cloud computing,
advanced sports measurements, stock-market algorithmic trading systems, or even the relative power of the
more tangible voice-recognition smartphone assistants?
When Siri 3.0 debuts, how much “better” will Apple say
it performs?
This lack of tangibility and yardsticks is important to
consider as computing comes ever closer to doing some of
the things that make us human. As that computing power
is turned loose and comes to both inhabit and measure
our physical existence, the need for realistic, informed
dialogue grows greater still: computing is now doing
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humanlike things, in human space, and in conjunction
with humans. But we lack language to describe what robots are doing or how well this year’s models are doing it
relative to 2010, say.
Five particular clusters of issues are arising. In combination, these issues pose significant questions about
human identity, agency, and rights and responsibilities.
As I said in the introduction, these questions need to be
addressed by more people than just computer scientists
and engineers.
1. Big Data and Its Insights and Illusions
Turning the physical world into a data model requires
massive computing, let alone storage, capacity. One reason robots and self-driving cars are practical is the sensors,
algorithms, and processing capacity that can be brought
to bear on the task of navigation. In the realm of nonrobotic sensors, meanwhile, surveillance cameras are notorious for producing vast volumes of information (most of
it not useful except after human viewing), and the accumulation of machine-generated pips, chirps, and other
signals points to a time when the glut of information will
overwhelm us—at least until signal processing and interpretation improve. However these fields evolve, robotics will for the foreseeable future be connected with the
mythology and technical progress of “big data,” defined
variously.
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2. New Role of Capital versus Labor
As Erik Brynjolfsson and Andrew McAfee argue in The
Second Machine Age, power laws characterize many aspects of connected systems.1 In the economy, for example, the richest become richer and more powerful while
the least skilled become poorer and more marginalized.
Every year there are fewer paths from the bottom rungs
of the economic ladder to the top; intergenerational social mobility is slowing in many countries.2 This growing polarization, and the role that computing plays in
it, might explain Google’s heavy investments in robotic
technologies: having ceded social networking to Facebook (the “next Google”), Google now wants to own the
key patents and markets related to physical computing,
whether in the car, on the face (Glass), on the wall (Nest),
in the factory (JV with Foxconn), or in extreme scenarios
(Schaft).
3. Privacy
As robots sense and move among us, they will collect
masses of data. As we have seen in multiple data breaches
exposing tens of millions of people’s information, some
of it extremely personal (fingerprints, for example), the
scope for the invasion of personal privacy expands every
year. To take but one robotic capability, facial recognition
is not something we can opt into at Facebook or elsewhere.
But with Google Glass–like automation, machine vision,
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and ever more numerous cameras and other sensors, making the face of any one of us a hyperlink to a vast database
can soon happen without our knowing it.
4. Automata, Augmentation, Identity
What do we call an augmented person? In the case of Stephen Hawking, “genius” usually suffices, even though,
with his robotic wheelchair and voice synthesizer, he fits
the definition of a cyborg pretty neatly.
What are the rules of the road for augmented humans
in athletic competition? Should SAT proctors test for Ritalin among non-ADHD test takers? How will HR screeners
evaluate “human+” job applicants?
From the machine end of the spectrum, what do we
call a machine that can emulate human capabilities, sometimes uncannily? Alan Turing had one idea in 1950; many
others have since been proposed.3
Binary distinctions will soon be overwhelmed by
anomalies, a clear sign that today’s simplistic typologies
will fail.4 Computing can approximate more and more
human capabilities (such as understanding puns and
riddles), while computers assume more and more mammalian forms, as Boston Dynamics’ progress with legged
robots illustrates. At the very least, the questions “What is
a human?” and “What makes humans special?” will occupy
more problematic terrain very soon: a 2015 article even
proposed letting humans and robots marry.5
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5. Humans Can Build Systems They Cannot Understand
or Control
Perhaps the most vivid example of this tendency is the
“flash crash” of 2010, in which the Dow Jones Industrial
Average lost, then regained, 600 points in a matter of 20
minutes. It is widely believed that automated trading systems, overreacting to the gambit of a clever day trader in
England, initially generated an excess of buy and sell orders, then retreated, causing a temporary lack of market
liquidity.6 If the aggregate wealth of the New York Stock
Exchange can lose 9 percent of its value because of automated responses to manually generated spoof orders,
given all the safeguards inherent in financial systems,
what are the possibilities that millions of sensors could
exhibit similar aberrant behavior? Code cannot easily be
stress tested at this scale, nor can interactions among
independent but interoperating systems be logically predicted. What are the rights and responsibilities of robot
owners or robot makers?
Furthermore, the more we rely on machines to relieve
ourselves of cognitive responsibilities, the more we forget how to do important things. An analysis of the 2009
crash of Air France flight 447, bound for Paris out of Rio de
Janeiro, raises important questions about the erosion of
human skills in the presence of automation: despite thousands of flight hours of experience, several crew members had extremely limited experience actually handling
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the aircraft, much less under challenging circumstances.7
The U.S. Naval Academy dropped celestial navigation from
the curriculum in 1997, given the far greater accuracy of
GPS, although it still instructs cadets in the use of the sextant (but no longer with pad and paper).8 Pocket calculators were most likely behind a generation of high school
students not knowing how to add or subtract fractions, a
necessity for carpenters and other tradespeople who have
little use for decimal equivalents. Digital tools come with
unintended consequences.
Three questions come to mind here. What are humans good at? What are computers good at? And how
will human-computer partnerships change shape over the
coming years?

Mind and Body

So we will be producing about 1026 to 1029 cps
[calculations per second at global scale] of nonbiological
computation per year in the early 2030s. This is
roughly equal to our estimate for the capacity of all
living biological human intelligence … . This state of
computation in the early 2030s will not represent the
Singularity, however, because it does not yet correspond
to a profound expansion of our intelligence. By the
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The more we rely on
machines to relieve
ourselves of cognitive
responsibilities, the
more we forget how to
do important things.

mid-2040s, however, that one thousand dollars’ worth of
computation will be equal to 1026 cps, so the intelligence
created per year (at a total cost of about $1,012) will be
about one billion times more powerful than all human
intelligence today. That will indeed represent a profound
change, and it is for that reason that I set the date for
the Singularity—representing a profound and disruptive
transformation in human capability—as 2045.
—Ray Kurzweil, The Singularity Is Near9

Kurzweil’s singularity hypothesis—that machine cognitive capability will eclipse human capability with profound consequences—remains controversial. Indeed, the
fact that Kurzweil is still a senior executive at Google,
the world’s leading robot company, raises some important questions.10 Perhaps the most familiar critique of
Kurzweil’s thinking was made by Douglas Hofstadter,
the Pulitzer Prize–winning author of Gödel, Escher, Bach.
In a 2007 interview, Hofstadter summarized what many
seem to have felt at the time: “If you read Ray Kurzweil’s
books and Hans Moravec’s, what I find is that it’s a very
bizarre mixture of ideas that are solid and good with ideas
that are crazy. It’s as if you took a lot of very good food
and some dog excrement and blended it all up so that you
can’t possibly figure out what’s good or bad. It’s an intimate mixture of rubbish and good ideas, and it’s very hard
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to disentangle the two because these are smart people;
they’re not stupid.”11
Anthony Damasio’s brilliant book Descartes’ Error
posits a convincing alternative to Kurzweil’s model of human cognition as a relatively simple and straightforward
process that can be replicated and then surpassed in silicon. Rather than accept the Cartesian split of mind from
body—expressed in the epigram “I think therefore I am”
and central to Kurzweil’s entire argument—Damasio reconnects thought with corporeality. The cognitive neuroscientist insists, with evidence, that it is emotion, the
blurry juncture of mind and body, that enabled human survival in the evolutionary past and continues to define the
species. All the talk about computer calculations equaling
and surpassing human intelligence ignores this basic reality. Until computers can laugh, cry, sing, sweat nervously,
and otherwise integrate mind and body, they cannot “surpass” what makes people people. Or, as Damasio explains,
“I am not saying that the mind is in the body. I am saying
that body contributes more than life support and modulatory effects to the brain. It contributes a content that is
part and parcel of the workings of the normal mind.”12
You don’t have to be a neuroscientist to follow this
argument. Our feelings often have a physical component:
damp palms, tingling spine, quickened pulse and breathing. A central processing unit–like brain simply cannot
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account for such phenomena, let alone for muscle memory
in athletes or perfect pitch in musicians. That said, algorithms and processing power and information storage and
networking are absolutely increasing the power of nonhuman cognition. How will artificial intelligence/robotics
incorporate these embodied forms of intelligence in as yet
uninvented devices? AI poses potent questions, but maybe
not the ones Kurzweil lists.
As I pointed out in the introduction with regard to
Google+ and MIDI, technical defaults have long lives and
broad effects. Indeed, the power of such defaults has been
powerfully demonstrated by two researchers who found
that countries with opt-in organ donor systems (such as
the United States) have far lower levels of available transplant organs than do countries with opt-out systems.13 We
are getting to a point where such defaults are being set in
regard to robotics, and they affect important human traits
and processes.
Robots are probably best considered tools, as Asimov
stated somewhat disingenuously once the field of robotics
was established (his far more influential fiction implied
otherwise). Humans and tools coevolve:14 as we adapt to
the many implications of our robots, the more we can selfconsciously locate ourselves relative to them, the sooner
we can design human-robot collaborations that can improve rather than impoverish our existence. And the more
such self-awareness leads to explicit articulations rather
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than movie villains, literary tropes, or economic shorthand, the less mystery and confusion will attach to this
new stage of technology innovation.
Humanity has always built tools, and tools always
have unintended consequences. Those consequences have
been substantial before: the rise of cities, the extension of
human life spans, and the development of nuclear weapons. Before the next wave of change redefines work, caregiving, and warfare—even seeing and walking—it’s time
we have some straight talk about who we are relative to
these machines, and what we expect from our transactions
with them.
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GLOSSARY
AGV (Automated Guided Vehicle)

Unmanned sled- or truck-like wheeled vehicle that follows a preprogrammed
path in a facility, often for delivery of routine supplies. Unlike a robotic vehicle,
an AGV is neither autonomous nor remotely controlled.
AI (Artificial Intelligence)

Branch of computer science that concerns itself with the computerized recreation of human cognition, either generally or in a delimited domain; any
such re-creation. Machine vision and machine learning (including speech recognition) are two subbranches of AI that bear on robotics.
Android

Traditionally, “an automaton resembling a human being” (Oxford English
Dictionary).
Big Data

Data sets whose size exceeds the capabilities of traditional data processing.
Because the data volumes generated by masses of robots, each of which has a
suite of sensors, can be substantial, big data tools are frequently enlisted to
manage and analyze them.
Cyborg

Being that merges artificial and organic systems of control. In the context of
robotics, a cyborg is typically an augmented human who has been enhanced
through the application of computational or robotic capabilities.
DARPA (Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency)

Agency of the U.S. Department of Defense responsible for the development
of emerging technologies for use by the military. DARPA has aggressively supported autonomous vehicle and robotic research.
Human-Robot Interaction (HRI)

Relatively understudied branch of robotics, particularly with regard to humans’ reactions to autonomous robots in their midst.
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Lidar

Remote sensing technology that measures distance by illuminating a target
with a laser and analyzing the reflected light. Lidar was a crucial component
on the first generation of Google’s self-driving cars.
Moore’s Law

Intel cofounder Gordon Moore’s (1965) observation that the number of transistors on an integrated circuit and thus also its overall processing power double roughly every two years (they have done so for more than fifty years). Since
many robot tasks are computationally intensive, increased processor power
makes more of these tasks feasible or cost effective.
Path Dependence

In the technological domain, the notion that current options are constrained
by past decisions: railroad gauges, typewriter layouts, and word-processing
software are common examples of how path dependence may prevent a superior innovation from winning out in the marketplace.
Robot

According to pioneer roboticist George Bekey, a “machine that senses, thinks,
and acts. Thus, a robot must have sensors, processing ability that emulates
some aspects of cognition, and actuators.” Culturally speaking, a robot tends
to be a mechanical entity that exhibits humanlike capabilities.
Robotics

Disciplines that combine to study, design, and build robots: with computer
science in the forefront, robotics draws also on materials science, psychology,
statistics, mathematics, physics, and engineering. The term was coined by science fiction writer Isaac Asimov in the 1940s.
Sensors

Sensing devices to situate a robot in its spatial and operational contexts: its
location relative to where it must go and what it must avoid and its operating
parameters such as temperature and moisture.
UAV (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle)

Remotely piloted aerial platform, commonly referred to as a “drone,” deployed
by the U.S. armed forces for both reconnaissance and the delivery of ordnance.
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